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Shubhra Jyotsna Singh is a first year student at Hindu
College, University Of Delhi, pursuing a double major
in Political Science and History. She is an inquisitive
person and an avid reader. New and innovative
discoveries, especially those relating to Economics and
Sustainability Science, fascinate her the most.

Jahnobi Khanna is a Masters student in the Department
of Political Science at the Delhi University. She likes to
read feminist literature and has a keen, critical eye. She
also likes to question everyday realities, visible to the
naked eye and beyond.Works of Ismat Chughtai are
her shelter, and she wishes to be the Kintsugi artist of
the world around her. 

Abhigya Barthwal is a first-year Economics student at
Hindu College. She is interested in poetry, world
politics and the human community around us. She also
likes to read independent news.

Aryaveer Chauhan is a graduate in Political Science.
He possesses a profound inclination for Postcolonial
Feminist Literature, Partition Studies, and art. 
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Akshat Sharma is not your average next-door kid, he
likes to immerse himself cheerfully in curious
information and tries to infer his own conclusions from
his observations. Authenticity and integrity of what
Akshat writes are immensely important to him, and at
the same time, he does not shy away from always
learning, improving himself and understanding things
better. You can always drop a text for a healthy
discussion on any policy, IR or Politics matter.

Bhagyashree Chatterjee is a third-year undergraduate
student pursuing a bachelor's in Political Science
(Honours) from the University of Delhi. She is a highly
driven photojournalist in making, who loves to read
and dance when she is not completing her assignments.

Prakriti is a third-year undergraduate student pursuing
a Bachelors in Psychology (Honours) from the
University of Delhi. She is a listening enthusiast,
keenly observant, passionate researcher, and amateur
artist.

Abhivyakti Mishra is a first-year Economics Hons. student at
Daulat Ram College. Taking her name quite literally, she
loves to express herself. Penning down her thoughts on
contemporary issues after reading and questioning them
while sipping a strong coffee is where her comfort lies. She's
passionate about mythologies,  economic fallacies & trends.
She is a published poet and researcher. She sporadically
writes poems when she wants to express something that can't
be backed by “facts”. 
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Aditi Deokar is a first year student of B.Com at St.
Francis College for Women, Hyderabad. She enjoys
watching movies and meeting new people. A sporadic
writer, she wishes to evolve, thus taking a step to write
about what has constantly been on her mind this year-
people and the effect of isolation.

Sonam Dhera is a second-year student of Psychology,
Sociology, and Economics at CHRIST (Deemed to be
University), Bangalore. She ardently believes in the
philosophy of positive psychology. She is a self-
improvement junkie who enjoys reading, writing, and
engaging in conversations about health and
productivity. 

Gaurav Krishna Banerjee is pursuing a postgraduate
degree in History at Hindu College. He has interned
with the National Museum wherein he worked closely
with artefacts and their documentation. Furthermore,
he has presented research papers in several colleges
across Delhi University and won prizes on themes of
Oral history, Dissent and Democracy, Gender and
Sufism. His research interests include, History and
Literature of South Asia, Sufism in South Asia, Labour
Relations, and Gender studies.

Antarleen Sinha is from Calcutta. He is a final-year
student of History at Hindu College. He is currently a
research student for the History Department of the
College for the Innovation Project 2020.  He is an
aspiring teacher and education activist who intends to
promote learning in a way that is not a compulsion for
students, but rather enriching and immersive. He
believes that education is the linchpin for national
growth and individual salvation.   
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Behind the scenes, HCG continues to make bold strides
in the field of varsity journalism with a host of gifted
alumni and former guest writers coming on board as
columnists: “A Castrated Oedipus”, “Forthrightly
Speaking”, “Polis Review”, “Contrariwise”, and “Pangea
Politics”, will service our readers with a range of opinions
in all hues of the written word. Besides, the coming
months will unveil a series of writings by our newly
inducted contributing writers: students from universities
around the world who have found in the Gazette an
appropriate means of channelling their intersectional
identities and diverse voices.
                As always, HCG delivers on its promise of var-
iety; there is something in this issue for every Social
Science enthusiast. History lovers will find Aaryan
Gadhok’s ‘Mastering Propaganda With Joseph
Goebbels’, and Akshat Sharma’s ‘Eichmann Problem and
Liberal Institutionalism’ particularly intriguing in their
animated discourse of conventionally redundant history
confined to dust ridden tomes. For those of a more
pragmatic bent, the data-oriented research in
Yashovardhan Singh’s ‘Caste And Social Mobility:
Climbing Ladders, Distancing Rungs’ and ‘Panic In
Pandemic’ by Shreya Shukla, Aditi Deokar, and Sonam
Dhera, would be highly informative.
                Further, the commendable on-ground coverage in
Nirmanyu Chouhan and Suboor Saifi’s ‘Bhagalpur
Massacre: The Forgotten ‘B’ of Secularism’ and the far-
reaching reportage entwined with Anupa Paulchaudhuri
and Devadeth K. Reiji’ Vox Populi enquiry, are bound to
be alluring to old and new readers alike. 

a wholly youthful view of the world around us. Keeping
in tandem with these values, the May-June issue once
again sets in motion the cogwheels of thought and looks
ahead to a new session in all its intellectual glory. 
           Consider this issue a cataclysm for binaries: an
attempt an encapsulating the burgeoning diversity of
thought in the campus space. As HCG oversteps the
boundaries of its own nascence, we take a moment to
extend our heartfelt gratitude to our readers, writers,
and ardent followers: you keep burning bright our hope
of supplanting new avenues in the campus space that
future batches may avail for all years to come.
              The Gazette has been envisaged as the Delphi of
the old: a predictive place for the ebb and flow of
society, culture, and politics. Keeping in line with this
vision, the cover story attempts to snapshot the ethos of
student activism. We were fortunate enough to
momentarily gauge the world through the eyes of
Natasha Narwal and Asif Iqbal Tanha. In a candid
conversation with our correspondents, the two reflect
upon the future of student activism and their tryst with
a failing and flailing prison ecosystem. We hope that the
reader will find this tête-à-tête as enlightening as we did. 
               

The Gazette was wrought in the belief that it would
cultivate a space for student expression and capture 

FROM THE EDITOR IN CHIEF
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CAULIFLOWER MASSACRE 
OF 1989 

The Forgotten ‘B’ in Secularism

The ripples of the Ram Janmabhoomi aandolan were felt across the
nation. The air surrounding the secular idea of India now came to be filled

with the ecstasy of communal disharmony. In this vicious milieu what
happened on the 24th of October, 1989, in Bhagalpur, remained forgotten,

interred into the collective oblivion of justice. 
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 By Nirmanyu Chouhan & Suboor Saifi 

Lately, the term “cauliflower farmer” is doing
the rounds on social media pages of several
communal sympathizers, in the aftermath of 

the legislative elections in West Bengal. What it
denotes is not only heinous but also serves as a
reminder of the atrocities against the secular clause
brandished ostentatiously by Indian constitution. 

In October of 1989, it was a regular autumn
morning for Bhagalpur in Bihar. Until the
residents of Parvati Mohalla, a locality,
encountered a well full of bodies cut into pieces,
which the local reporters and politicians were
quick to announce as the bodies of Hindu
students. Interestingly, this headline was then 

https://www.newsclick.in/indicted-his-role-bhagalpur-riots-ks-dwivedi-takes-over-new-bihar-dgp#:~:text=Prior%20to%20the,the%20Sanskrit%20College.


supplemented by claims that these students were
murdered by feral Muslim mobs.
     But there were never any ‘200 Students
Butchered’. That was a fired-up lie, eventually
leading to one bloody afternoon in Bhagalpur
which could be at best described as a riot, but what
was actually a selective and organized massacre of
one group. 
         Following the the bloody dawn of 24th of
October, 1989, Hindu mobs, assisted by policemen,
hacked to death Bhagalpur’s Muslim men, women,
and even children, with their ‘righteous’ swords of
retribution. In Chanderi, Muslim inhabitants
clustered together in one house as the mobs drew
near. The police were complicit as the mob hurled
in, killing at least 70 people in one night. In Parvati
and Timoni, Muslim families fled as their houses
were ransacked and set ablaze. Post 26th October,
when the army was finally called in, the State
retreated even as violence ravaged the region. The
1995 ‘Riots Inquiry Commission Report’ by Justices
Ram Chandra Prasad Sinha and S. Shamsul Hasan
openly blamed the government, the press, and the
police for circulating false information in an alrea-
 

dy inflamed situation. But what was the use of such
commissions after the act was done, or rather, the
fruits of communalism reaped?
            The Muslim community had to run for their
lives away from the slaughter and fear. “I am the
second generation of the Ansari Muslim
community of Bhagalpur. I wasn’t born at that
time, but my father and my uncles narrate that
bricks and bottles were hurled on our house. My
family had to leave everything behind and were
forced to run away from our home. During that
time, life was a more precious luxury than a house.”
a source from Darbhanga told HCG on condition
of anonymity. 
        More than a 1,000 people, most of them
Muslims, were killed in the rioting. Many Muslim
families fled the town, fearing for their lives. The
Logain massacre is one of the many accounts of the
communal pogrom in Bhagalpur, narrated by those
who were lucky enough to survive it. While several
other incidents remain unreported by mainstream
media, they persist in the minds of descendants of
the victims through parables of atrocities narrated
by their elders. 
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Location of the Bhagalpur district in Bihar, India
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Those who stayed behind were cut down by the
mobs who spared neither children nor the elderly.
The bodies were later dumped in a field, which was
camouflaged by the plantation of cauliflower and
cabbage saplings to hide the evidence. The
cauliflower fields of Logain became mass graves
with around 116 corpses.
          While the perpetrators of this barbaric act
roam free, people aligning with their ideology are
taking pride in using it as a “symbol” of ideological
victory, consequently posing a threat to the 20
crore Muslims of this “secular” nation. Social
media is filled with the slangs mocking the victims
of these massacres and celebrating the perpetrators’
diabolical acts. Some netizens of Twitter and
Instagram celebrate these inhumane acts, often
referring to themselves as the Dope Youth
celebrating the shine of India, sorry the shine of
Hindustan: Hindutva. The Bhagalpur riots were no
gradual response to an abrupt communal clash, but
rather the result of a wider political nexus and
administrative passivity over a long period,
butchering thousands of innocents. 

Brewing the Hatred

Earlier, in August of 1989 , adjoining the Muslim
Mohalla of Tartarpur in Bhagalpur was a Hindu
locality called Parvati Mohalla, at the end of which
the Bhagalpur University area begins. The
situation was already communally sensitive, as
these Mohallas were run by their corresponding
gangsters. Following successive police shootouts
and mafia associated murders, the political
volatility in the region worsened and the
competition for control of Bhagalpur increased
drastically.
            The Hindus of Parvati Mohalla celebrate a
festival called Bihula, while Muslims in the
adjacent locality carry out their yearly procession
of Muharram. That year, the Bihula puja happened
to be a few days prior to the festival of Muharram .
The Hindus residents put up tents in the middle of
the road to celebrate, obstructing the passage of
tazias. The Muslims of the locality objected to
Kameshwar Yadav's demands that the Muslims
Lower the alam (a mourning flag) to pass through
the tent. Yadav was the ‘muscle’ of the Parvati
Mohalla, and this act would have been symbolic of
his power over the area. 
            Acting on this, the then-District Magistrate
Arun Kumar Jha intervened and got the
obstruction removed while also arresting 

Kameshwar Yadav, who was soon released under
extensive pressure from his political patrons. But
why was a person like Yadav released? Was it
because the Congress had to maintain its already
disturbed national image intact? Or did they have
to maintain the ‘checks and balances’ in the secular
apparatus of our justice system? Yadav, being one
of the main accused of the cross-district bloodshed
that followed, was not only awarded a seat for
Nathnagar in 1990 on a Hindu Mahasabha ticket,
but was also sheltered by Lalu Prasad Yadav for
more than a decade after the massacre.
            This whole scenario was projected by Yadav
as a defeat of Hindus while Muslims also took it as
their victory. During the Bihula procession on
August 20, to avenge this “victory” of Muslims
over Hindus, some anti-Muslim slogans were
raised, and coincidently on the same day a Muslim
rickshaw driver was also murdered in an adjacent
locality further exacerbating the situation.
 
Ram Ke Naam

The Bhagalpur riots were triggered majorly by a
Hindu procession carrying bricks to the Ram
Janambhoomi. For weeks, preparations were made
for the procession. Right-wing outfits like Bajrang
Dal and Vishwa Hindu Parishad (VHP) prospered
on the issue of Ram Mandir in Ayodhya,
conducting rigorous poojas across the town.
            There were minor scuffles over Moharram
and Dussehra, with growing resentment against
beef-eating. But the Ramshila Procession of 24th
October was what kicked things off. Despite
warnings from the local intelligence unit, the
administration and the police allowed the
procession to march through Tartarpur, a Muslim
dominated area, with the slogans like Baccha
baccha ram ka, baki sab haram ka’ and ‘Jai Ma Kali,
karo Tartarpur Khali’ filling the air. It is also alleged
that the Bihar military police and some other
assorted policemen also joined slogan shouting.
The procession was surprisingly accompanied by
the DM and the SP. When a verbal dual began,
allegedly around the Muslim English school at
Tartarpur, bricks and even bombs were thrown
onto the procession by the local Muslim Ansari
gang, causing great turmoil and chaos.
         Even the DM and the SP escaped only
narrowly by hiding behind a jeep. The police
opened fire, reportedly killing four persons. After
that, it was not only the evening darkness that fell
on the town but also the darkness of hatred and
mayhem. The procession turned into a marauding 
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mob indulging in killing, looting,
and burning of mostly Muslim
lives and property. 
    As Tartarpur is near the
University Campus, rumors soon
began to circulate that hundreds
of Hindu students were butchered
by the Muslims and their bodies
dumped in the nearby well. These
rumours being carried by the self-
acclaimed horses of the media,
spread even faster to the villages
from where these students came,
and soon mobs started their
retribution spree.

Shock and Awe: Drawing a
Conclusion?
The inquiry report of 1995 states
that “There could be miscreants
who might be Muslims or Hindus
or both. The total analysis of the
evidence certainly creates an aura
of doubt over the 

11

whole episode notwithstanding
the real evidence. It may be that
some miscreants of doubtful
communal hue may have thrown
bombs, some stones, and crackers
to create mayhem but nothing
more can be said…. In the ultimate
analysis, we feel that the first
bombing from the Muslim school
appears to be doubtful, except
some miscreants may have thrown
some missiles and crackers from
somewhere in the vicinity to
create mayhem as stated above.”
The local press was rather keen on
spreading news even though there
was no clear evidence that bombs
were thrown onto the Bhajan
chanting peaceful marchers. 
             The press did not even
consider the lack of injuries that
could be caused by shrapnel or
open fire, but at that time, it didn’t
matter Consider it as a small spark 
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“Their community (Muslims) deserved it, they were always
ready to create trouble and unrest in the area, they just got

what they deserved. They pose an innocent side to the media
but do not give out what insult they passed on in Tartarpur.” 

 
     -A former VHP member, from Amroha.

that set alight a forest. The
numerous commissions and
reports squarely blame the
Congress government led by chief
minister Satyendra Narayan Sinha
and the state administrative
officials for their inability to
contain the riots. 
       These stories have been
interred into the soul of India, or
perhaps the Indian ears are
accustomed to them, marked by a
little public space and no
conversation. After 30 yrs of the
carnage, Bhagalpur remains a
haunting reality for thousands of
families who continue to live with
the lost hope of justice and
rehabilitation. Now that the
perpetrators have found their way
in all parties, it has also lost the
little political significance it once
had ,exposing the self proclaimed
secular powers of this country. 

Credits: countercurrents

https://www.jstor.org/stable/4402989


  
Therefore, when Patel landed on the Union
Territory on 14th June, his arrival was boycotted
with slogans of “Praful Khoda Patel Go Back”,
and hundreds of Lakshadweep natives observed a
black flag protest. To better understand the
persistent derision towards these laws and the
implications of the same it is vital to look into the
geography and history of the island territory.

By vibhuti Pathak

Following the demise of the erstwhile administrator of Lakshadweep, Dineshwar Sharma, in December
2020, a hellacious hullabaloo set off in the politics of the island territory. Following his incumbency,

Praful Khoda Patel, a BJP minister and the first non-civil service person to be appointed the
administrator of Lakshadweep, introduced a series of drafts mired in controversy.

backed by many political leaders spurred into
protest demanding the rescindment of the
“anti-people and anti-democratic" draft orders
of the Administrator. 

F earing the destruction of the demog-
raphy and unique cultural and historical
traditions of its people with the implem-
entation of these new laws, the islanders
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Lakshadweep, literally meaning 'a hundred thousand
islands', is an extensive archipelago in the Arabian Sea,
spanning an area of thirty-two square kilometres. The
chain of coral bijoux in the Indian subcontinent
consists of thirty-six islands of which ten are inhabited
by nearly 64,473 people. The union territory of
Lakshadweep also contains three reefs, twelve atolls,
and five banks that are submerged into the Arabian
Sea. The tropical climate supports a plethora of flora
and fauna, and therefore, the archipelago is rich in
biodiversity; a home to many rare and endangered
terrestrial and aquatic species. 
        The capital of Lakshadweep, Kavaratti enchants
and enthrals tourists with its bewitching beauty. The
golden, sandy beaches, crystal clear water of the
Arabian Sea, tall coconut trees, and varied ecology
together represent the beautiful coral reef island of
Kavaratti. Lakshadweep depends on the traditional
economic activities of fishing, coir making, and
cultivation of coconut. The origin of these traditions
and cultural affiliations of the inhabitants can be traced
back to the various historical legends most of which
have been passed orally to posterity. The oral traditions
of Lakshadweep tell us about the rich religious
traditions and fragile cultural heritage of the islands
which have so far been preserved due to the distance of
the archipelago from the mainland. 
        But at the same time, this poses a hurdle in the
development of modern transportation, efficient
communication and infrastructure, and barely 

Atypical Topography and History

of Lakshadweep

13

sufficient medical resources everywhere except at
Kavaratti. Despite these challenges, the people of the
island groups boast of 91.85% literacy rate, the second-
highest in the country.
     Before it was incorporated into India in 1956,
Lakshadeep had a fascinating history of occupation and
cultural assimilation. Legends date the first settlement to
the time of Cheraman Perumal, the last king of Kerala.
After his conversion to Islam, at the behest of some
Arab merchants, he slipped out of his capital
Cranganore (Kochi) for Mecca. When search parties in
sailing boats left the shore for Mecca, one of the boats
was wrecked by a severe sea storm and landed on one of
the islands. A series of expeditions of sailors and
soldiers, thus, followed the trail into the islands and
settled there. 
      The Hindu strata evident in the culture of
Lakshadweep till now, despite a Muslim majority
(96.58% of Lakshadweep’s population), clearly indicates
the arrival of this first wave of Hindu settlers. Islam is
believed to have arrived during the 7th century around
the year 41 hijra. Sheikh Ubaidullah stumbled upon the
island group where he propagated Islam throughout his
lifetime. The grave of St.Ubaidullah is today a sacred
place.
               Another characteristic of the islands far removed
from the mainstream is the prevalence of matriliny that
was imbibed into the islands during the seventh century
Chola-Chera wars. The islands, therefore, have a
vibrant mixture of linguistic heterogeneity, bracketing
between Divehi (national language of Maldives), Tamil,
and Malayalam dialects, to Arabic and Arab Malayalam,
making Lakshadweep an amalgamation of ethnicities.
94.8% of Lakshadweep’s population is now constituted
in the category of Scheduled Tribes.
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Treated as a single district, the inhabited
islands of Lakshadweep are divided into
ten Subdivisions, a development from the
earlier tehsil system. Law and order,
revenue, land settlement, and other areas
of consideration by the district are under
the purview of the District Magistrate who
is assisted by an Additional DM and Ten
Executive Magistrates. Various
departments are allotted to senior officers
or Secretaries.
        Like other Union Territories, the
administration of Lakshadweep is placed
under the direct control and
administration of the Union and it
prominently displays unitary features.
Article 239 of the Constitution on
Administration of Union Territories states
that “Save as otherwise provided by
Parliament by law, every Union territory
shall be administered by the President
acting, to such extent as he thinks fit,
through an administrator to be appointed
by him with such designation as he may
specify”. A Legislative Assembly and a
Council of Ministers are accordingly
elected to advise the administrator, who
additionally has control over the police
force.

14

Administrative Setup of

the Islands

What are the New

Ordinances?

The Draft Regulations and Ordinances
introduced in Lakshadweep by Praful Patel
infer their authority from the powers
enjoyed by the administrator of the Union
Territory. Parts of these regulations have
been implemented by the Union Territory
administration, while others await
approval by the Union Ministry of Home
Affairs. We have already come across the
unique natural and cultural diversity and
affluence that has been preserved within
the archipelago as a result of its distance
and isolation from mainland politics and
blind urbanisation.
             Vikalp Sangam, a grouping of 70
civil society organisations raising voices
against the reforms, released a statement 

on 11th June stating that the provisions
“will have irreversible ecological, social,
and cultural ramifications on the
inhabitants of this rich and fragile island
ecosystems”. What could lead to such
disastrous impacts is the itinerary being
followed by the administration of
Lakshadweep, reflective in its new
reforms, and the politics trailing it.
             One of the changes introduced is
the unscientific altercation of the Standard
Operating Procedure (SOP). Under the old
SOP passengers travelling to Lakshadweep
were first quarantined at Kochi for seven
days, following a 14-day quarantine and
RT-PCR tests. These were done away with
and all that was required as a travel pass
was a negative RT-PCR report from an
ICMR-approved laboratory. Consequent-
ly, by mid-January, the Union Territory
witnessed its first case of COVID-19,
which rose to 4,986 cases and 14 deaths in a
span of four months. Massive criticism of
the policies of the new administration
began to pour in. However, Lakshadweep
Collector S. Asker Ali dismantled the
allegations by citing the increased
movement of people with resumption of
economic activity, as well as the high
transmission rate of the new strain, as the
reasons behind the spread.

Prevention of Anti-Social

Activities (PASA) Regulation, 2021

PASA has proved to be one of the most
criticised drafts, which arguably aims to curb
criminal activities. Section 3 of the regulation
allows the administration to detain a “person
with a view to prevent him from acting in any
manner prejudicial to the maintenance of
public order”. This detention can be up to a
year without public notice. As per the latest
NCRB data, Lakshadweep had no cases of
murder, kidnapping, robbery, rape or dacoity in
2019. Provided the Union Territory has the
lowest crime rate in the country, the draft (also
known as the Goonda Act) is eyed with
suspicion as a means of suppressing dissent
against the new laws.

The PASA, however, isn’t unique to
Lakshadweep. Several states, including Kerala,
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Uttar Pradesh have 
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similar regulations. Mr Ali claimed that  the
law is necessary from a national security
perspective as the islands lie on international
sea routes, and gave an instance of March
when about 300 kg of heroin and other
incriminating materials were confiscated in
Lakshadweep by the coast guard. “Many
cases of illegal smuggling of marijuana and
liquor, and POCSO have also been reported
here. Keeping this in mind, strict and
stringent laws are needed so that the youth
here are not misguided,” he said while
defending the draft.
           The next draft prohibits buying, selling,
transportation, and/or storage of beef
products in any form. If found guilty, a
person can be imprisoned upto 10 years and
fined almost Rs 5 lakhs.
           Since more than 95% of the population
of the island groups constitutes Muslims, the
draft, which also puts a halt on serving of
certain non-vegetarian items in schools and
anganwadis, is seen as opposing the interests
of the majority tribal community.

15

Although Article 48 prohibits cow slaughter,
there is no uniformity in the banning of beef
consumption throughout India, as
states/union territories have the power to
make legislations regarding the same. Mr
Asker Ali defended it as a move to preserve
milch animals, despite the dairy farms being
shut thereby allowing larger players like
Amul to enter the dairy industry. At the same
time, the liquor ban in the archipelago has
been uplifted. Hence, the changes have
unambiguously given a communal angle to
the administration. 
            Another draft specifies the conditions
for getting elected to gram panchayats. It
disqualifies a person having more than two
children from contesting elections on the
condition that they be elected before the
regulation’s notification. 
             “In a state where women are empowered,

the future development of the whole society is

bright,” Ali said while stating that the 
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developing tourism in Lakshadweep,
which has similar ecological
conditions as the Maldives but lags
behind the island country in tourism
infrastructure. He further stated that
vested interests are behind the
campaign to portray the
administration in poor light.
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CONCLUSION

Amid the ongoing protests, there
emerged a ‘curious’ case of
filmmaker Aisha Sultana. She was
accused by the Lakshadweep
administration of violating
quarantine protocols, and also
slapped with sedition charges for
calling Praful Khoda Patel a
“bioweapon”. 
             The Save Lakshadweep Forum
(SLF), a joint platform of political
and social organisations on the island
that had been organising the
protests, hurried to the rescue of
Sultana and offered her its full
support. Yet again, the interests of
the people were trampled beneath
the shoes of the politicians as the
islanders feared that the real issue at
hand would take a back burner. This
increased their distrust of the SLF. It
highlights the paradigm of how
political parties puppeteer the masses
to fulfil their ulterior aspirations.
 Looking through an administrative
aperture, the drafts and legislations
being imposed on the island dwellers
undoubtedly exercise a long arm on
their modus vivendi. The changes
introduced in the SOP have ravaged
the once coronavirus-free paradise
with infections and mortalities. The
uncanny negligence and
maladministration of the Union
Territory could have been prevented
given its inadequate medical
infrastructure. However, the
representation of the Lakshadweep 

regulations provide 50% reservation
of seats in gram panchayats for
women.
              The next round of controversy
surrounded the Draft Regulation, is
how it ‘provides for constitution of a
Planning and Development
Authority with sweeping powers
over the use of land and waters’ and
‘vests the administrator with powers
to acquire any piece of the island for
development and remove or relocate
islanders if their existence in the
localities conflicts with the proposed
town planning or developmental
activities.’ While the protestors
demand these developmental
projects be undertaken in
uninhabited islands, the administra-
tion has started activities in four
islands, two of which are populated. 
         The bone of contention between
the authority and the protestors here
has been the demolition of
fishermen’s sheds which are
temporarily visited by islanders
during the fishing season. There is
also a wider perspective that such
developments aim at benefitting a
real estate lobby instead of being
progressive for the islanders.
Consequently, hundreds of islanders
have written to the administrator
demanding the withdrawal of the
proposed regulation. Many
signatories including environmental
researchers, scientists, social activists,
and experts on the ecology of
Lakshadweep have urged the
governor of Kerala in petitions to
review the orders arguing that they
should have “a long-term vision and
follow a regional, need-based,
consultative approach.” On the
other hand, DM Ali rebutted the
allegations saying that the projects
were in tandem with the NITI Aayog
and directed towards
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a decision through mutual understanding of the
islanders should be the ultimatum. As far as the
development of the archipelago as an exquisite
tourist destination is concerned, the model should
first be applied on the uninhabited islands with
equal weight being given to the conservation of
Lakshadweep’s unique ecosystems. 
               Hence, rather than following a ‘Maldives’
model, a people-friendly framework should be
worked out. At the same time, the efforts of the
administration to control the population and
promote women’s participation need to be
appreciated.
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administration and all the drafts as being absolutely
undesirable williwaws or desiccated interpretations
of the interests of the islanders is also pure calumny.
There is a necessity for a stringent law to prohibit
criminal activities in the islands, but the severity of
the Goonda Act is highly conspicuous. An alternate
ordinance should, thus, be put into place that allows
the detainee to avail his legal rights and approach the
Kerala High Court. The people of the island groups,
belonging to different ethnicities, have lived
harmoniously throughout history.  
             Therefore, the debate surrounding the ban of
beef products needs to be put at rest, and 
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INDIAN FEDERALISM 
AND THE BANAL POLITICS OF THE

GNCTD (AMENDMENT) ACT 2021
BY JAHNOBI KHANNA
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The Indian experience is
fundamentally couched in the
practices of diversity. India was
amongst the first few democracies
to embark on a multicultural path
when the West still insisted on
adopting a difference-blind app-
roach and value neutrality. Diverse
are its people, languages, cultures,
religions, and belief systems. The
India that was best-owed upon us
fought valiantly against the
homogenizing tendencies of its
colonial masters and the
ethnonationalist senti-ments of its
indigenous nationalists. It
mandated a new path by
recognizing its minorities, rather
than turning a blind eye to them .
         The Indian nation state
emerged as a glistening diamond
forged under the fiery pressures of
accom-modation and assimilation .
It can thus be called a motley
package of diversities that have
together rendered it a unique iden-
tity and conditioned its perform-
ance as a democracy. Packaged
within the acceptance of diversity,
often came threats of differen-
tiation under-lined by secessionist
underpinnings and attempts to
break away from the huge
patchwork quilt .The pages of our
history celebrate the iconic efforts
of Sardar Patel to weave together a
patchwork quilt of states through
deliberations and negotiations.

India is a multicultural and mu-
ltifaceted country with innu-
merable asymmetries abound.

The underpinnings of diversity also
manifest themselves into the proce-
ures of integration of states, with
each state striking a different deal
with the national government.

Federalism

Article 1 of the Indian constitution
defines that ‘India, that is Bharat,
shall be a Union Of States.’ This
highlights the unique concept of
federalism that India incorporated
into its Constitution and everyday
statecraft. In simpler words,
‘Federalism’ refers to ‘a form of
political organization wherein distri-
bution of power is at two levels –
mostly the national and the regional
level.’ Taking instruction from this,
political scientists further classify
governments into Federal as opposed
to Unitary models.
           A definitional endeavour sugg-
ests that a Unitary government is one
in which all powers are vested in the
national government, and the
regional governments ( if they exist at
all) derive their authority from the
national government. In a federal
government, the division of powers
between the national and regional
governments is sanctioned by the 
 Constitution, and both operate
independently in their respective
jurisdictions . The Constitution of
India established one such federal
system of government. India conta-
ins all the usual features of a feder-
ation i.e. two governments, division
of powers, written constitution,
supremacy of constitution

bicameralism, and independent
judiciary . 
     However, the Indian case also
encapsulates examples of unit-ary
non-federal characteristics such as a
strong centre, single constit-ution,
single citizenship, integrated
judiciary, appointment of state
governor by centre, All India Serv-
ices, and the emergency provision.
         Surprisingly, the term Feder-
ation features nowhere in the Cons-
titution. Thus, often the Indian
system has been variously described
as ‘federal in form but unitary in
spirit’. K.C Wheare (1946) refers to
the Indian case as ‘Quasi-Federal’ and
Morris Jones (1960) refers to it as
‘Bargaining Federalism’. Granville
Austin (1966) calls the Indian case as
‘Federation with a centralizing

tendency.’

Asymmetrical Federalism

– The Indian Experience

The Indian experience of federalism
has been unique.  Its diversity has
validated India’s practice of 
 Asymmetrical federa-lism. Simply
put, ‘Asymmetrical Federalism’ refers
to ‘a flexible type of union’ that
grants special status to some
federative units in the Const-itution.
Circumscribing the Indian
experience is a great deal of ambiv-
alence in this regard . Many modern
postcolonial nationalists expressed
their scepticism against any asymm-
etrical constitutional arrangements
for they believed that it bore within it
the seeds of separatism. 
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THE GNCTD
The Government of Delhi or the Government
of the National Capital Territory of Delhi
(GNC-TD) governs the Union Territory of
Delhi. The Chief Minister and the Lieutenant
Governor are the heads of the Government. It
comprises a Legislative Assembly which is
unicameral in its nature and is membered by 70
members.
            The Legislative Assembly of Delhi was
first constituted on 17th March, 1952, on account
of the Part-C States Act, 1951 . However, this was
abolished on 1st October 1956. A move for  re-
establishment followed in 1993 after the advent
of the 69th Constitutional Amendment Act,
1991 that declared the Union Territory of Delhi
to be formally recognized as National Capital
Territory of Delhi.
       Delhi’s identity is circumscribed by a com-
plex power structure owing to its status as the
National Capital where jurisdiction over differ-
ent subjects is split between the Central
Govern-ment and the Delhi Government,
largely deter-mined by Article 239 AA, the
GNCTD Act of 1991 and the Transaction of
Business Rules 1993. 
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Illustrative are the cases of Pakistan
and Sri Lanka who almost totally
rejected the federal ideals despite
their ethno-national diversities.
India and Nepal were the only two
reluctant postcolonial federalists. 
     Ronald Watts (2008) brought
about an interesting theoretical
distinction between the political
asymmetry that characterizes every
federation based on the
geographical and demographic sizes
of units, and the Constitutional
Asymmetry which pertains to the
differences in status or differences
legislative and executive capacities,
legitimized by the Constitution, to
the different regional units.
Constitutional  Asymmetry had
been manifest in the Special Status
provided to the state of Jammu and
Kashmir (abrogated recently) and
that of Nagaland and Mizoram, at
the state level. However, constit-
utionally mandated asymmetries
also percolate to sub-state levels.
This encompasses -

the experience of special kinds of
federating units referred to as
Union Territories. 
        Initially administered directly
by the Union through centrally
appointed administrators, none
possessed legislatures but were still
represented by at least one seat in
the lower house of the Parliament –
the Lok Sabha. Subsequently, two
new Union Territories came to be
created, namely Pondicherry by the
virtue of the 14th Amen-dment Act
in 1962, and Delhi by the virtue of
the 69th Amendment Act in 1991 .
              A point of convergence in
these two cases has been the grant
of unicameral legislatures, memb-
ered by directly elected represen-
tatives. The legislatures are led
responsibly by a Council of Minis-
ters and headed by the Lieutenant
Governor, an appointee of the Un-
ion Government, who perfo-rms
the formal executive functions of
the government. Both the territ-
ories are led by    

Chief Ministers accountable to
their respective legislatures. How-
ever, the Chief Minister of Delhi is
appointed by the President of India
on the recommendation of the
Lieutenant Governor (LG).    
             This is on account of the fact
that Delhi is the National Capital
Territory (NCT). Delhi Legislature
enjoys only concurrent jurisdict-ion
particularly in the context of
conflicts that may emerge on
questions of laws made by it and
those made by the Parliament. In
such situations, the laws of the
latter are given precedence.
Delhi can be viewed as a semi state
in that some of its vital subjects of
land, police, and civil services are
vested in the hands of the Union
Government. The Government of
Delhi enjoys only concurrent
jurisdiction in other subjects. This
has given impetus to the demands
for full statehood for Delhi. It is in
this context that the GNCTD Bill
becomes an important focal point.

https://www.theleaflet.in/delhi-a-history-of-governance-a-look-back-at-the-legal-journey-from-1858-to-2018/
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The 2018 Supreme Court

Judgement

Post an interlude of two years since
2016, a five-member Constitutional
bench of the Supreme Court was
constituted in 2018. This was in light
of a tussle between the Governor and
the elected Government of Delhi as
manifest in the Government of NCT
of Delhi and Ors .vs Union of India
case ( 2018 ). A repository of
principles of rule of law, participatory
democracy, and collaborative
federalism, the judgement upheld the
69th Constitutional Amendment of
1991 by overturning the erroneous
2016 judgement of the Delhi High
Court which had levitated in favour
of the Governor. The single judge
bench led by Justice G Rohini had
ruled in 2016 that the LG was the
administrative head of NCTD, and
therefore was not required to act on
the ‘aid and advise’ of the Council
Of Ministers even in areas
exclusively under the jurisdiction of
the elected Government .
             This was followed by a
restorative attempt by the Five-
judged constitutional bench with
regard to Article 239AA; it was
emphasized that the LG had no
independent powers to his avail and
that he has to conform to the ‘aid and
advise’ of the Council of Ministers.
The bench had said that, “a
legislative assembly without law-
making powers will nullify the very
idea of representative democracy that
represents ‘the popular will’ ”. 
               Justice Dipak Mishra, remin-
iscing Thomas Jefferson, articulated
that a just government should deri-
ve its power from the consent of the
governed . Arguments in favour of
‘Constitutional Morality’ domina-
ted the extensive piece of judgem-
ent, 

GNCTD (Amendment)

Act, 2021

The year of the Coronavirus
pandemic witnessed an unpreced-
ented piece of legislation declaring
that ‘the Government referred in any
law to be made by the Delhi
Legislative Assembly shall hence-
forth mean the Lieutenant Gover-
nor.’ This provision insinuated that
the titular head and the Centrally
nominated administrator, the Lieut-
enant Governor, and not the elected
representatives or the Executive,
would constitute the Government of
NCT of Delhi. The GNCTD
(Amendment) Act, 2021 came to be
passed by the Lok Sabha on March
22nd, 2021 and subsequently by the
Rajya Sabha on March 24th, 2021
followed by a Presidential assent on
28th March, 2021, thereby amending
sections 21, 24, 33 and 44 of the Act. 
An analysis of this stands crucial,
particularly in light of the fact that
the Shri Narendra Modi led Bhara-
tiya Janata Party (enjoying a majority
in the Parliament) has lost three
consecutive assembly polls in Delhi
to the Shri Arvind Kejriwal led Aam
Aadmi Party. While the BJP vehe-
mently denies any ulterior motives
and validates the amend-ment on
grounds of seeking to clarify the
ambiguities of Article 239 AA, lay
observers regard this as nothing but a
rhetorical assertion on part of the
central government. The Centre
stands firm in its belief that the ame-
nded 2021 Act was necessary for
proper implementation of the 2018
SC Judgement.
                       Veterans opine that the
LG is the Centre’s nominee and not
a part of the elected government, and
that the GNCTD (Amen-dment)
Act of 2021 subverts the 2018
Judgement which extrapolated that
the 
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supplemented with the ideas of
‘Constitutional objectivity’ as
manifesting the idea of checks and
balances, separating the operational
arenas of the legislature and the
executive, functioning within the
broader framework of denying
absolute power to one functionary
over the other .
           The LG was assumed to be just
an “administrator” in a limited sense
of the term, who was bound by the
aid and advice of the Council Of
Ministers, and possessed no
independent powers of his own. He
could not interfere in every case, and
his concurrence was not required in
each matter . The CJI held that as per
239 AA ‘any matter did not mean
every matter’ . The LG was to employ
‘constitutional objectivity’ and
exercise his power only in ‘rarest of
rare situations’ but only for valid
reasons. 
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Constitution has mandated a federal balance
which prevents the Union from usurping all
powers and lets the States enjoy freedom without
any unwarranted interference from the Central
Government.
                      The GNCTD (Amendment) Act 2021
has also been notorious in its retrospective
postulation that ‘The Delhi Legislative Assembly

shall not make any rules to enable itself or its

Committees to consider the matters of the day-to-day

administration of the Capital or conduct inquiries

about the administrative decisions , and any of the rule

made in contravention of this proviso, before the

commencement of the GNCTD (Amendment) Act,

2021 shall be void.’

                Inherently problematic is this clause
which prevents the democratically elected
Legislative Assembly from constituting any
oversight committees for Delhi’s administration.
Implied within this is the contentious provision
that Delhi Assembly would not be able to
formulate committees to scrutinize actions, laws
etc., contrary to the very spirit of democratic
governance. Emergent is an existential crisis of
sorts questioning the very foundational viability
of representativeness imbibed in the Indian
Constitution.
                   The Act also articulated that ‘Before

taking any Executive action in pursuance of the

decision of the Council of Ministers or a Minister, to

exercise powers of Government, the opinion of the L-G

shall be obtained on all such matters by a general or

special order by the L-G.’ What this implies is that
while the Act provides that the opinion of the
Governor must be sought, in practice the Act
inhabits the latent potentialities to push for
acquiring concurrence on all matters from the
Governor instead. This sabotages the earlier
Supreme Court Judgement which categorically
postulated that the concurrence of the LG is not
required.
              The Act also mars the everyday
functioning of the Legislature, cumbering it with
unnecessary delays in decision making which will
prove costly in situations of health emergencies
like the operant Coronavirus Pandemic. LG’s
prior opinion on ‘any executive matter’, so to say,
induces unnecessary complexities in the
governance model, which is the selling point of
any party that holds a majority in the Legislature.
A roadblock of this sort only emerges as a
quagmire to pull down the current AAP
administration in Delhi.

Conclusion

The sui generis nature of the Government of
National Capital Territory of Delhi stands to be
threatened by such instruments of banal politics.
The Central Government suffers from chronic
myopia which motivates it to legislate for the day,
without being perceptive of the repercussions
that such legislations may entail in the long run.
This is to be contextualised with its previous
legislations of abolishing Article 370, the CAA
and NRC conundrum, and the very much alive
dispute over the Farm Laws. There is a reason
why the Bharatiya Janata Party has failed to
capture both the throne and the hearts of the
people of Delhi. Such incognisance may turn out
to be expensive in the future wherein the ruling
party, in its frantic bid to homogenise power in its
own hands, seeks to offer a disappointing
apologia to the tenets of constitutionally
christened federalism. Thus, it needs to transcend
from its vanity metrics.
                    In hindsight, post the abrogation of
Article 370, CM Arvind Kejriwal welcomed
Centre’s authoritarian decision appeasing the
majority, unanticipating the fact that one day, the
Centre would also stand at the door of the Delhi
Government with an eviction notice.
                                A vibrant democracy cultivates a
 mosaic of opi-nions. Homogenisation poses a
great danger of stag-nation, tethering India by the
pegs of dogmatism. Every action has an equal and
opposite reaction: The banality of such politics as
witnessed in the GNCTD Act of 2021 may
stimulate stronger reac-tions, and demands for
greater democracy, the thirst for which may be
difficult to quell by mere rhetoric.
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multuous year ravaged by the first wave of
Covid-19, the Indian External Affairs
Ministry declared the “Vaccine Maitri”
campaign. The initiative was in line with the
Prime Minister’s proactive foreign policy
approach of putting the “neighbourhood
first” and the larger, guiding principle of
Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam or “The World is
One Family” that informs Indian society and
culture. Naturally, this unprecedented move
from a nation dubbed as the “pharmacy of the
world” was received with significant fanfare
globally.  

By April 2021, India had exported vaccines to
over 60 million other countries. Meanwhile,
only 130 million doses had been administered
domestically, with little to no regulation on
vaccine prices and significant shortages in the
availability of vaccines in the country. The
question that now arises is whether this was a
move that should have been avoided entirely
or if the issue was of its timing and manner?
Was India negatively impacted by the
idealism inherent in the policy, or was
Vaccine Maitry a significant step in furthering
the nation’s foreign policy ambitions for the
future? We asked young students of varying
backgrounds and residences for their
opinions on this policy which had directly
impacted them.

VASUDHAIVA
KUTUMBAKAM

The Hits and The Misses of India’s Vaccine Diplomacy 

VOX
POP
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While the global community was
steadily recovering amidst a lull
that followed in the wake of a tu-
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SAGNIK GHOSH
M.Sc. in Immunology and

Inflammatory Disease, University of

Glasgow

India, being considered the
pharmacy of the world, was expected
to take the centre stage to make
vaccines available to other nations.
So, it did try to capitalize on this
opportunity, thereby, aiming to score
points on both its diplomatic front
and economic gains from the
exports. However, it was a premature
move. India should have anticipated
the extent of the second Covid wave
which swept through the country
making thousands gasp for oxygen
in hospitals. Hence, it should have
been of paramount importance to
the government to acquire enough
vaccines for its own populace in
order to diminish the influence of
the second wave in the country,
rather than exporting most of it
abroad and later scrounging for the
same from the Western World.

SRIJANI DATTA
Student, University of Delhi

LORA REJI 
Student, Mahatma Gandhi

University

Covid-19 is new in our lives. Even
though we survived the first wave of
the virus, we were left downtrodden at
the later stages. During this span of
time, our PM at Davos Forum claimed
that 'we won the war against Covid'
and repeated the same at the
parliament a week later. Then, the
cases were at around 11,000 per day,
and what is the rate now? Did our
overconfidence result in our helpless-
ness? During the first wave itself we
got signals about the second wave, still
the govt. didn't take enough
precautions. Instead, Kumbha Mela,
foreign visits, and different campaigns
were held. At the end of the first wave,
we were supposed to ramp up hospital
bed strength, pharma supplies and
oxygen production. But we didn't do
that. Where does this carelessness
end? Our authorities mocked them-
selves by exhorting India as the fastest
country in the world to give more than
100 million doses in 85 days. In fact,
only 1.5 crore people were completely
vaccinated which is very less
compared to other developed nations.
When India asked to withdraw the
ban on vaccine imports, the US-
administration said that they have to
vaccinate their natives first; we could
have followed the same strategy. If we
gave credit to the govt. after the first
wave survival, then who is responsible
for the present jeopardy?

ADITHYA M. 
 Student, University of Delhi

The  Vaccine Maitri initiative is a
critical aspect of India's soft power
diplomacy. However, the second
wave of Covid knocked down the
vaccine supply to our nation because
of the huge demand of the domestic
population. While the U.S and other
European countries were pre-
ordering vaccines to fully vaccinate
their population before exporting,
India in the first phase could not fully
vaccinate its citizens. The U-turn
taken by the government of India in
vaccine policy is positively
acknowledged. At the same time,
Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam is not
reflected in the domestic distribution
of vaccines especially in rural India
where no policies are in existence to
tackle vaccine hesitancy and gaps
caused by the digital divide.
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When we talk about the Indian
vaccination program, it seems like a
failure because about 45% of Indians
don’t even know how to get vaccin-
ated. In most of the villages, people
are afraid because of a lack of
awareness about vaccination. Also, 
 Covaxin made in India has been
denied approval by U.S Authorities.
We also see many cases where even
after getting vaccinated, patients and
doctors died. People are afraid and it
hits the mental state of people about
getting vaccinated. The govt. expo-
rted millions of doses of vaccines to
other countries to improve our
country’s diplomatic relationship and
influence of other countries. As our
government wants long term good-
will with other countries and as a
result of that, they did not provide
sufficient vaccines to the states. I
think the government should have
balanced India’s domestic needs and
diplomatic commitments.

While it's understandable that India,
having a high vaccine capacity, has to
export a certain number of vaccines,
especially to countries which are
poorer than us, there are several
problems with the way in which the
central government planned the
whole thing out. Other countries
started vaccinating way back in
December, while we started a couple
of months late, with very limited
supplies. We relied on only two
manufacturers who had very limited
vaccine making capabilities. Thus, we
didn't have enough vaccines to
vaccinate our own population.
Exporting vaccines in such a context
is obviously enraging because the
vaccine development by SII and
Bharat Biotech was largely funded by
Indian taxpayers money. Plus, SII has
differential prices for the countries it's
supplying it's vaccines too...the prices
it's charging in other countries are
cheaper than what it's charging
Indian state governments and private
hospitals! I think there has to be more
international support for India to help
make sure that we are able to
maintain diplomatic ties by supplying
vaccine doses we had promised while
ensuring, at the same time, that
Indians are also getting the vaccine.

SONAM YADAV
Student, University of Delhi

Starting with the word Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam, India exports vaccines
to 95 countries. Taking the whole of
India as a family, is it necessary to
export vaccines to other countries
rather than taking care of your own
family? Do they treat us with the same
mentality?
      The relation between other
nations and the face value of the
leader and the country increased but
somehow some of the world leaders
kept avoiding us. It is a big truth that
making a reputation and helping
corporations to increase their profit is
not what a democratic nation is
expected to do. It is to be noted that
the primary need of a country is to
protect their people from the virus is
by making vaccines free to everyone
including 18+ categories or to make
subsidies to the lower income people.
It should be a secondary concern to
improve relationships between
countries by giving them free vacc-
ines. To a democratic govt, the first
priority must be the people of the
nation. The govt. is busy making
corporate profits while, here in India,
people are dying because of Covid,
oxygen and vaccine shortage; a govt
should know what a nation needs.

SAM PAUL
Student, Mar Athanasius College of

Arts and Science
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ASHUTOSH BAHUGUNA
Student, DTU

'Service before self', the motto of the NDA in India,
pretty much sums up the attitude of the Indian
government in such tough times of Covid. I feel the
altruism and the idealism shown by the Indian
government is remarkable and not stupid.  Back in
January when we had developed the vaccine, we did
have some faint idea about the second wave, but that idea
was unclear: what would be the magnitude, what would
be the peak time, when would it start, are we ready for it
or not, etc. Hence, in hindsight, we had little to no
knowledge about the pragmatics of this second wave.
Hence, unlike a profit-hungry capitalist economy, I
believe it was justified on India's end to make a difference
by adopting the Vaccine Maitreyi campaign. A majority
of our manufactured vaccine was possible because of the
raw materials we got from other western states, adding to
that our recovery rate was going really good. As we all
are stepping closer towards a post-Covid era, the world of
IR would change drastically given countries would
choose to ally and partner with those who helped them
get out of the deadly Covid era, hence India can expect
good economic ties with those whom it chose to export
it's vaccines to, thereby proving the effectiveness of the
policy. Nevertheless, the reason the second wave was so
contagious in my opinion was because of the mutating
nature of the virus, and the different strains that arose.
Even if we wouldn't have adopted such a liberal policy, it
is hard to predict that the intensity of the second wave
would have reduced, given the new strains being
immune to a vaccine developed for the first strain.

RAJEEV A. RAJ
Skill Development Executive, Agriculture Skill

Council of India

Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam inspires us to break the
narrow walls of division in our minds and strive to be
generous souls and make the world a better place to live
in. The Upanishad mantra is not just a geo-political or
socio-cultural statement, but a matter of fact.
The COVID-19 pandemic in India is a part of the
worldwide spread of the coronavirus disease and the one
core tenet cherished by Indian society is "Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam" which means "the world is one family".
As this was the first pandemic in 100 years, all countries
failed to contain the spread of it. It the initial stage India
somehow managed to contain it compared to other
countries. But when it came to vaccine drive India
couldn't compete with other countries. A series of
mishaps that included careless election rallies to serve
the hubris of those in power, allowing the Mahakumbh
to take place, and supposed failure of the Atma Nirbhar
campaign when it came to producing healthcare supplies
all put India in a dire predicament and is still facing
criticism from other countries. In my opinion, instead of
supplying vaccines and other products to other
countries, the Government should have used it for
people in India. Then we would have been far better
than other countries. Last but not the least, this is not the
time to criticize or blame the government. Let's join our
hands together and work for our people and for our
country. Only then does the true meaning of
Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam reflect from people.”
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ASIF IQBALASIF IQBALASIF IQBAL

TANHATANHATANHA

AQ&
We would love to begin with an
account of your journey on this path
of dissent, mobilisation, and
activism. Enlighten us about how
you found your calling in student
politics and what drew you to
become one of the faces of student
dissent in recent times?

My journey of activism began when I
joined Jamia. Najeeb Ahmed of JNU
went missing right after I took
admission and neither CBI nor police
have been able to find him to this
day. No justice is to be found in the
courts of law either. So I started
joining the protest movements for
Najeeb after he went missing.
Union elections had been halted for
quite some time now. The Union was
closed and our peers were struggling
for it. Thus came my first opportunity
to speak about the struggle going
inside Jamia. A senior of ours who is
in jail right now, Meeran Haider, told
me to give a speech. Ideology wise
we have had differences,
disagreements too, but never
bitterness (amongst us). After I gave
my speech he said, “I believe Asif bhai
that if there is anyone in Jamia who
can speak well after me then it is you
and you’ve just started. I would like
you to stay with us.” Which is why I
remained associated with him
throughout the movement. And 

that’s how my journey began which
was then limited to Jamia.
It was the movement for justice for
Najeeb, which gave me an
opportunity to come out of Jamia.
We reached many different places
including Jantar Mantar, the
Parliament, and picketed the CBI
and the Police headquarters once. I
became attached to Najeeb. The
most important moments were
when Najeeb’s mother came to Delhi
and stayed at the headquarters of
the organization I’m a part of. This
allowed me to properly meet her at
times. I could deeply empathize with
her pain which is why I became
deeply attached to this moment and
remained very active in it.
I believe that as a Jamia student it is
my responsibility to work on what
was envisioned by the founders of
the University and create a society
where people can live their lives with
freedom and happiness, where
women can live with autonomy.
These are what inspired the biggest
movement originating from Jamia
which would be witnessed by the
entirety of Hindustan. The CAA- NRC
movement became a nationwide
movement for all the righteous
people. It became a movement by
the student communities of Jamia,
JNU, and even Aligarh university. The
students took to the streets when 

the opposition fell silent. We had
never anticipated that we would be
treated like that because we
believed that fighting for one’s rights
and identity was not a wrong thing.
All that happened is in front of you:
what conspired over the course of
the protests, all the methods
deployed to end the protest. We
became active only because the
essence of Hindustan was being
maligned, the rights of people and
students were being annihilated. I
firmly believe we had a responsibility
as students and we duly fulfilled it.

Given your long and arduous
involvement in the field, how far do
you think student activism has
come post-2014, and where do you
see it heading in the coming
decade?

It is amply clear that students are the
future of this country. Those student
activists who haven’t earned a place
in electoral politics yet remain
consistent in their efforts to earn a
spot there. I hope the benefits of
these young politicians coming into
power accrue to the society at large
in the near future. Students
interacting with politics and being
encouraged to engage with activism
makes me believe that India’s future 

Interview by aryan pandey
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would certainly be bright. Citizens
and their rights would be safe-
guarded and the violation of rights
that some people face in the status
quo, would cease to exist. I think
students being vocal about these
issues in public is the only way
through which we can make India
congruent to what Maulana
Mohammad Ali Jauhar, Mahatma
Gandhi, Abul Kalam Azad, Baba
Saheb Ambedkar wanted it to be. 

Obviously, the path chosen by you
has been very difficult. Do you ever
feel regret or wonder how you could
have avoided being jailed for so long
if you hadn’t been so active in
student politics?

I have never felt that what I did was
wrong in any way. I feel that
somewhere, as political activists like
myself agitate, dissent, and demand
answers, the media or the
government is getting scared. And
the cost of instilling such a fear was
us being put in jail. But in all these
situations, the most challenging part
was retaining the support of my
family. My biggest support was that
my father, mother, and sister were
strongly in my support. They never
discouraged me from pursuing my
activism. When I was going through
a difficult time and was in jail, I knew
that my family would remain strong.
The organisation that I am a part of,
the friends I have, and the circles I
am in, all of these people stood by
my family and provided their moral
support in a big way. 
For 3 months after I went to jail, I
could not contact my family, I could
not hear their voices. But after 3
months when I talked to them, they
sounded strong and I felt
empowered by that. I have never felt
regret over the fact that if I were not
active in the protests, something like
this would have never happened to
me. In fact, it definitely occurred to
me that my activism might cause
me to end up in jail. It occurred to
me that because of my activism, the
future of Hindostan, as thousands are
being slaughtered, can be fought for
in the open. I have always believed
that if we do not demand for our
rights now, then in the days to come,
our succeeding generations will
never forgive us- their ancestors- who
did nothing as their rights were
taken from them.
I don’t want to personally benefit
from all of this. I only want to work
for the next generation that is to
come and create a better Hindostan
for them. Before us, our ancestors  

freed the people from subjugacy and
led the nation to independence and
because of that, today we are free
and we have a voice. Similarly, when
we depart from this world, the
upcoming generation will be able to
breathe freely, in the open, and the
democracy of this country shall be
saved. This was my true motive and
that is why I never considered myself
weak. The thought never crossed my
mind. I am happy that I am out of jail
now and have the support of the
people which will enable me to
continue to work for the good of the
nation in the time to come.

You were incarcerated for quite a
long time. Retrospectively, do you
find any shift in your perspective or
personality? How did the
experience of imprisonment alter
your worldview? 

Look, for the work that we do, in
activism, the perspective never
changes. The work we did outside of
jail, we continued doing that very
thing from inside jail as well. Our
goal, our work is to fight for the rights
of the people. Even within the
prisons, there is considerable
transgression of rights. Inside, there
prevails violation of rights
guaranteed in the jail manual and
outside, there is violation of rights
guaranteed in the Constitution and
we had continued our fight for these
rights from within the confines of our
imprisonment. To that end, I never
felt that I have changed or that
things have changed for us. We had
to keep working and I was entirely
prepared to do so, regardless of
whether I was in jail or outside of it.
However, our world has definitely
changed a bit; you all saw that we
were at Jamia, in Delhi, which was a
very limited space. In the streets of
Delhi, through the CAA-NRC
movement, people would listen to
us, talk to us, or we would simply put
forth our views and try to explain the
unjust policies introduced by the
government. But after being
incarcerated, we have been able to
connect with people in a much
larger way. Ever since I have been
released from jail, I have
innumerable messages on my phone
from people wanting to work with
me. So I feel that the only difference
is that earlier, we were working in a
very limited space i.e. only within
Delhi. Now, we have the opportunity
to expand our cause to other States
as well. This isn’t that big of a change,
it’s a small one, but its benefits will
be felt by the nation as a whole, by 

the society and hence, by us. The
benefits of those like me being jailed
will definitely reach all of us.

An appalling tryst with a failing
prison ecosystem, the incessant
name-calling, and innumerous odds
at work trying to discredit your
activism were all that fell into your
lot. And yet you reiterated your faith
in the constitution and the system
the moment you came out. What
gives you this unshakeable faith in
the face of such odds?

See, these people have not written
the Constitution of India. It was
written by Babasaheb Bhimrao
Ambedkar. So, somewhere if I had
the belief in it, it was because of
Babasaheb and not them. It was the
faith that we had from the
beginning. I wouldn't have believed
it if these people had written it. What
should we expect from these people
when they are putting those people
in jail who are fighting for rights. We
had belief in the Constitution
because everyone was given equal
rights in it. Secondly, what these
people are saying to us doesn't
matter. They can say anything. They
will say against those people only
who want to do something, who
raise their voice against wrong
policies. They call us terrorists but tell
them to prove that we are terrorists.
Now you had imposed an allegation
on me, yet the trial had not even
started. The whole charge sheet of
20,000 pages was prepared against
me, but I still got bail. You made a
whole story, everything, so if those
allegations are imposed on me, I
don't pay attention to it because I
have to work. And when we will
work such allegations will be
imposed on us. Now, in the future, I
may be called an extremist, jihadi, or
terrorist and put in jail. I am ready for
that also. It can happen to me again,
but getting afraid because of this
and not raising my voice, not asking
questions and not fighting for rights
and sitting at home, that's not
possible. Now, I am stronger than
before. Until the time I had not been
beaten in Jamia, I was afraid of being
beaten, I was afraid of sticks and tear
gas but after that, all the fear was
gone. Also, now even the fear of
going to jail has gone. So I think they
have gotten an open invitation to do
these things. They only did
everything: if we are speaking it's
because of them, their wrong
policies, and would continue to
speak against them. They only
taught us to speak, while doing 
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injustice to us and forcing us to keep
our mouths shut. But now that time
has ended. If they make an issue of
something to fight an election or to
implement something, then we will
raise our voices. If the government
wants to implement NRC or NPR in
the whole country, then we will
speak against it. If the government
infringes the rights of people like
Stan Swamy, then we will come on
the roads, speak, and fight. They
made all efforts to frighten us but I
know we are not afraid. And the
environment that was made in
Jamia ended when we came out.
Now, people are not afraid of being
inside the jail and together we can all
do better.

What significance does the term
‘political prisoner’ hold for you in
light of your experience with the
State machinery?

This thing not only matters to me
but everybody. If you people notice,
everybody is doing politics in some
way or the other. Because if someone
in the face of opposition is coming
on roads, raising their voice, asking
questions, putting their views out
there, they indirectly take a part in
politics. Similarly, because there is no
opposition left in the country, the
people who are carrying on this
responsibility are also doing politics.
Nowadays, the term political
prisoner is also used for the people
who were once called activists or
social workers. Most people think
that we are not any kind of leaders,
we can't do anything but work for
society and give food or clothes to
the poor. It doesn't even come to
their mind that we can also play the
role of opposition. And while playing
the role of opposition, there is no
doubt of them calling us political
prisoners. And if you see the political
prisoners or activists who are neither
connected to any party nor
connected to any electoral politics,
they are actually the ones that are
the real opposition and give hard
time to the government. So I think if
the state is doing wrong then those
who speak against them are political.
And when put into jail, they are
political prisoners.

You were subject to a brutal media
trial and a perpetuation of warped
narratives. How far do you think it
adversely affected the movement
you heralded and has irreconcilably
shaped the public perceptions of
certain marginalised groups for
years to come? 

See, the government, police and the
media houses are all one. And their
nexus has failed. The government
orders them to do something, the
police start working on it, and the
media then tries to defame it by
running trials. Basically, be it media
trial or police brutality, all of this is
the result of a nexus. And all of this
happened so that the people could
be scared. They thought that if they
put Umar Khalid, Khalid Saifi,
Meeran Haider, Sharjeel Imam, Asif
Tanha, Natasha, and Devangana
behind bars, they would silence
them and curb their voice, or scare
the people who are outside. All of
this is about fear: fear that if you
speak up about anything, you will
get lynched, or get shot or even get
jailed. And even after all of this if you
try to speak up, all your rights that
exist even in the prison would be
taken away. All of this is being
executed in a pre-planned way by
the government, police and the 
media. And according to what I
think, the High Court judgement
that was just brought about would
bring some change. Especially the
court’s point of view regarding the
judgement has changed because
this judgement was used even in
Akhil Gogoi’s case. So all of this is a
phase, which over time changes. I
feel like a new era is about to start,
and it has already begun. 
There is no such effect on the protest
itself. Because the protest is not over.
The protest has mellowed because
of COVID, because we have not
taken it to the streets. This was a
fight for rights for which self-
preservation was necessary. Thus,
due to COVID, the protest is not over
but has just changed its pattern.
People are protesting online and on
location. So, the protest has not been
affected due to the media trial. It has
always been a media trial since the
beginning. Even in Jamia, they did
not file an Fir and represented it in a
wrong way. Even in Shaheen Bagh,
they fired shots multiple times and
tried to defame the  protest by
stating that women there are
protesting in exchange for 500
rupees, or for eating biryani. With the
help of a media trial, they tried to
break down the morale of this, but
failed. Their whole nexus has failed
and has brought about no harm or
impacts on the protest. And even in
the coming days, there would be no
impact on the protest. Such
allegations will be thrown at us time
and again. We protested at Jantar
Mantar time and again, only to be
picked up and detained at Mandir
Marg police station or any other
police station. This is a very small 

process and they do this time and
again so that protests are impossible
to hold. On a huge scale, they have
tried to stop this pan-India protest
with the help of media trials, and
efforts at trying to defame it, so that
people cannot and do not ask the
government any question and stand
up against them. We have not been
affected by it negatively because
independent media like yours, stand
in allyship with us, in order to protect
and retain this movement. Media
houses like yours are the only ones
trying to keep this protest intact.
 

You were released along with your
fellow protestors Natasha and
Devangana. Do you feel that
throughout this entire ordeal, there
was a different kind of attitude
towards you because of your
identity? Do you feel that you had to
face an extra set of obstacles as
compared to your fellow prisoners?

First and foremost, I would like to
express gratitude towards my
advocate and legal team. Bringing a
bail under UAPA in 13 months is no
less than a miracle. If you notice: ‘43d’
of UAPA says that the disclosure
statement can be made prima facie
for bail. That means that bail cannot
be given to us on its basis. But the
same disclosure statement is
inadmissible in court at the time of
putting charges. My legal team
struggled a lot to get me bailed. 
A narrative has been woven in the
past few years wherein they say,
“Musalman toh atankwadi hai”. Then
they also say, “Nahin-nahin! Har
atankwadi Musalman kyon hota
hai?” I counter that wasn’t the one
who shot Gandhi ji and murdered
him not a terrorist? I have countless
such examples. Hatred has been
perpetuated against Muslims in the
past few years. We had to bear the
consequence of the same within the
prison in one way or another. Post
my arrest last year I wasn’t allowed to
offer namaz. It was the month of
Ramzan, and usually a clock is
provided so that we can pray at fixed
times of the day. Every cell had such
a clock, but when I asked for the
same, they didn’t comply. I asked
them to provide me a clock for the
purpose of prayer, but they gave it to
all Muslim inmates except me. They
said that these people are criminals
but we face no danger from them.
We are only in danger of Muslims like
you who are studying in universities
and speak up for their rights. And
that is why we have no compassion
for you and cannot provide you any
benefits at all.
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In the ladies’ prison, there was one
Gulfisha besides Natasha and
Devangana. When we were all
together in the court, she cried
before the judge over the
discrimination she faced. Despite
being in the same situation, Natasha
and Devangana faced no such
discrimination. This is on record and
you can hear it yourself. Even
Natasha and Devangana attested to
the discrimination against her on the
basis of her identity as a Muslim. Our
battle is to end this discrimination
and mindset of hatred.
Another friend of mine from Jamia,
poet Nabiya Khan, has previously
talked about the deplorable
comments she has had to deal with
because of being women. Not only
are they insulting a woman only
because she is a Muslim, they cannot
exercise basic decency towards a
woman. A couplet comes to mind,
“Aankh se aankh milaane ka hunar
rakhte hai, aur aag nafrat ki bujhane
ka hunar rakhte hai”. So we will try
our best to extinguish this raging fire
of hatred.

What do you feel could be the
reason for this discrimination? I feel
that it is the outcome of an
information crisis wherein the
public mindset is being groomed
according to a pre-set narrative. As
compared to a decade before, the
instruments of shaping thought are
changing. So what according to you
is the cause of discrimination in this
era of information crisis? 

There is a whole machinery at work
behind this. There is an effort being
made to impose Hindutva politics
and Ideology of RSS on people
because Muslims form the biggest
minority group in India. So, all in all,
maximum hatred is directed
towards them (Muslims) only.
Therefore, it can definitely be one of
the factors contributing to an
information crisis. Still, their
machinery is working behind it.They
( RSS and BJP) are spreading false
information and creating enmity
amongst people. They are doing it
mostly by writing and speaking.
Senior RSS and BJP leaders, by
speaking in large rallies, instill hatred
amongst people. They are giving
false information to people, resulting
in the repercussions that we are
facing.
I got my elementary education from
a Hindu family. Our teacher was a
Hindu. We used to wait for Eid, and
after offering prayers on Eid, it was
her home that we would visit before
our own. First of all we used to go to 

meet her and have food at her home.
Likewise, she was the first one to visit
our home during any festival. We
used to take sevaiyan and sweets
from our home for her.
Same things used to happen all over
my village. All these things are still
there. According to me, the number
of people with hatred within
themselves are very less, and the real
beauty of India lies in a milieu where
Hindus, Muslims, Sikhs, and
Christians live together and eat
together. They are trying to turn
everyone’s hearts as well as their
thinking towards hatred. 
I don’t say that Muslims are 100
percent right. But, you have to
understand that from where it all
started. There is a reaction to every
action. The action you take is in
response for the hatred being
propagated against Muslims. And,
when they (Muslims) retaliate, you
call them anti-nationals, radicals, and
terrorists, and throw them in jails. I
think that wrong actions are being
taken, and people are also reacting
towards them in the wrong way. It
isn’t necessary that there should be a
wrong reaction in response to a
wrong action: Everyone should
present their opinion with ease and
comfort.  People should express their
views within legal boundaries.

A number of protestors who joined
against CAA-NRC were Muslim.
Several Muslim symbols and
slogans were also used. Some
liberal spaces opposed this on the
grounds that the protest should be
secular. What do you feel about
this? 

I went to a CAA protest in Ranchi,
and over there I met father Stan
Swamy. Over the course of
discussion with him it was said that
this is entirely a Muslim movement.
So, some of our Muslim friends
interrupted that, asking that how
could we say this? That it was a
movement of the entire country.
Then I said that this is a movement of
the entire country, a movement of all
peace-loving people, but it was
started by Muslims only. You can call
a Dalit movement, a Dalit
movement; you can call a tribal
movement, a tribal movement; you
can call farmers’ protest as farmers’
protest. But when this is a fight for
Muslim identity, then why can’t you
call it a Muslim movement? When I
said this, the people who were part
of the discussion didn’t agree with
me and said that I am making it one-
sided. 
Then, Father Stan Swamy kept his 

hand on my head and said that this
is a Muslim movement. He gave the
same reference and said that you
people associate all movements with
their identities, then why aren’t you
associating a Muslim identity with a
Muslim movement? I ( Father
Swamy) am standing alongside their
(Muslims’) identity in this movement
because I believe in secularism as
well as the fact that this is a Muslim
movement. I had a discussion with
Father Stan Swamy on this topic
multiple times, and therefore do I
believe in his perspective.
Other people should also
understand that if a movement is
being organized by Muslims, then it
should be called a Muslim
movement. And, to the people who
are secular, who are liberal, Muslims
should say that they will stand
alongside them in any of their
movements while preserving their
Muslim identity. So, if you are coming
to any of our movements, then only
associate with it if you think it is a
Muslim movement, it is a Muslim
women’s movement. Then only, you
can say that this is a movement of
the entire India. But our prima facie
remains the same, that this is a
Muslim movement. This is my
perspective, was, and remains the
same.

Ram Manohar Lohia used to say that
"If the roads become silent, the
Parliament will go awry". Do you
think this tradition of street
performance rages strong in the oft-
cited ‘New India’ or is it dying down?

(Laughing) Do you think that the
roads are deserted?

No, Asif. I mean to say that the
frequency of protests has gone
down. It wasn’t very long ago that a
slight inflation of petrol prices
would trigger massive strikes
countrywide. But don’t you feel that
that culture is reducing? Where do
you see the Indian culture of taking
to roads in protest heading?

See, work has borne fruit: There were
very limited people who were taking
to the streets and raising their voices.
But I feel that since the anti-CAA
movement started, people have
developed passion. Soon afterwards
Covid came and then roads became
deserted again. After that, I was in
jail. The way the farmers’ movement
is going on shows how the roads are
populated even today. You have
given a correct example that the
price of oil has increased, the price of 
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ration has increased, and people
should come on the streets against it.
Even the unemployment is so high
because of Covid. This whole
situation has become like this
because of Covid. Somewhere the
roads have become deserted, there
has been less talk about rights. But
from the farmers’ movement and
anti-CAA movement, I feel that in the
coming time there will be protests
against everything that the
government is doing. So people will
hugely benefit. Now, people are
coming on roads and leaving their
homes. Those Muslim women, about
whom it was said that they are not
allowed to leave the house, there are
restrictions on them, they do not
know how to speak and only know
how to cook and take care of the
children, came out on streets when
the anti-CAA movement started.
I think that the narrative and the
situation is changing, and people are
becoming aware. Be it through social
media or whatever, people are
becoming aware. And people
themselves will come outside their
homes to fight for their rights. I also
appeal to them that every time Asif
Iqbal Tanha, Devangana, Natasha, or
the students of JNU, Jamia, or AMU
will not come. You too will have to
come to fight for real rights. It is not
necessary that we should be
together. I believe that the decisions
of life and death are not made on
Earth. So, bahut limited hai aur
bahut  cheezein However, you can't
sit expecting anything from anyone. I
also request you all to come on the
streets to fight for your rights. If you
do not come, it will not only harm
you but everyone out there. 

Asif, did you feel that certain liberal
spaces were trying to whitewash
your Muslim identity out of the
movement once you were granted
bail?

There is nothing like that. I didn't feel
any exclusion. I have always said that
I do not want media, glamour,
photos, videos, I just want to and
have to work. I was working even
when I was outside and even when I
was inside. Who is giving me
coverage, who is not giving me
coverage, it doesn't matter. This kind
of discrimination is there
somewhere, many people wrote,
many of our colleagues said, wrote,
did everything. But I have no belief in
this, I have no belief that this has
happened to me like this. Whatever
was meant to happen, happens, and
has happened. We do not want to
speak much on this, because what

   

we have is also a battle of ideology
somewhere. But we come to the
issues. So, many things are
represented on the basis of
ideologies. So that actually
happened. But in the battle of issues
we were together, are together, and
will be together. We were different in
the battle of ideas. People of every
thought would like that the people
of their views, the people of their
organization, should take them
forward. This is what I tell them,
many of our friends also wrote that
there was discrimination with Asif,
the things that should be given were
not given. I tell him that if you think
that Asif has the power that Asif can
do something, then you should
support Asif. It is not necessary that if
they are not speaking anything
about Asif, or will not give coverage
to Asif, then it should not be a topic
of discussion. I believe that those of
you who think that Asif can do
something, then you should come
with Asif, stand together, and fight
with Asif. Ideological battles are
always there, but our hearts are not
battling. There is a difference in
opinion but our hearts are still
connected ( Matbhed hai, manbhed
nahi hai.). We come together on
issues and we will come together on
issues and the struggle that lies
ahead will continue.

This whole activity of protesting,
mobilizing and organizing can be
quite draining, and sometimes
disillusioning. What is something
that you do to keep yourself
motivated ? Is there anything you’d
like to recommend to young
activists as a source of inspiration?

See, the number of people who truly
wish to work are very limited. And
that limited proportion is always
targeted and people often try to
break their morale. Again, the youth
is also limited and they are able to
speak on small matters only. People
study and get into searching jobs.
They think that they will then lead a
better life, but this is not the truth. If
you would not speak for rights then
the hard earned money would also
not give a peaceful/satisfactory life.
The only way is to speak up for rights.
There is no need to be afraid of
anything, because when you speak,
hardships are common, problems
would arise. But what I believe is that
till the time you don't give a sacrifice,
revolutionary changes are
impossible. Revolution demands
sacrifice, The freedom we enjoy
today is a result of revolution with
sacrifices. So, if you want to have a

better society, if you want people to
lead a peaceful life, if you want to
have a country where women are
safe. If you want a country where the
posterity can have a better survival
and wish for us, then you have to
come and speak up to change the
current situations and make them
better. You don’t have to be worried
because this path is hard, needs
trails, and is for a very limited time. I
think 13 months isn't a big time. I
spent 13 months in jail and if it looks
like a long period to me then I
haven't made a big sacrifice. The
time ahead demands more sacrifices
and I am ready for that. I expect the
same from other people. Whatever
we can do we will do. I would like to
end by saying that whenever there
would be a need to strengthen this
country, the democracy, the
constitution, the judiciary or to fight
for people’s rights, Asif Iqbal, as a
student, as an Indian would be the
first to see the line.

To conclude, would you like to
recommend a nazm or a book that
gives you courage to keep going
and would be inspiring to future
generations as well?

“Ae sitamgar-e-gardish-e-dauran Meri
lalkaar ki awaaz sun
Mera bazoo kaatoge, mera kalam bolega
Mujhe maar bhi doge, mera lahoo bolega.”

I read one more poem with
fondness, I truly like that. The poem
and its message are apt seeing the
current situation. 

“Jis desh ke kooche kooche mein aflas awara
phirta ho
Jo dharti bhookh ugalti ho, jaha dukh palak
se girta ho
Jaha bhookhe nange bacche bhi, aaho pe
paale jaate ho
Jaha sacchaai ke mujrim bhi zinda me daale
jaate ho
Jaha mazloomon ke khoon se 
mael apne dhoye jaate ho
Us desh ki mitti barso se ye dukh jigar pe
sehti hai”

In the end I would say:
“Na ho mahaul se mayoos, duniya khud
bana apni
Jigar me hauslein aur hauslon me jaan paida
kar”

Thank you Asif. What can I add in
the end to your insightful words
except some poetry by Kaifi Azmi: 

“Koi to sood chukaaye, koi to zimma le us
inquilab ka, jo aaj tak kahin udhaar sa hai”
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NATASHANATASHANATASHA
NARWALNARWALNARWAL

AQ&
We would love to initiate this
conversation with a series of
anecdotes on how you commenced
upon this arduous path of student
activism and politics. When did you
know that this path was your calling?

Oh, I don't think that there was any
one moment. I have been very lucky
to be born in a family where my
father, and some other family
members as well, were active in
various social movements. So I have
also grown up with that sense of
seeing the kind of movements that
happen on various issues and have
always been a part of numerous
conversations about society and
politics. So it was always there. I don't
know if you guys know, but I also did
my graduation from Hindu college.
So, when I came to the University to
pursue higher education, I saw
student movements and issues over,
for instance, lack of girls’ hostel,
accommodation, fees, sexual
harassment etc. faced by the
students.
And getting through all these issues, I
think I got initiated into student
activism on my own.

As you said, you are an alumna of
Hindu College. So tell us about how 

this little cited part of your early
college life shaped your ideology
and politics.

As a student of Delhi University, one
got a lot of freedom. Apart from all
the issues one faced then regarding
accommodation (specifically
because the hostel seats are so less,
especially for women), so many
colleges still don't have women's
hostels, the fees were and are
exorbitantly high and seats continue
to be very low. So at that time, even
that was non-existent in all small
squared colleges. So I also got a
sense of being on my own in the city,
navigating the University experience,
making new friends, learning various
kinds of  things. I did history honors.
The kind of discussions we had in the
classroom were so vibrant and
diverse, and so big of a change from
how we studied history in school,
that they were sort of an eye opener
for me. Generally, studying any Social
Science means that you get to know
more about your surroundings and
society, how they function, and their
various issues. So I think that's how it
has shaped my politics.

You've been very closely affiliated
with Pinjra Tod. All these issues
about hostel fees and not having a

hostel is how Pinjra Tod started out.
And it has evolved into a much
larger movement. So how has this
journey been from limited college
activism to national politics? How
has this evolution been for Pinjra
Tod as well as for you?

I did my graduation from 2006 to
2009 and Pinjra Tod started in 2015
when I had almost finished my
education. But, these issues are very
much alive even today. I remember
when we were in college, first of all,
there were so few hostels. So that
was in itself an issue. But at that time,
there were not many people who
were speaking up against this. There
were different timings for women's
hostels and men's hostels and other
kinds of issues. So, I think it took a
while for even the campus politics to
take these issues seriously. And I
think that this is where an
intervention like Pinjra Tod made a
difference to foreground these issues
in politics. I think that that's where it
germinated: because there were so
many young women students who
wanted a platform to raise these
issues and to think about them
collectively. 
The conversation started from the
Jamia hostels, and then as students
of different universities met each

Interview by aftar ahmed
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other, they could all relate to it. 
They collectively figured out that
they were in this together, and were
all facing the same issues. Initially, we
faced a lot of backlash: What are
these frivolous issues? Who cares
about that? These are not the real
issues! 
But the movement gradually grew.
So, I think even before Pinjra Tod, it
was not that the student activism
was slacking. As a student your
primary activism revolves around the
university and its issues. But I was
always working keeping in mind that
these issues were not isolated from
the larger issues of politics and social
justice. There were also various other
things which were happening
around at that time, like a slum
being demolished somewhere and
the Indo-US nuclear deal being
underway. So one would go to those
kinds of protests as well. 

How do you feel that being a
student of history shaped your
worldview and the course that your
life took post-university? 

Studying history in school is very
different from studying history in
college. Especially when you tell
somebody that you're studying
history, they say "oh oh acha date
yaad rakhni padti hogi." No, History is
not about that. When you actually
study History, you come to know that
it is about how your society and your
world has come to be, and has been
shaped and changed by people as
well. So, studying all those processes
gives a historical view of everything.
Knowing that everything has evolved
over centuries through these
processes and that you can be a part
of those changes is important. So
nothing is really static. This kind of a
cynical view made people say "kya
fayda hai yeh krne se. Yeh karne se
kuch nahi hone wala hai." But things
do change and you can change
them. 

There's this narrative that is being
peddled by the mainstream media
against universities like Jamia and
JNU, that they have become hubs of
anti-nationalism. They're often
derided with titles like anti-national
Universities. Do you feel this
discredits any voices that come out
of these universities?

I think it works both ways. On the
one hand, as you said, there are a lot
of attacks on these institutions and
students from them face a kind of

widespread branding. So there is a
lot of backlash perpetrated to people
from these institutions. But I think it 
 also works the other way, because
the people also, after a point, start
seeing through this, right?  
I remember that when this ‘anti
national business’ started against
students in 2016: a lot of people
would randomly meet, and those
who said they were from JNU would
face aversion. But I think that has
also gradually changed a lot as
people have also seen through it that
how the students who are fighting
for the basic right to education and
to scholarship are being increasingly
branded, and these days if you do
anything, even write a Facebook or
twitter post, you are branded with all
of these things. 
So, I think with the increase in
repression and suppression of voices,
the number of people, and not only
from these pockets, have also made
people realize that, you know, this is
also propaganda. I especially want to
share this one thing which one of my
relatives shared with me. Before the
Kisan Andalon started, the standard
rhetoric for any movement would be
that they are anti-nationals who
must have done something wrong.
But after that, when the general
public was also branded as, you
know, anti nationals or whatever,
then there was a change in their
thinking that if they are saying this to
us and they are saying that to them
then it is the same thing, just a
means of suppressing people's
voices. So, I think that there has been
a change as well. 

Since you were a student of history I
have a question for you: Student
activism isn’t a post 2014
phenomenon, but existed under
previous governments as well. But
do you think this branding is
something that has been visible
only post 2014 and not nearly as
much as at any other point in our
independent history?

Yeah. I think I would agree to that.
But there has been a long, long
history of students’ movements and
other kinds of movements in our
country. They have all faced
repression and it's not like there was
no repression earlier. Even during the
time of emergency, apart from
political leaders, various students
were also put in jail. My father was
one of them. So, I am not saying that
there was no repression. But, I think
this concept of branding every voice,
especially that of the students of

particular universities and circulation
of propaganda and fake news is a
very peculiar phenomenon of post-
2014.

I read in an article that you were not
provided a hard copy of your charge
sheet in September. The soft copy
was provided in September, but the
hard copy was provided in March.
So how did you show such
resilience in the face of so much
uncertainty?

I think that you can call it resilience
and all, but sometimes it is the only
option. You can either break down,
or just shake it off. One thing that
made the journey easier was the
kind of support we received. I and
Devangana were together in jail.
Gulfisha and Safoora, who were also
arrested in this case, were there too
initially. We did not know much
about each other earlier, but being
together in that space, we held onto
each other. That gave us a lot of
strength and will to struggle.
Solidarity and care that we
witnessed from other inmates was
also very crucial for our survival there. 
We somehow end up talking only
about political prisoners, but there
are so many people languishing in
our prisons without their trials
commencing for three, sometimes
even five years. There are little
children inside. Most women don't
have enough resources to get proper
legal representation, have no family
or social support. So you just have
each other there. You develop
friendships, and an environment of
collective care. It's not a very rosy
picture I am painting, but you do
form deep relationships which give
you strength and resilience to
struggle. 
This is not an isolated struggle, such
struggles have happened
throughout history. So many people
have walked on the path of struggle
before us and have accomplished
great things, but, they have also
faced immense repression for
everything they did. So you take all
this as a part of struggle while
drawing inspiration and strength
from that.

So this uncertainty around your
arrest must have made getting bail
unimaginably complicated. In light
of your experience with the red tape
of UAPA, tell us if you agree that
''the process is the punishment"
under UAPA.   
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Yeah, definitely and it's not just
about red-tape, the law in itself is
designed in that way, right? It's also
not just about the misuse: if you read
the law and the brief history of its
implementation, you'll see that it is
designed in a way to completely
overturn the normal principles of
criminal justice. You are generally
considered innocent until proven
guilty, but it gets reversed in UAPA.
You prove yourself to be innocent,
and the trials can take years and
years. In most cases, people do get
acquitted. Even the ministry's own
data shows that in the past, from
around 2016, the conviction rate
under UAPA rate is around 2%, and
trial happens after maybe 10 or 12
years, or if you're lucky, 5 years. So,
during that period securing bail is
next to impossible because the
conditions are too stringent. And
getting bail from any judge is also
difficult because they will look at the
chargesheet and be convinced on
the basis of prima-facie material
without looking into any kind of
evidence. In that way, you can put
people behind bars for years without
even a trial. The process itself
becomes the punishment. And us
getting bail in 18 months is actually
an exceptional case. So yeah, I would
agree with you.

You would agree that it is quite
commendable on part of your legal
team and your lawyer to get bail. So,
how has your relationship been
with your lawyer?

Yeah, it has been quite good actually,
and they have worked very, very
hard. We were booked not in just
one case: I have been booked in
three, and Devangana in four.
Simultaneously working on all those
cases, keeping in regular touch with
all of us, and filing a lot of other kinds
of petitions for prison reforms etc.
was all hard work. It is all thanks to
them that this happened . And of
course, the High Court Bench which
gave a fantastic judgment.

What significance does the term
political prisoner hold for you in
light of your experience with the
state machinery? 

So actually, the term political
prisoner doesn't exist anymore.
When you are charged under a law
like UAPA for sedition or under other
kinds of laws upon raising your voice
against the government, you are
treated as a terrorist or a criminal, 

and not as a political prisoner. But
we continuously use this term, I
think, to foreground this aspect, that
all this is happening only because
you were in favor of democratic
rights and struggles. So, that way,
this term is very important, but I
think that we also need to rethink it
because the cases of political
prisoners still get highlighted much
more. There is much more
awareness about their cases but
what they face in jail is not
exceptional. The prisons are actually
full of people, especially those of
marginalized backgrounds, who
cannot afford the legal remedy or
don't understand the legal system
and the cases and charges against
them. So they are bearing the cost of
being at the margins of society
because the system is based on
injustice and that only has put the
people on margin. So I think we
should rethink this term in a way
that most people are political
prisoners because they're
imprisoned by a system which in
itself is injust.

Do you think that there are any
casteist, classiest, and religious
impediments to justice operative in
India's prison ecosystem? And also I
think Asif happened to mention in
his interview about the
discrimination which Gulfisha
Fatima had to face. Do you feel that
your experience was any different?

Yeah, all these factors do matter a lot.
As I was saying, the prison system is
actually built on a system of injustice
towards specific castes, classes, etc.
and it is the most marginalized
people who find themselves
incarcerated most often and without
the kind of remedies and protections
that people with certain social
statuses do have. Also, the way you
are treated in itself is very, very
different. People from our class or
background would not be shouted
at or shooed away very easily by the
administration but people who
come from certain marginalised
backgrounds are not even treated as
human beings. They are shouted at,
shooed away, or even slapped very
casually. Their lives are completely at
the disposal of the jail
administration. So, of course, these
factors matter a lot.

This is a segregation that the
Constitution of India kind of does
away with; says it does not exist. But
in fact it persists in our institutions.
So does it exist beyond 

the Jail institution in the judiciary as
well, in the way that the hearings
are heard, or in the way that the
judges perceive the people they're
hearing the charges of?

Ah, that I won't be able to comment
on much because I have not eye-
witnessed that part. But I'm sure that
it does affect them. Those kinds of
biases made for some people, may
not exist for other people; it's very
difficult to make a blanket
assumption. But what makes a
difference is that it exists even at the
level of reaching there: getting into
courts, who can afford a lawyer? And
who can pay the lawyer? Who will
even put the kind of effort which is
required in those cases? All of this
needs to be considered. And also,
like, even for people who have
hearings, would they be confident
enough to speak in front of the
judge? People are so scared of saying
anything in front of judges. So, the
voices don't even reach them. At that
level, these things make such a huge
difference. I feel that they create
impediments to getting justice.

You were booked under a so-called
‘anti-terror’ law. That, as well as the
narratives peddled against you
created a certain public perception
from which the prison ecosystem
could obviously not remain isolated.
Did you ever feel as if your fellow
inmates also looked at you from
that sort of prism? 

Oh, actually, it was quite the
opposite. I mean, at least from the
inmates. Initially, there was a slight
hesitation around talking to us. But,
thankfully, one thing that worked in
our favor was that when we were
sent to prisons, there was a
lockdown, and no newspapers,
nothing was reaching jail. So most
inmates had no clue what was
happening outside and couldn’t
recognize us due to that. But from
the outset, the staff members were
slightly hostile. They often told
people not to interact with us much,
but after the initial few months
when we got acquainted with
people around us, we never faced
any kind of hostility and got a lot of
support from the inmates. And that
was a very crucial thing for surviving
those 13 months. With jail authorities,
of course, there used to be a constant
tussle, because we would keep
asking them to provide certain
things which they are required to
provide. But after the initial few
months, we didn't face any hostility
around us even from them. But I 
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think that it cannot be called a
general experience for everyone. I
mean, it must have been very
different for other people, especially
coming from other religious
backgrounds. You know how if you
are from a certain religion, you are
seen in a certain way which, at least,
did not happen to us. So, I think that
also is one of the factors due to
which we didn't have to experience
that sort of hostility.

As you talked about prison reforms,
and mentioned that you filed a joint
plea to Delhi High Court. What
exactly are those prison reforms
that you wish to initiate? 

The petition is actually quite broad
covering various issues, starting from
something as basic as being able to
make a daily phone call to your
family members, because that
privilege is not extended to every
prisoner. It requires a postpaid SIM
and some documents which, as I
said, people from various
marginalized backgrounds living in
rural areas cannot figure out because
they don’t have the resources to do
so. It seems quite easy and basic that,
yeah, you  will be allowed 5 minute
phone calls. But it is actually a very,
very tedious process to get through.
It also included provision of proper
education facilities for people inside
prison, regular access to lawyers,
internet facility, and legal aid cells
inside the prison. That wasn't
available. And, in effect, these are the
very basic things that make a lot of
difference to people's lives. Even for
such small things you have to go to
High Court and it's a very, very
difficult process for them to actually
start happening. In prison if a
woman wants to do a course, she
can only do courses like Home
Science or something related as if
women don't want to do anything
else. And then in the name of skill
development, they only have the
Silai Center. 
There is a need for proper education
facilities for children whose mothers
cannot leave them outside the
prison. Their childhood is
incarcerated in a way.

It includes basic things such
providing a sipper to those suffering
from Parkinsons and medical aid to
sick people?

Yeah. Because when we filed, these
things did not happen. Proper
medical facilities are things 

mandated by the jail manual itself.
It's not like demanding something
extraordinary. So it is also that things
which you claim must be provided
by the prison ecosystem. At least
implement the jail manual itself and
provide these things or even a proper
mental health unit for prisoners. But
there is actually almost no facility for
that, you know. It all seems
mundane, but it makes a lot of
difference.

You said in an interview that, as
your case was highlighted, you
didn't have to face problems that
other prisoners face like torture. So
did you witness any, any such
incidents?

When we had initially gone inside we
were still in isolation and there was
this incident of brutal violence on
specifically the African inmates.
There were measures underway to
decongest the prisons due to
pandemic. Some high power
committees constituted by various
High Courts had proposed criteria for
the same so that people who could
get bail may do so. But in that
foreign nationals were not included.
So, those people were holding a
peaceful demonstration which was
very, very brutally crushed. And some
people including male prisoners
from other jails were brought in and
brutally hit by prison authorities.
Even those African inmates who
weren’t involved were mercilessly
beaten.
We did not witness that because we
were in isolation at that time, and
heard about it from other people.
And after that there was a complete
shutdown in jail, no one was allowed
to go outside their walls and phone
lines were cut. It was a very scary
time when you know anything can
happen to you. The staff can turn
hostile towards you. If you try to ask a
question as simple as when will
phones begin working, they can
threaten you, so you just keep quiet
since you fear the same treatment
being meted out to you. Same kind
of thing happens to the inmates who
come from poor socio-economic and
marginalised backgrounds. In the
winters, clothes were not being
allowed to come from outside. So,
there were some clothes which were
there and people were asked to go
to the main office to collect them.
Those people who would go to
collect were humiliated like you are
just here to gather all these clothes,
tumhari searching karenge, aise hi aa
jate ho roz roz maangne. These sort 

of daily humiliations and making
them feel less a human also
happened apart from the physical
torture. 

What was it like for you to witness
that and not be able to do
something? That must have been
really hard for you.

Yeah, it was. One used to feel very
helpless but then also one figured
out other ways of challenging it and
struggling against it. Of course you
can't directly change that except by
helping people write their
applications for various troubles that
they face whilst in prison and
informing the courts in the form of
prison writ petitions. Through these
things, one tries as much as one
possibly can to help people, not in a
philanthropic sense but in a
systematic way. One of the things in
our writ petition is also to have
regular audits by external authorities
and human rights organisations to
keep a check on the kind of impunity
that prison administration enjoys
over prisoners’ lives. 

Now that you have been granted
bail, you must have pondered long
and hard about the next steps you
should take. So, would you mind
enlightening us about the future of
your firebrand activism?

No, actually I haven't done that. It has
been like mere days of adjusting
back to this new rhythm of life. Plus
you still have to give a lot of
interviews and talk to people amidst
figuring out life. I don't think I have
any grand plans right now, except to
complete my Phd degree. Gradually I
think I'll be able to say more about
my future plans. One thing is for sure:
I'll continue to be a part of various
struggles but how and in what form
and ways, I cannot say yet.

In the aftermath of the lockdown,
quarantine, and social distancing, a
kind of rhetoric is going around that
even the people put in jail face
similar debilitation of normal
cognitive functioning due to
prolonged lockdown. The entire
concept of locking up people in
small quarters is wrong and does
not actually help society in any way.
So, from your experience, what do
you think about this debate ?

Well, I am glad that this debate is
happening and I think we really
need these kinds of conversations. I 
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agree with the reasoning. In what
way does putting people inside
prisons help? It's supposed to be a
reformative experience but when
you completely deprive a person of
their human rights then what kind of
reformation can you expect? What
are we doing to people by putting
them inside jail and how does that
serve any purpose of serving justice? I
think we really need to rethink this
criminal justice system and whether
it actually serves justice? I don't think
I can answer that. I think it's
definitely a question worth thinking
about collectively on a much deeper
level. 

So, before we conclude, do you have  

any regrets about this path that you
have chosen? During your time in
jail, did you sometimes think that if
you hadn't chosen this path, your
life would have been different?

Yeah, maybe life would have been
different. But I don't think I have any
regrets. I feel that there is no
guarantee in life. There are various
kinds of hardships, and it's not like
there can be a life without hardship.
Even if you don't choose a life of
struggle and being part of the
movement, It is not like you will not
face any hardships. I think it's by not
investing in making the collective
future a better one that you also face  
a very bleak future. And the present
as well becomes a struggle.    

So, in that way I don't think I have
any regrets and I don't think any
other life would have been hunky
dory.

I think your father had also kept a
lot of books for you. So, do you have
any suggestions in mind for our
readers and viewers as to which
book motivated you the most?

I don't know about motivation but
one book which I kind of re-read in
prison and found a lot of resonance
with is a book by March Piers called
"Woman at the edge of time". I was
also reading Elena Ferrante. I think
she is an author everyone should
read. And a lot of poetry by Agha
Shahid Ali, Faiz, etc.

Envelopes of the letters sent by Devangana Kalita and Natasha Narwal from Tihar's

Jail Number 6—the women's prison—to members of Pinjra Tod. / PINJRA TOD



 By Meenakshi Senan

Anna Kitex group in 1968. Its primary
venture was Anna Aluminium, the
first company to produce aluminium
in Kerala. The company presently
produces food products, garments,
crockery, and several other
commodities. 
         It was in 2013 that Twenty20 was
established by the Kitex group. The
Companies Act was also passed in the
same year. This act made Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR)
mandatory for corporations.
According to the act, companies with
a turnover of more than thousand
crores, with assets over five hundred
crores, or with profits over five crores
had to keep 2% of their profits aside
for practicing CSR. Twenty20 was
formed as the CSR wing of the Kitex
group of companies. However, Kitex
registered Twenty20 as a charitable
society under the ‘Travancore-Cochin
Literary, Scientific, and Charitable
Society Act’. It thus started to
complete its CSR requirements
through the charitable society. The
Kitex group now started projecting its
CSR duties as an act of charity and
capturing popular support.

Stepping in the Game

Mainstream political parties had not
expected Twenty20 to be a contestant 

in the 2015 Local self government
elections. Going against their
expectations, Sabu M Jacob
announced that the organisation
would be contesting the polls and
projecting development activities as
its agenda. Consequently, Twenty20
won with a commendable majority of
17 out of 19 seats. 
          But what can be noticed is that
the organisation-turned-political party
failed to win support in the two wards
of Chelakulam and Kavungaparambu
where the company is set up. The
Indian National Congress and the
Communist Party of India (Marxist)
were sidelined to one and zero seats
respectively in the previous
panchayati raj elections. Sabu M Jacob
credits Twenty20’s success to its
independent character. He says that if
Twenty20 were to align with any
formation it would lose its identity. He
also claims that Twenty20 is the
change that people were looking
forward to and explains that though
there were attempts to run them down
by activities of opposing parties, they
strove forward unabashed. 
             The party has taken up welfare
activities in the Kizhakkambalam
panchayat. It has widened roads and
set up a food security market where
edible items are available at half the
market price. It shut the only liquor
outlet, which was collecting Rs12 lakh
daily, and sent many habitual
consumers to de-addiction centres. 

During the inauguration of the food
security market, Union Minister Nitin
Gadkari, amused by the party’s
activities, called it a role model and
explained that it would soon become
the most ideal panchayat in India.
Twenty20 has built drinking water
projects beneficial to around 1200
families in the panchayat. It has also
distributed laptops for students at 50%
subsidy and provided fully funded
surgeries to patients within the
panchayat. The God’s Villa housing
project gave a makeover to more than
30 dilapidated houses in a housing
colony. With the shutdown of the
liquor shop and availability of
subsidised products, Twenty20 has
greatly improved the lives of the local
women and managed to win their
hearts. 
 
‘Apolitical’ Threats?

“If big corporate houses run parties like this,

what will be the future of our country?

People will be happy with some goodies and

services but in the long run, it will destroy

democracy,” said former MP and
CPI(M) leader P Rajeev. “Industrialists
have no business directly running a
panchayat,” remarked CJ George,
Managing Director of ‘Geojit BNP
Paribas’ a Kochi-based financial
services firm. “What if the Adanis want

to run Gujarat and the Ambanis or Tatas

want to take over the administration of the

entire country?”

TWENTY20 AND THE 

CORPORATIZATION OF POWER

In 2015, a non-profit organisation named Twenty20 Kizhakkambalam in Ernakulam district
of Kerala won 17 out of 19 seats in the village council, securing 69% of the vote share. The

victory not only captured national attention but was also projected as both: a turning point and
a danger to democracy in the country!

 

M.C. Jacob, father of the
incumbent managing director
Sabu M. Jacob, set up the 
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https://www.thenewsminute.com/article/kizhakkambalam-twenty-20-how-corporate-group-has-entered-kerala-assembly-polls-145127
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/Kitex-gives-T20-a-new-spin-in-Kizhakambalam/articleshow/47621536.cms
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/corporate-party-s-entry-makes-enough-ripples-in-kerala-polity-101616669303020.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/corporate-party-s-entry-makes-enough-ripples-in-kerala-polity-101616669303020.html
https://www.newindianexpress.com/cities/kochi/2017/nov/18/countrys-maiden-food-security-market-opens-at-kizhakkambalam-1703992.html
https://www.hindustantimes.com/india-news/twenty20-spreads-smiles-rattles-politicians-in-this-kerala-village/story-G0oVlLsqqWldEAkbB9LmPL.html
https://www.newindianexpress.com/states/kerala/2019/mar/13/gods-villa-a-new-lease-of-life-1950389.html
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/specials/india-file/twenty20-disrupting-keralas-political-game/article8120849.ece


The main issue regarding the working
of Twenty20 as a party is that it stands
in favour of all activities of its father
company i.e. Kitex. The party
members who are elected are paid a
salary. The President of the Panchayat
himself is paid ₹25,000, the Vice
president ₹20000, and a Member
₹15000. This clearly shows that these
elected members are minions of the
company. Twenty20 is being  compar-
ed to the British East India
Company which initially
participated in welfare
activities and later went on to
manipulate the country’s
politics according to its own
interests. 
          In the last few years of its
working, the fund of ₹6 crores
allotted by the government
for develop-mental activities
in the panchayat had lapsed as
the activities could not be
completed on time. Though
the President of the Panchayat
accepts that the funds had
lapsed, he claims that the
activities were eventually
completed by taking funds
from the company. Even
roads are widened on a huge
scale in areas where land is
owned by the company
thereby increasing the value
of land prices tremendously.
People complain that they are
often not consulted when the
road is being widened. The
members of Twenty20 have
also been barred from several
activities relating to other
parties which include
attending the wedding of an
opposition party’s member. 
       “There have been several

cases of malpractices and

pollution, which had forced the

erstwhile Congress administrat-

In 2015, a non-profit
organisation named

Twenty20
Kizhakkambalam in

Ernakulam district of
Kerala won 17 out of 19

seats in the village
council, securing 69% of

the vote share. The victory
not only captured

national attention but was
also projected as both: a

turning point and a
danger to democracy in

the country!

not been able to achieve 
 literacy access to higher
echelons of social power. In
the disguise of its welfare
activities aiming to bring
people from downtrodden
classes up the ladder, it has
failed to recognise the
importance of making them a
part of this process. In the
2020 Panchayat elections also
the party failed to win seats in
Chelakkulam panchayat
where their garment unit is
located. This indicates a lack
of support in its home base
where it has been accused of
ill-practices like water
pollution and over-usage. The
party also lost miserably,
winning zero seats in the
Legislative Assembly election. 
    The politics of this
‘apolitical’ party is evident. It
will cause troubles when
attempts are made to
dismantle this organisation.
The misuse of its CSR duties
as charity work is highly
condemnable. Even celebrity
figures like Kochousepp
Chittilapally, chairman of 
 VGuard group who is known
for participating in philanth-
ropic activities along with
actors, and directors like
Sreenavasin and Siddiqui
have openly come out in 

against Twenty20 or showed their
support to other groups. Rickshaw
drivers who do not support Twenty20
are restricted from entering their
premises. There is an attempt to
excommunicate people who show
their allegiance to opposing parties.
V.K. Jacob, the Panchayat President
and one of the more popular faces of
Twenty20, resigned from his post and
quit the party owing to internal feuds. 
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tion to direct the company to shut its

factories in Kizhakkambalam,” says
Alias Karipra, a local Congress leader.
“This had irked the management of
Kitex, which decided to unleash this
anti-democratic movement using
their CSR money,” he added.
    The supposedly ‘philanthropic’
food security market has cancelled
cards of  several people who spoke up

He alleges that the party is violating
the practice of a democratic system
and that Sabu M. Jacob meddles in the
working of the panchayat. He claims
that contracts for road
developmentare executed without
proper agreements and continue to
lag, putting officials to hardships. He
explains: “They want to gain control of

the panchayat for smooth ope ration of th-

eir company. We had denied a licence to

them citing contamination of water and

wetlands. By gaining control of the

panchayat, the group wants to have the

final say in such matters.” 

     Sabu explained in an interview
with Rediff.com that the company
would choose only graduates as
contestants for the election. This
clearly shows how the company does
not want to allow people who have 

 support of the party. However, it is
high time for the residents of
Kizhakkambalam and surrounding
panchayats to question the nature
of the Twenty20. They need to ask
whether it poses a threat not just to
their panchayat but to the larger
idea of Democracy itself?
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By Rohan Kataria

India’s unprecedented anxiety to pursue its strategic
autonomy. When he said that India cannot be ‘dogmatic’
in approaching a visibly changing world order, he was
simply manifesting his eagerness to pursue a more
energetic diplomatic policy.  
              Clearly, the Indian diplomatic agenda has
broadened considerably, and when Mr. Jaishankar asserted
through his speech that a new phase of ‘Sabka Saath,
Sabka Vikas, Sabka Vishwas has commenced in the sphere
of Indian foreign policy’, he was sending a message to the
world that India is trudging towards realism rather than
being constrained by the barriers of idealism as in the past .   
                              This matured Indian diplomacy is well aware
of the fact that the relevance of some countries is far
greater than anytime earlier in history, and that the
international order is going through a profound
transformation. BRICS (an acronym for Brazil, Russia,
India China and South Africa), an organisation that brings
together five emerging economies of the world, is
indicative of India’s move towards pragmatism and her call
for multilateralism. 
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In a bid to develop strategic relationships, New Delhi is now

engaging with multiple geopolitical partners, and its geo-

strategic footprints can be seen in many parts of the world. It is

growingly conscious of its strategic international goals in the

turbulent international environment. 
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BRICS, started off as BRIC ( South Africa wasn’t a part of
the organisation till 2010) is a nouveau incarnation of India’s
Foreign Policy efforts. The acronym BRIC was first quoted
in 2001 in the Goldman Sachs economic report. Later, the
2003 Goldman Sachs report titled “Dreaming with the
BRICs- The path to 2050”, claimed that the BRIC nations
would grow much faster than the G7 countries and even
overtake that cluster to form a group of biggest economic
giants by 2050.    
                                The BRICS nations together comprise 43%
of the world population and around 32% of the world GDP.
It is based on the premise that greater cooperation amongst
these growing nations would lead to better growth rates.
Despite many odds, the member countries have shown
unanimity in their criticism of the west and its hegemony
over the international financial institutions. The member
nations have constantly stressed the need to bring down the
use of the dollar in international trade and replace it with
their domestic currencies. Global financial institutions such
as the IMF, Bretton Woods Institution, and World Bank
have also been under the radar of criticism from BRICS, as
it seeks to replace these with a more cohesive platform that
would accommodate the interests of the developing nations.
In several joint statements,

 
STRATEGIC CONFUSION

   OR

'THE INDIA WAY?'

E xternal Affairs Minister S. Jaishankar’s speech of
Nov 2019, extended beyond a simple document to a
cornerstone which would reflect

BRICS:

https://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/brics.asp
http://brics2016.gov.in/content/innerpage/about-usphp.php
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/international/business/brics-bank-aiib-to-break-imf-world-bank-monopoly-china-think-tank/articleshow/48053695.cms?from=mdr
https://www.mea.gov.in/Speeches-Statements.htm?dtl/32038
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 the BRICS nations have urged these institutions
to “better reflect economic weights” and
“enhance the voice and representation of
emerging markets.”  
                    The BRICS nations have also forged a
robust financial architecture that could serve as
an alternative to these western institutions. The
New Development Bank (NDB) came into being
through an agreement signed by the leaders in the
6th BRICS summit in 2014, with the aim to
“strengthen cooperation among BRICS and to
supplement the efforts of multilateral and
regional financing institutions for global
development.” Similarly, the nations also signed
up the BRICS Contingent Reserve Arrangement
(CRA) in 2014 to provide short term liquidity
measures to member nations.   
                       But now the question that lingers large
is whether the BRICS members have been able to
effectively cooperate on larger issues of
multilateralism effectively or does the structural
disparity between them override core issues? Is it
still relevant for India to utilise this forum
effectively or rather it should emphasise
improving its relations with the west?   

The political and economic disparities between
the member states are widely acknowledged. The
Chinese economy is larger than the combined
economy of all the BRICS nations, and the
political stature it enjoys on the global stage is
unmatched, all of which raises apprehensions
from other member states, thus thawing the very
essence of coordinated response. This
ascendency of the Chinese economy, and its
brisk rise to the global stage, have hollowed
BRICS’s call for a multilateral world order. The
measures adopted by China to become the
nucleus of global governance, evident through
its ambitions in the South China Sea in the form
of the One Belt-One Road initiative, are against
the very soul of the core values the alliance
stands for.  
                  The BRICS members have held
contradictory positions on international issues
and haven’t univocally articulated a common
stance. China blocking India from becoming a
part of the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), their
recent border skirmishes near the Pangong Tso
lake, and the financial and political aid given by
the Dragon to Pakistan,

Credits: theweek.in
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But it's quite evident that New
Delhi resonates with the core ideas
that BRICS stands for. It has
always been an ardent advocate of
a multipolar world that would
accommodate the needs and
interests of second and third world
countries, rather than just the
hegemon. This idea is carried
forward right from the Nehruvian
times where India chose to remain
Non-Aligned rather than being
dictated on the terms of one or the
other superpower.
    BRICS collectively has been
eloquent in advocating the idea of
a multilateral world order and has
been demanding reforms in
international organisations like
UNSC to make them more
representative. 
          Now, the big conundrum
against the Indian foreign policy is
to balance its rapprochement with
the U.S while articulating the core
values it has long been standing
for. It has to make sure that this
organisation does not become
offbeat like SAARC or the Non-
Aligned Movement in
contemporary times due to soured
bilateral relations. Trudging ahead
in the geo-political space with a
hyphenated foreign policy is one
big challenge being faced by India
because now a lot depends on how
the other partners conceive our
hyphenated stance.

have all led to direct contestations
and have seriously affected the
working of BRICS. 
              In addition to this, Russia’s
helicopter deals with Pakistan and
their joint military maneuvers have
developed a trust deficit in the ‘all-
season relationship’ between India
and Russia.    
              The New Development
Bank (NDB), the brainchild of
BRICS, which was forged to serve
as an alternative to IMF and World
Bank is also widely derided.
Although under stark criticism,
the bank has been able to nab a
credit rating of AA+, just one short
of the maximum which other
banks have.  
                    Critiques believe that the
bank still lacks enough
transparency in its projects. Such
concerns have regularly been
pointed out by civil society
organisations as well. The projects
taken up by the bank have also
been questioned for sustainability
issues. Political turmoil in the
member countries has had serious
repercussions on the success of the
bank. Sanctions on Russia, the rift
between India and China, and
economic crises in Brazil and
Africa have made matters worse.
But even against negative
connotations BRICS has stood up
in hard times for India. Recently
the bank disbursed a $1 billion
emergency assistance loan to India
to contain the spread of COVID-
19 and has even funded several
development projects. 
 Because of the deep political
divergence India’s presence in
Quad is seen as a negative asset for
the BRICS and accentuates India’s
strategic confusion in its diplo-
matic maneuvers, albeit Jaishan-
kar’s ‘The India way’ claims cont-
radictorily. He asserts that the pur-
pose of both the organisations is
different and one should not be
seen as a diplomatic trade-off agai-
nst the other. While the  BRICS
stands for multilateralism, e Quad
advocates the agenda for a free and 

peaceful Indo-Pacific.             
          However, it has pragmatically
exacerbated India’s interests in
both the organisations, which
totally goes against the set
narrative by the foreign Minister.
But at the same time, some analysts
acknowledge that India should
back such multilateral institutions
for multiple reasons.  
                          BRICS serves as a
robust platform for India and
China to moderate their rivalry
effectively. Their border
skirmishes near Doklam in 2017
and Pangong Tso lake in 2020
made emergent a serious tussle
between these two emerging
economies. BRICS can prove to be
an effective forum to moderate
and liquidate such rivalries. There
is no forum other than BRICS that
both these countries can leverage
to resolve bilateral issues.  
                                Asia has always
been the end goal of Indian
diplomacy. New Delhi
understands that in order to
enhance its geopolitical clout it has
to present itself as an international
player. The presence of South
Africa and Brazil in the BRICS
gives India a transcontinental
reach which can be utilised to
proclaim itself a global player. 
          BRICS may not be
structurally and politically
coherent like many other
international organisations

Via  Quora

https://chinadialogue.net/en/business/11661-what-happened-to-brics-bank-s-promise-to-revolutionise-development-finance/
https://indianexpress.com/article/opinion/columns/brics-summit-goa-india-brazil-russia-china-south-africa-3095585/
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MASTERING THE ART OF
PROPAGANDA WITH
JOSEPH GOEBBELS

“It is not propaganda’s task to be intelligent, it's task is

to lead to success”- Goebbels

 By Aaryan Gadhok
 

-et electorate along religious, linguistic or ethnic faultlines. Propaganda
seemingly sits at the very core of their election strategy. The digital age has
only added fuel to the flame of rampant misinformation, pervading the
global political realm in a manner far more sinister than ever before.
Misconstruing citizens as mere passive absorbers is a grave miscalculation
on part of state authorities; they are oblivious of the average citizens’ stake
in propagating and mutating new informational patterns. The inability to
adequately capitalize on these, results primarily in lost elections, a
weakening political grip, or in some cases political revolutions. 
     Overlooking its faulty nature, propaganda, either through
inflammatory speeches or biased information, is an excellent means of
persuasion and establishing legitimacy. It has massive potential for
shaping or swaying the popular opinion of a fickle minded electorate.

PROPAGANDA 

The Third Reich was most notable for using the said psychological
apparatus to garner public approval for their grand vision: one of a unified
German national community in congruence with the idea of a pure Aryan
race. Hitler’s skyrocketing approval ratings, along with the meteoric rise of
the Nazi party, could be credited to a single man who mastered the art of
effective advertising that propaganda essentially is. A charismatic
statesman, loyal henchman, and a political demagogue, Joseph Goebbels
pulled the strings which catapulted Adolf Hitler onto the centre-stage of
German politics in the 1930’s. 

 

The top rung of world leaders on either side of the political spectrum,
left or right, democratic or autocratic, unabashedly use the
psychological tool of propaganda to weaponize and mobilize the targ
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His failing career as an unpublished
author, coupled with physical
deformities, found refuge in the Nazi
ideology of pure antisemitism
masquerading as unified national
identity. Behind the curtains, he
spearheaded the Nazi pogrom, mobilized
masses along a linear ideological
trajectory, and pushed for a more radical
“Final Solution”. Goebbels, the Minister
of Propaganda and Public
Enlightenment, played an instrumental
role in holding a unified Nazi front by
indoctrinating an entire generation with
uncritical concurrence and unquestion-
able compliance. The word ‘propaganda’
was coined by the Catholic Church to
describe its own efforts to discredit
Protestant teachings in the 1600s. The
negative connotation attached to the
term is a recent literary phenomenon
premised on modern political
developments.
..............Over the years, almost every
nation has used propaganda to unite its
people in wartime. But the Nazis became
notorious for making propaganda a key
element of governance even before
Germany went to war again. One of
Hitler’s first acts as Chancellor was to
establish the Reich Ministry of Public
Enlightenment and Propaganda,
demonstrating his belief that controlling
information was as important as
controlling the military and the
economy. Through this ministry,
Goebbels was able to penetrate virtually
every form of German media: from
newspapers, film, radio, posters, and
rallies to museum exhibits, and school
textbooks, with Nazi propaganda.
Whether or not the propaganda was
truthful or tasteful was irrelevant to the
Nazis. They orchestrated the mass
manufacture and distribution of positive  
images to glorify the government’s
leaders and its various activities, thereby
projecting a glowing vision of the
“national community.”
                 Nazi propaganda instilled a sense
of fear and loathing in general public’s
consciousness by portraying those the
regime considered its enemies as
dangerous or even ‘sub-human’. They
used this fear as a tool to condition the
German public to mutely accept, if not
actively support, all of their goals. They
established a sense of “in” groups and
“out” groups in German society in
addition to using the psycho-analytical

measures of displacement, scape-
goating, and operant conditioning.
Goebbels personally engineered the
distribution of antisemitic films,
newspaper cartoons, and even
children’s books, all of which aroused
centuries-old prejudices against Jews
while simultaneously presenting a new
narrative of racial impurity. Goebbels
was entrusted with capturing the minds
and souls of 80 million people, a task
that he executed with sheer precision,
accuracy, and success. The tedious tasks
of covering up the failed German
Blitzkrieg at Stalingrad along with the
losses surmounted at D-Day and Battle
of the Bulge, were all shouldered by
Goebbels and his propaganda
machinery. The Germans and their
brigade of Luftwaffe, who were then at
the backfoot, were portrayed as martyrs
of the Fatherland, while attempts to
obliterate the Allied infantry were on.
Being a hypnotic speaker, every word
and rehearsed gesture of Goebbels was
meticulously calculated to hit its mark.
“Propaganda is an art, best achieved by
genius”, he wrote. For both Hitler and
his minister, words were weapons - an
instrument through which the
previously unthought emotion of
“Lebensraum” was planted in the minds
of the public. 
         At its core, politics is the art of
shaping public opinion that targets a
bifurcated audience of two kinds:
informed and uninformed. Empirical
studies further point at a higher
probability of common decisions being
reached at by the two electorates, either
through informed means or through
behavioural manoeuvering, as a result
of semi-truths/half lies. The greater the
likelihood of a certain decision being
reached by a fully informed electorate,
the more probable it is that the same
 decision will be reached by a rationally
uninformed electorate. Hence, being a
key minister of the Third Reich, Joseph
Goebbels held an unprecedented
authority over it, unchallenged even
today. He held a more pragmatic and
scientific view when it came to
authoritative grip, and this contrasted
with the emotional tone set by Hitler. In
the words of Goebbels, “No one can say

your propaganda is too rough, too mean;

these are not criteria by which it may be

characterized. It ought not be decent nor

ought it be gentle or soft or humble; it ought 

to lead to success”. History has never seen
a better example, on this grand scale, of
such a horrific spectacle of death,
misery, and inhumanity, all backed by
the Fuhrer’s inner circle of bureaucrats
who were responsible for carrying
forward his brand of terror. 

HISTORY COMES FULL

CIRCLE

An absence of full-scale war post 1945
did not create a lacunae in the usage of
propaganda which now came to
dominate the Cold War era politics of
demonizing and destabilizing
communist regimes across the globe.
American intervention in Korea,
Africa, Indo-China, Cuba, and
Afghanistan is a living testimony to the
usage of propaganda in shaking the
pillars of any communist regime
seemingly a part of the Soviet bloc. The
fall of Salvador Allende, targeting of Ho
Chi Minh in Vietnam, and the rise of
Jihad in Afghanistan (through US
funding) were all upshots of a very
Americanised form of propaganda:
“manufacturing of consent” for foreign
military interventions, in the minds of
the general public of the USA. 
       In today's day and age , the era of
digital dominance offers endless means
of amplifying misinformation
campaigns through social media and
other digital platforms. This new format
has far more potential for virality as
compared to posters of yesteryears.
Influence operations in the 21st century
represent an evolved form of
manipulation and exploitation that
were previously inaccessible. The
plethora of digital content consumed on
a daily basis alters the mind frame and
subconscious of a viewer. It also aims to
discredit the ‘opposition school of
thought’, and seeks to personalize
power politics at the grassroots level.
               A string of commonality binding
contemporary state actors, ranging from
Bolsonaro’s Alliance for Brazil, and
Macaron’s La République En Marche to
the Modi led BJP in India or the PiS in
Poland, is the integration of
sophisticated propaganda tools into the
state machinery. The rise of tech giants
adds on to the already aggravated
situation infesting the global political
domain. It facilitates and empowers
existing state monopolies. The evident
rise of nationalism through the   
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demographically dominant community,
either religious or racial or linguistic,
creates a political base which holds the
dispensation in power for a longer time
than opponents belonging to the other
end of the political gamut.
           Propaganda in the age of
algorithmic personalization, serves as an
indispensable mechanism for regimes
across the globe, helps legitimize
political ascendancy, and sways public
opinion. In such a dynamic information
ecosystem, the onus lies upon the casual
viewer to discern fact from fiction and
take the right possible decision. 
                    “If you tell a lie big enough and

keep repeating it, people will eventually

come to believe it. The lie can be maintained

only for such a time as the State can shield

the people  from the political, economic

and/or military consequences of the lie. 

It thus becomes vitally important for the

State to use all of its powers to repress

dissent, for the truth is the mortal enemy of

the lie, and thus by extension, the truth is the

greatest enemy of the State”, writes Joseph
Goebbels while formulating the Big Lie
theory. The Big Lie propagated that a
malicious tool was used by the
Viennese Jews to discredit German
deportation during World War I.
However, in reality, it was used in the
inner circles of the Nazi Party to accredit
Bolshevik Jews of conspiring with the
Communist Comintern thereby
resulting in Germanys’ defeat and the
subsequent public humiliation during
the Treaty of Versailles, a key
international agreement that Hitler
sought to overturn with a burning
passion. 



TALES of TRAUMA

Comfort Women

AND TWISTED APOLOGIES 

By Aryaveer Chauhan

(Noel Celis/AFP/Getty Images)
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war and military almost always as alleged causes,
transferable trophies of victors, docile nurses, wives of
diplomats, widows, prostitutes, show girls, and workers in
ammunition industries; in general as latent victims and
hidden entities. 
         Making sense of international politics and 
wars through a feminist lens would not only
mean rethinking the position of women, but
examining the agency that male enemy forces 
have wielded over them. The consequences of 
the two World Wars offer ghastly evidence for the 
same, and yet, scholarly works on the feminist
contextualization of the multidimensional victimi-
zation of women cutting across countries, ethnicities,
or regions is woefully limited and publically hushed. 
Who speaks for the millions of women deployed 
as showgirls on the army bases for the ente-
rtainment of wearied soldiers? And what 
had the war brought to them? 
         The deliberately suppressed accou-
nts of the trauma of ‘Comfort Women’, 
deployed by the Imperial Japanese 
forces in the Second World War, 
underline a disturbing, dialectical
trend in the masculine-feminine 
narratives of conflict, within both 
the domestic and the public domain. 
The submission of women and their 
bodies for the pleasure of men and 
a woman’s sexuality- husbands in the
room or soldiers on the base- is regard-
ed by society as a man’s ‘right’.    
          There is a silent storm in the calm 
pose of the figure of ‘The Statue of Peace’, also known as
the Sonyeosang (Korean : Statue of Girl), standing outside
the Japanese Embassy in Seoul, South Korea, defiantly
reminding the world, especially the intransigent Japanese
Government, of the unspeakable trauma and pain inflicted
upon thousands of women deployed as ‘Comfort Women’
in military brothels across the Imperial Japanese bases
during the Second World War. It is a call for ‘apology and
remembrance’ of the women who have been either
forgotten or misrepresented and gravely wronged. 

Women and war 

War has a masculine colouring, in that it has been
historically a result of aggressive ambitions of men
(interestingly, women from Helen to Draupadi have been
called out as the catalysts to conflict), and women’s roles in
battles have either been ignored or downplayed. In wars,          
......where are the women? Our ‘feminist curiosity’ as Cynthia
................Enloe, renowed feminist scholar and theorist, puts
...................it, would tell us that “a feminist analysis of a

.....................military base would need to take seriously the

........................lives of sex workers, whose bodies are not

..........................only used by the troops stationed there but

......................also subjected to a raft of rules and regulations

.......................designed to limit the spread of sexually

.....................transmitted diseases among the soldiers. It

...................would also need to take seriously the lives of those

.......women who have been sexually assaulted by members of the

.........military, and the groups that work to help and support those

....................affected.”  

...............................................One needs to bear in mind that     

.................................military prostitution on bases reconf-

................................ .igures the sexual politics of the

....................................society as a whole, for it represents on

......................................a larger canvas the absence of sexual

.......................................democracy across cultures and soci-

.......................................eties, and, in particular, the

........................................absence of bodily agency that

.........................................women exercise.   

.........................................Wartime exploitation of women

.........................................is not an unheard phenomenon

........................................but it certainly is a silenced one.

.......................................In listing out the ramifications of 
 .....................................enterprises like battles, sexual exploit-
.......................................ation in the shape of military  prosti-
........................................tution might never hold the atten- 
 .........................................tion it deserves. There is well-
documented evidence showing institutionalized military
brothel systems, one that would cater to the uncouth
ravaging of the soldiers. George Hicks, author and
anthropologist says in his book The Comfort Women -
“The Roman Empire, with its far flung army, had a comfort

system remarkably similar to that of the Japanese military.

Roman system of slavery ensured a regular supply of captive

females for the military brothels which were attached to every

Roman garrison or campaigning army.” Similar systems were
in place in the British, German and  Indian armies too.

An account of enforced prostitution in the background of the World War

II, anchored on a gendered understanding of war and militarization.

 

W ar is a masculine enterprise. For most part of
history, women and war have had a fraught
relationship: women  appear in discussions of 

https://en.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/Statue_of_Peace#:~:text=The%20Statue%20of%20Peace%20(Korean,victims%20of%20sexual%20slavery%2C%20known
https://books.google.co.in/books/about/Bananas_Beaches_and_Bases.html?id=zx6MAwAAQBAJ&printsec=frontcover&source=kp_read_button&newbks=1&newbks_redir=1&redir_esc=y
https://archive.org/details/comfortwomenjapa00hick/page/18/mode/2up


Unknown and Uncomfortable Tales

The Japanese case was quaint at best. Its military was
rife with superstitions of what promotes and what
jinxes victory. And a lot of these superstitions were
those which as Hicks mentions as linked to sex. He
states that “These included the belief that sex before going

into battle worked as a charm against injury. Amulets could

be made with pubic hair of comfort women, or from

something belonging to them. Sexual deprivation was believed

to make one accident-prone…….another rationale that

ritualized the Japanese army visits to the comfort stations was

the belief that a virgin soldier must have sex at least once

before his death.” 

              Military brothels existed in Japan long before the
Second World War. They became rampant across
Japanese bases after the infamous Rape of Nanking in
late 1937. This brutal event saw the Japanese army
indulge in a six weeks long massacre of hundreds of
thousands of soldiers and civilians in the then Capital
of China, Nanjing, as well as rapes and assaults of
around 80,000 women of the City.
        Japanese military authorities relied on comfort
women as the standard measure for relieving the
tension of combat, or military life generally. However, 

once this rape campaign began tarnishing Japan's
international image, Emperor Hirohito ordered the
military to expand its “Comfort Stations” to prevent
further atrocities, reduce sexually transmitted diseases,
and ensure a steady and isolated group of prostitutes to
satisfy the Japanese soldiers’ sexual desires. 
         A major graphic and stark account of a former
survivor of Japanese 'comfort stations' is given in
‘Memoirs of a Korean Comfort Woman’. Hidden behind
the Pseudonym ‘Kim Chun Ja’, the writer’s original
identity still remains an enigma.  
           Kim’s account begins when she, along with four other

girls, was pressured to volunteer for the Women’s Patriotic

Service Corps. They were taken to Seoul via train. On arrival

they were first given Korean costume and a Japanese Kimono

along with undergarments. On enquiry about their jobs, they

were told, “Your job is to look pretty and comfort the soldiers”.

Later the girls were given Japanese names before being

escorted to an Inn, where they were bathed, decorated and

dressed up in bathrobes to be taken to a room in the Inn with

five Japanese men who were drinking. Before long, each of the

girls were seized in a well practised grip, ‘like sparrows caught

in an eagle’s talons’ and dragged screaming to separate

rooms. 
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Statue of a Comfort woman/Kyodo News



           In the stations, the women were taught
to be romantic, walk stylishly, and be
seductive. It is harrowing to even attempt to
give an account of the women’s conditions.
And worse: the entire issue was denied by the
Japanese officials and the stories belied for
centuries. The women had to first fight to be
believed before they could fight to be served
justice. 
        But this particular victimization was
never made apparent to the world until the
late twentieth century, and, even then, the
Imperial Japanese refuted the alleged
involvement in recruiting comfort women or
setting up comfort stations. In 1962 journalist
Senda Kako stumbled upon an unexplained
photograph while curating remnants of the
War as part of research for his book. The
photograph showed two women wading
across a river with a soldier and no
explanations given could provide Kako
answers. This instigated a personal-level
investigation by him where he learned of
them being the Japanese “Comfort Women”
recruited from Korea with the assistance of
military doctor Aso Tetsuo. Further
investigations pointed out that the first such
“Comfort Station'' was established near
Shanghai in 1938, where primarily women
from Korea were brought in through coercive
deception and abduction. Senda later
published one of the first books titled ‘Jugun-
Ianfu’ (Military Comfort Women) on the
issue of “Comfort Women''. This remained
one of the most controversial books for
decades. 
               The issue was not unknown to people,
especially to those involved in the Japanese-
Korean relations, but it was undiscussed. It
was finally brought in for an open discussion
in the Republic of Korea after democra-
tization in 1987. Yung Chung-Ok published
an article about the issue in the Hankyoreh
Newspaper in January 1990. The issue gained
prominence at a time when greater attention
was being paid to the history of Japanese-
Korean relations and demands for an apology
were being fanned. In Korea, the issue
escalated from being a feminist question to a
national grievance. The famous 6 demands
raised by the 37 women’s organizations in
1990 along with the Republic of Korea were
unprecedented and strong in the face of the
all consuming fire of history. These included
the demand for “an acknowledgement that the

comfort women were forcibly taken away.” The
women's organizations wanted an unbiased
investigation into the matter so that the real
facts were laid out in the open, and that once
the fact-finding mission was done, a proper
compensation be paid to the survivors and
their families. 

Statue of Comfort women/Kyodo News



     In early April of 1991, The Japanese
Embassy in Seoul conveyed a verbal response
to the representatives of various women’s
groups lobbying for a response. On the six
demands, the Japanese replied that there was
no evidence of the forced draft of Korean
Women. So, no public apologies, disclosures,
or memorials were forthcoming. The
‘Council on the Matter of Comfort Women’
reacted to the cold Japanese reply with huge
public campaigns. Time and again, the
Japanese Diet tried to sweep the issue of
Comfort Women under the legislative carpet,
refusing to issue an acknowledgement of the
entire matter. Women lobbied, campaigned,
and struggled to get their voices heard, only
to have their struggle fall on deaf ears.  

Spotlight

Call it a victory of sisterhood, but it took one
defiant woman to change the course of the
tale. Japan’s cold-blooded denial of the entire
issue galvanized Ms. Kim Hak-Sun to become
the first Korean woman to tell her story of
pain and perseverance as a Japanese comfort
woman. Ms. Kim broke all boundaries and
established herself as the face of a million
women who suffered. On 14th August, 1991,
Ms. Kim described her forced life as a comfort
woman in front of the press at the ‘Council
for the Issue of Comfort Stations of Korean
Women’s Associations United.’  
          “I do not understand why Japan is lying. I

made my determination after watching the news. I

was not asked to do it. I am doing this out of my

own will. I am almost 70 years old, and I am not

afraid of anything. I will say what I have to say,”

she said.
            Kim was just seventeen when she was
forced to enter a comfort station. Repeatedly
raped at gunpoint, Kim along with four other
girls were forced to live in a brutish, nasty
dungeon with bare food and clothing,
undergoing humiliating “sanitary inspec-
tions” once a week. She managed to escape
with the help of a merchant from Korea.  
              Ms. Kim set alight the spark: thousands
of women from Korea, Singapore, and
Philippines came out publicly with their
stories as former comfort women. They,
backed by several women’s support groups,
fought against old male legislators who
denied the existence of the issue, let alone
acknowledge the women’s pain and suffering.
Ms. Kim, along with two other former
comfort women, filed a lawsuit at Tokyo
District Court on December 6, 1991,
demanding reparation and apology from the
Japanese government. She also authored a
book which was a collection of testimonies of
various victims, titled ‘Korean Women Who

Were Taken Away by Force’. 

http://world.kbs.co.kr/special/kfuture/english/women/courage.htm


A group called the ‘Compatriot Women’s Network for
the Military Comfort Women Problem’ was formed to
coordinate steps for legal action in Japan. A fundraising
group was also established. But the investigations were
very slow. To accelerate the process, an open letter was
addressed to the South Korean Parliament and the Prime
Minister’s Office, but to no avail. 
...............These developments created a ripple effect in
Japan and several rounds of investigations began. In 1992,
a Chuo University professor Yoshiaki Yoshimi
announced the existence of documents that proved
Japanese involvement. But thERE was no official
statement. The only quasi-formal or ‘official’ evidence
was the 1983 book titled “My War Crimes: The Forced

Draft of Koreans” by Yoshida Seiji, a groundbreaking
account of his activities during the entire period. These
developments combined with rising consciousness of the
harrowin period in Japan itself after a Japanese comfort
woman named Shirota Suzuko described her
experiences in a radio interview. These incriminating
documents, mass circulated by the Asahi newspaper on
11th January 1992, forced the Japanese government to
admit within hours that despite all its denials the army
had been deeply involved. By 12th January 1992, as Hicks
writes poignantly, the whole world knew for the first
time the true meaning of ‘comfort women’
                The legal recourse by Ms Kim, who by now was
joined by several others, started in 1992 with several
rounds of deliberations. Counsels like Fukushima
Mizuho led arguments after arguments about the mental
oppression besides the unimaginable physical pain and
the shame and embarrassment the women had to face
given the virtue of chastity in the deeply patriarchal
Korean societies.
................It is phenomenal to look at the sisterhood
displayed in the battle. Several women in the Diet
pressed the ruling government for the compensation to
be awarded to the victims along with an official apology.
Yet the opposition to the compensation ranged from
arguments that they had been paid when they were
serving as comfort women, to the position that it was too
late to revive such an outdated issue. 
        Activists, including Kim, pressed further for
“apology and atonement” rather than monetary
compensation. Soon, women from all across came out,
supported by women’s groups, and filed lawsuits against
the Japanese government. The public hearing of the
‘Asian Tribunal on Women’s Human Rights Council
and Women’s Human Rights Committee’ held on 12th 
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March, 1994, after the 1993 ‘Vienna World Human Rights
Conference’, brought victims from other Asian
countries to testify in Japan. The comfort women issue
was formally recognized as a violation of women’s
human rights. 
                 The Japanese government repeatedly refused
any sort of compensation alleging that all compensations
between Japan and Korea were already settled in the 1965
treaty. In an extremely tokenistic move, the Japanese
government announced youth exchanges and financial
centres to “support” the comfort women victims, but the
former comfort women and the activists refused to take
any sort of charity or donation money. Determined
never to be victimized again, these fierce warriors
demanded a proper reparation, apology, and
compensation sans hollow sympathies.  
                     To get the issue of “Comfort Women” global
limelight, women from various ethnicities have come
together. Created through legalized prostitution based
on patriarchy, colonialism, and imperialism, the system
of comfort women clearly demonstrated that capitalism,
sexism, and racism are linked and perpetuated both in
the colonial and postcolonial eras. Women’s
organizations have been working to politicize the entire
issue and raise consciousness for the issue of sexual
slavery in general, utilizing international human rights
laws that provide for an individual’s right to
compensation. 
                  In closure, the only thing that remains to be
lauded in the long continuum of the struggle of these
brave women is their resilience to demand that their
wrongs be undone. And it is not just the presence or role
of women that are denied when talking of wars, it is also
their injuries suffered during the course of the war.
Militarization is a masculine phenomenon, couched in
the sociological masculine ideas of ego, violence,
superiority, and rage. It is devoid of the feminine
principle, speaking with the risk of essentializing.
Enough academic research is available on the idea of
‘Feminine Perspective of Peace’ or ‘Women and Anti-
War Protest’. It is ironic that ‘women’ were recruited to
‘comfort’ the weary soldiers fighting for the glory of their
‘motherland’. What did that glory bring?  
                    In the end, the thing to think about is whether
the Japanese government’s recent apology to South
Korea, along with the pledge to pay $8.3 million to
Korean survivors, was a resolution or an insult? And
why does the statue of a little girl in calm repose still
make governments mad?  
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T
THE EICHMANN PROBLEM &

LIBERAL INSTITUTIONALISM

here’s a tendency for
every generation that tries
to reconcile ideas and
philosophies to a basic
endpoint and considers
themselves successful in
doing so, to obtain an
image and pass a value
judgment on themselves
as the best endpoint that
mankind has to offer.
They fail to realize the
subjective and dynamic 

 By Akshat Sharma 



pattern of the moral principles
in a society that is constantly
changing with time. A static
understanding is always bound
to be outdated. We’re also a
generation that puts labels
ourselves as ‘contemporary’,
‘modern’ and ‘progressive’. Still,
we fail to recognize that no
theory or philosophy exists in
its absolute. Ever since the
‘Great Debates’ in the discipline
of international relations, where
liberals and realists have clashed
in an intense and fundamental
manner, the only conclusion
one can infer without any doubt
or argument is that neither of
them is absolutely right or
wrong, and that’s where we
stand today, and we probably
always will.

The arbitrary but

‘moral’ kidnap of

Adolf Eichmann

Otto Adolf Eichmann (19 March
1906 – 1 June 1962) was a
German-Austrian SS-Obers-
turmbannführer and one of the
main culprits of the holocaust.
At the end of the second world
war, as Germany tasted another
defeat, Eichmann was captured
by the US armed forces but
somehow managed to escape.
He was living in exile in
Argentina until the 1960s where
he was ultimately captured by
the Israeli government and put
on trial and essentially executed
for crimes against the Jewish
People. The way Eichmann was
blatantly kidnapped by the
Israeli government was in
violation of all international 

frameworks and extradition
regulations. Even still, based on
how Eichmann’s background
didn’t do him any favours, there
were huge polarized arguments
internationally on the account
that the Israeli government’s
action was ‘illegal but morally
legitimate’. 
     This is exactly where the
Eichmann Problem lies. The
contesting ideas are whether you
need to go through the correct
international norms to reach your
end goal no matter how legitimate
and moral that goal is, or can you
get to that morally legitimate end
goal at any costs possible. This
debate could’ve been put to rest as
soon as the spectrum of moral
legitimacy was institutionalised in
the structure of international
relations, but sadly, that never
properly happened.

Role of liberal

institutionalism

This is where liberal
institutionalism comes in. It
essentially is a neo-liberal school
of thought in international
relations that affirms its belief in
the non-state overarching
international institutions as it
believes that these can lead to
better cooperation and
understanding between states,
which in turn means peace and
harmony. Robert Keohane and
Joseph Nye through their book
Transnational Relations in World

Politics (1972) became the main
observers and theorists of the
impact of international
institutions in world politics. 
         Now as an international stru-

This is exactly
where the
Eichmann

Problem lies.
The contesting

ideas are
whether you
need to go

through the
correct

international
norms to reach

your end goal no
matter how

legitimate and
moral that goal

is, or can you get
to that morally
legitimate end

goal at any costs
possible.
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ucture is somewhat institutionalized through
examples like the United Nations, there
arises a proper propensity and potential to
embed moral foundations of the status quo
in the rules and regulations, making a clear
demarcation as to what’s justified and what’s
not. It still would give rise to debate as it is
inevitable for interventions to happen but
then the debate would be if an action is
morally legitimate/justified or not rather
than it being a tug of war between morality
and illegality. Still, little headway is made
towards this direction because personal gain
and vendetta eventually triumph over the
common moral good. This is why it’s not a
completely impossible scenario to imagine a
reconciliation of both the neo-realist and
neo-liberal traditions of international
relations as none of them are, or anyway can
be, true in its absolute sense. Neo-realist
tradition talks about the sovereign state as
the prime actor in international relations and
even though it acknowledges non-state
actors, it still considers the unitary state
primary in the structure. Ever since the 

classical theories of liberalism and realism, it is
particularly unimaginable to think of any
reconciliation between them to happen because
of the fundamental difference they share, but
the trends their neo-theories share is that they
now show a certain level of proximity and
acknowledgement in high contrast to their two
polar opposite ancestors. That is why a
convergence between the two, keeping in mind
the fundamental differences, is not a far-fetched
idea. It’s a phenomenon that is representative in
the behaviour of the Israeli government in the
way they acted in complete disregard of the
international system but they had liberal
wilsonian and social contract tendencies to their
nature to do as well which was ‘to do just by
their people’.

Ambiguous principle of

humanitarian intervention

Even in fundamental issues like humanitarian
intervention, the uncertainty and ambiguity in
the international rule of law is problematic to
the extent that it even contradicts the UN
Charter. State behaviour, especially of the US,
since 1945 suggests a tendency of intervention in 
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Adolf Eichmann sits during his trial in Jerusalem, 1961./Reuters

https://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-32131829


affairs of other countries on the ground of
humanitarian principles irrespective of the
extent of its legality. What this does is to
give a hint of a laid-back attitude and nature
of the UN, suggesting that it has considered
its work done when it comes to providing a
framework of regulations and legality in the
anarchic international system and now it’s
up to the perceptions of the people to frame
an understanding of what is to be done. This
leads to so much ambiguity and added
generalisation in an already fluid structure
that it compromises justice. The grave
incompetence of the UN in several
humanitarian issues like the Rwandan
genocide, the Syrian crisis and the added
refugee crises are examples of its
consequence; on the flip side, illegitimate
interventions like that of the US in Iraq get a
clean chit because of moral ambiguity. The
ineffectiveness of liberal institutions will
lead to a rise and reaffirmed belief in the
structural neo- realist theory and the fall of
liberal institutionalism because one of the
basic assumptions that Keohane and Nye
make is that international institutions are
neutral, and that’s why the UN sometimes
falls short of being a competent
representative of the neo-liberal theory
which puts so much faith in non-state actors.

A Structural Way Forward

So at this point, as there is a rise of
consciousness of each other’s sovereignty,
radical tendencies are bound to follow and
each country will have its own justification
for its actions. It’ll be a mirroring of the
Mahabharata character analysis where you
can’t point a finger or vilify one particular
individual in the absolute sense. That’s why
the way forward is to make initiatives like
the Responsibility to Protect (R2P), which in
all honesty should’ve already been a legally
binding regulation. According to this theory,
the international community has not only a   

right but a duty to protect the citizens if the
concerned state is oppressive and dictatorial,
abusing people's rights or if it is a failed state.
The very famous International Commission on
Interference and State Sovereignty has
established this concept and since they had
adopted this idea, the west was also
continuously trying their best to get it legalised
in the UN framework of international law. The
UNGA fully endorsed this principle by a clear
majority of the resolution in 2005 but due to the
fact that it is not endorsed by the Security
Council, it is not a legally binding regulation. It’s
politically recognised, but not legally binding
and that can be a classic example of the big five’s
monopoly in the UNSC contributing to the
ineffectiveness of the UN. Moreover, there
needs to be cognizance between the less
developed nations to balance the power that is
exercised by nations like the US, the UK, France
and Russia in the global framework by still being
exploitative under the veil of being victors of the
Second World War. Until then, every initiative
of a supposedly neutral international institution
would either crumble due to the non-
participation of these major powers or if they do
take part, it’ll meet the same fate as the UN and
just be their platform to exploit and dominate
other member countries. 
          Glimpses of a structured international order
were seen through the humanitarian
intervention principle and the R2P resolution,
but there’s still a long way to go if we want to
establish an understanding and come to a
conclusion of the long drawing Eichmann
Problem that continually presents itself to the
global world order in the shape of different
contexts and perspectives. Until then, an
anarchist structure will continue to dominate
the global outlook, which consequently means
either a hesitant nature of states to act, in which
their actions remain a facade, or for them to
selectively do whatever they want because there
is no right or wrong, there is realistically no
moral compass for them to adhere to.
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CULTURAL
APPROPRIATION

THE CURIOUS

CASE OF

H
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uh! So, you find wearing boho ornaments cool.
Also, tell me if you like that mint-coloured midi
dress with green embroidery from Zara, which
is accused of employing a pattern distinctive to
the indigenous Mixteca community of San Juan,
Colorado. Also, suppose you simply walked into
a Halloween party thinking that you’re sporting
an alluring costume. But rather than 

BY NEHA YADAV



complimenting you, that costume might actually be
humiliating an ethnic group’s cultural ethos! All of this
counts as ‘Cultural Appropriation’. You may think,
“Well that’s a ridiculous accusation! Me? Doing
something racist?” But the key to sensitivity is
knowledge. Therefore, let me dive into the turbulent
waters of cultural appropriation without further ado. 
           So if you’re wondering what the big deal about
cultural appropriation is, I’ve got you covered. A deeper
understanding of  cultural appropriation would refer to
a particular power dynamic in which the members of a
dominant culture take elements from a culture of those
individuals who have been systematically oppressed by
that dominant group. However, it is not the same as
cultural exchange. Cultural exchange is when people
share mutually with each other and it lacks the
aforementioned systemics of power hierarchy. It is also
not the same as assimilation i.e. marginalized folks
adopting elements of the dominant culture in order to
survive conditions that make life more of a struggle if
they don’t. But marginalized groups in reality don’t
have the power to choose from sticking with their
customs or trying on the dominant culture’s traditions
just for fun. 
             New York City stylist Tenisha F. Sweet
remarked, “If you don’t understand cultural appropriation,
imagine working on a project and getting an F, and then
somebody copies you and gets an A and credit for your
work.”
                 There are often covert islamophobic
sentiments lurking in the fashion industry. In 2020,
Shein sold Islamic prayer rugs on its website. Unlike
conventional rugs that are used as decor, these mats
were designed in rectangular shapes with Islamic
symbols and sacred writings. Many mats had mosque
lamps designed on them. Shein described them as
‘Fringe Trim Carpet’ or ‘Flower Print Tassel Trim
Carpet’. Because of these obfuscating and deluding
names, many people purchased these mats for their pets
to rest on, 

for placing on top of their coffee tables, or to adorn as
decorative pieces on their closet. On the contrary, these
mats are meant for cleanliness purposes during the
various positions of the Islamic prayer.
             Yet another incident that comes to light is of
Brahmin Handbags whose creators have neither
considered the cultural consequences nor the
inequalities that such a product may perpetuate.
Brahmins in India and elsewhere are agents of the
abiding system of caste oppression and exclusion of
Dalits, Bahujans, and minorities. Leatherwork in India
is traditionally imposed on the Chamar community
which is made untouchable by Brahminical ideologies
and practices. The Brahmins have never had anything
to do with the actual work in question. So what does it
signify to name a brand after the “Brahmin”? Is it a
reference to notions of “purity”? Is it to say that these
bags are exclusively made by, for, and of Brahmin
hands? Does it mean that you get to be a Brahmin if
you have the money to own one of their products? But
that would be an outright lie because we know for a
fact that there is limited inter-caste mobility in India.
                   How can Dalit Rings be ignored when it
comes to talk about profit from cateism? ‘Haati Chai’
came under severe criticism in 2020 on social media for
selling a “Dalit ring” worth $ 2000 or approximately 1.5
lakhs in Indian currency. The description of the Dalit
Ring misrepresents the contemporary realities of Dalit
communities in India who continue to get killed,
raped, and lynched across the country. They don’t get
the same opportunities as those belonging to upper
castes. Finding inspiration from a community’s age
long suffering and struggle and not really empowering
them by any means does not look like a decent move
on their part. The irony is in the description that says
that they want to sell a Dalit ring “which many don’t
find beautiful”. 
                    For appropriators, cultural objects merely
act as ‘costumes’ that they can use to adorn themselves
with. They fail to acknowledge
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But the line differentiating cultural
appropriation and cultural inspiration isn’t
always clear. The line gets crossed once there is
the unacknowledgement or inappropriate 

Of course there are super-simple ways to be
sensitive without sacrificing vogue. Being
respectful is one of them. If you are wearing a
spiritually vital item from a culture other than
your own, don’t behave in a way that is
antithetical to that culture’s values and customs.
Of course, we are all free to do as we wish — as
many of us might say, “Who’s gonna check
me, boo?” But I personally suppose that nobody
would go wearing a hijab to a bar or a bindi
with a bikini. Selena Gomez wore the forehead
bindi, a standard South Asian sartorial symbol,
for her performance of "Come and Get It"
during the 2013 MTV Movie Awards and
attracted a lot of criticism."The bindi on the
forehead is an ancient tradition in Hinduism
and has religious significance." Hindu
statesman Rajan Zed explained to the press "It is
also sometimes referred to as the third eye and
the flame, and it is an auspicious religious and
spiritual symbol. It is not meant to be thrown
around loosely for seductive effects or as a
fashion accessory aiming at commercial greed.
Selena should apologize and then she should
get acquainted with the basics of world
religions." So what's the problem with a
Western pop star wearing a bindi? In a nutshell,
she's appropriating a religious symbol from
another culture and using it as a fashion
statement, without any apparent understanding
of its meaning. One must be careful not to
dishonor any cultural symbols. 
                Another need of the hour is to
educate yourself: Do a little research into a
garment’s cultural history before you wear it.
I’m not saying pull out a book and browse a full
history from beginning to end. But do google
it. Do your due diligence by looking into a
style’s historical meaning, so you are not
walking around unknowingly renaming or
disrespecting something. It's culture, not costume.

the criticism that marginalised groups are
exposed to when they choose to embrace their
own culture. Put simply, appropriation is theft
of property. It is extremely important for
brands to take notice of the fact that the “edgy”
clothing and accessories they market do not
exist in a sociopolitical and socioeconomic
vacuum. By capitalising on cultural elements
appropriated from marginalised groups, they
are simply deepening the already entrenched
systems of oppression. Where individuals from
historically disenfranchised communities may
not be in a position to generate revenue with
their culturally specific tools, top fashion brands
feel entitled to profit from oppressed peoples’
cultures. 
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adoption of the customs,
practices, or ideas of one
group by another, typically
by the more dominant
group. It comes all the way
down to whether you’re
aware of a look’s cultural
history, whether you give
credit where it is due, and
how you honour whatever
you are borrowing. So
borrow away — just be
conscious regarding it.
           There is a dire need
to ponder upon one’s privil-
eges: An excerpt from the
book ‘Dress Your Best Life:
How to Use Fashion
Psychology to Take Your
Look and Life to the Next
Level’ by Dawnn Karen
goes thus, “Think about
whether someone else
would encounter bias if she
wore the style you’re
considering. If a member of
the culture that originated
the look were to wear it,
might he/she suffer for it? If
the answer gives you pause,
rethink whether your
fashion statement is worth
it.” Privilege isn’t about
what you’ve gone through;
it’s about what you haven’t
had to go through. 
              In America, turbans
are often associated with
danger. So, when a young
Muslim woman who wears
a head covering for religious
reasons goes out, she has to
think twice: “Maybe I
should show a bit of my hair
or wear more makeup so I
seem less threatening?” 
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These are the kind of second
thoughts that some people
have to consider when
they’re trying to display their
own culture. But no one is
going to worry that Sarah
Jessica Parker in a turban

might blow up the plane.
She actually has the privilege
to enter most rooms and
spaces dressed any way she
likes without people
attaching stereotypes to her.
It is not that Kim Kardashian 

or Miley Cyrus mean to
offend with their cornrow
hairstyles or ethnic
jewellery. Their intent may
very well have been
homage. But as non-Black
celebrities, they have the
privilege to wear the looks
associated with another
person’s culture, when that
person can’t necessarily
wear looks from his/her
own culture without
suffering some type of
fallout. A Black woman
wearing cornrows is
stereotyped as ‘ghetto’ and
uneducated. Her cultural
identity, when practiced by
her own self, puts her in an
uncomfortable space of
stereotypes. 
               It is very common
in India to see privileged
savarnas wearing cultural
markers of tribal and adivasi
genesis in the name of
“Exotic fashion”. This is
especially problematic in
our current socio-political
atmosphere owing to the
fact that it trivialises the
historic oppression faced by
these communities. The
harm is multifaceted: It
deepens racist, casteist, and
Islamophobic stereotypes. It
also allows big brands to
profit from the oppression
of subaltern groups. Upper-
caste Hindu folks often
exhibit a distinct tendency
to play the victim card
while simultaneously
engaging in the cultural
exploitation of Adivasi, 
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very spirit of the festival of Holi from its origin as a
Hindu ritual to a fun and frolic filled game. It is now a
profitable business in the west. It is certainly
appropriating the festival of Holi. 
                How about ending the talk with Yoga: A
way to connect body, mind, and soul has been
undoubtedly appropriated. It is a practice of self-
awareness and self-love, but is now mostly sold with
stylish, athletic clothing and marketed as a spiritually
and physically elite activity of the white. It is seen as a
glamorous and trendy “workout” which requires its
own special outfit. There may be yoga courses on the
internet charging a nominal fee for finite hours, but
one thing that I am very sure of is that yoga is a lifelong
practice which only gives and does not take. Yoga is
not a workout. I'm not saying that yoga is only for
Indians. Yoga is for everyone, no matter what one
looks like. But yoga is not just limited to a trendy
physical practice.
             The relationship between culture and
capitalism is hard to describe in words. One of the most
enduring critiques of capitalism is that it is morally and
culturally corrupt. Cultural appropriation is a greedy
monster that comprises numerous business outlets that
need to sell consumer merchandise. Music, motion
pictures, garments, and so on and so forth, are the items
that keep the monster alive. Thus, all non-mainstream
societies/cultures are subject to looting for finding new
products to sell. It all boils down to the spirit in which
one wears a garment and whether that spirit
communicates respect or disdain. Donning an
individual item from a culture doesn’t always translate
into accepting the whole people which is where the
problem of cultural appropriation takes root. 

               Ever heard of “Color Run”? Right! I am
talking about that 5 kilometers paint race. And there is
a registration fee for it too. The race is nothing more
than white people running in white dresses, eating
Indian food, dancing on Indian music, and getting
plastered in colour by the end. They have changed the 

Dalit, and Muslim communities in the homeland. The
stark hypocrisy reflects best when they call out white
people for misappropriation of the bindi and the sari
and yet reproduce identical acts of exploitation directed
at India’s subaltern communities. For instance, let us
examine the origin and associations of Bharatnatyam.
The dance form is quite popular in the Upper Caste
and the Upper Middle Caste sections of Indian society.
But how it originated is quite unknown: It originated
in the Devadasi culture. Devadasi means “servant of
God.” Devadasis were considered to be given to god in
marriage, implying that they could therefore not marry
a ‘mortal’. They learnt music and dance to perform at
the temples or in front of the royals and earn gold.
They were never financially dependent on their
partner(s). In pre-colonial India, they were well treated,
much respected, and held a high social status. In the
19th century social purity movements started taking
hold of the country, part of an attempt to spread
Brahmanical patriarchy. The women of the Devadasi
community were targeted, and their traditional Sadir
dance labeled as ‘vulgar’. And now, at present, they are
nothing more than forced sex workers/slaves belonging
to the two most underprivileged castes of the Dalit
Community- Madiga and Valmiki. They are not
allowed to come and work in mainstream spaces
because of the ‘obvious’ reason- “Untouchability”. 
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MARX, MANIFESTO, AND METHODOLOGY
Historical Materialism and the British Marxist School of Thought 
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revolt, is one of the most
important and influential
political theories ever formulated
since the French Revolution’s
“Declaration of the Rights of
Man and Citizen”. The pamphlet
was desirous of a society with no
classes or private property, and
argued that the increasing
exploitation of the proletarians
would eventually lead to a
revolution in which capitalism
would be overthrown. The aim of
this article is to analyse certain
key ideas of Marx and Engels
through “The Communist
Manifesto” in order to
understand the distinctiveness of
the Marxist historical method
and how it provided new
perspectives in shaping historical
consciousness.
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have a world to win. Working
Men of All Countries, Unite!”
The mid-19th century witnessed
two important events in
European history which
transformed the course of
understanding and evaluating
social relations and social
constructs. Firstly, the 1848
Revolution dented the ruling
classes severely, and second, the
Communist Manifesto came to
be written by the greatest
philosophers of all time, Karl
Marx and Friedrich Engels. The
revolutionary text, that summons
the working classes to  unite and 

Let the ruling classes tremble
at a Communistic revo-
lution. The proletarians
have         nothing to lose but  
                     their chains. They  

Struggle for Emancipation (By David Alfaro Siqueiros)
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  I
From his initial days as a student and then as a journalist,
Karl Marx was highly intrigued about the German idealist
philosophy, French socialism theories, and English
political economy. He was attracted to Hegel’s study of
history as a dialectical process, wherein he conceived of
the dialectic as the unifying metaphysical process of the
progressive evolution of thought through contradictions,
i.e. an idea could be continually elevated through trial and
error and questioning of existing knowledge. Idealism, as
developed by Hegel, understands the active nature of the
human subject, but confines it to contemplation. Marx
adopted this method of ‘evolution through contradiction’,
but critiqued Hegel for his idealism, and asserted the
importance of materialistic needs to achieve progress. This
historical version of materialism transcends, and thus
rejects, all existing philosophical thought according to
Marx and is observed in his work ‘The Communist
Manifesto.’                                                                          
               The Manifesto for the Communist Party of 1848 is
a remarkable attack on the dark and atrocious acts
committed by the ‘bourgeoisie society’ and elucidates
upon how a constant struggle is evident amidst the
proletariat and the bourgeoisie. Marx and Engels
envisioned the bourgeoisie regime as a temporary phase in
human history, and prophesied that it would be in ruins
once the proletarians gained consciousness. In the first
line of the first chapter of ‘The Communist Manifesto’,
we find the central theme of Marx’s study – “The history
of all hitherto existing societies is the history of class
struggle”. It is through this statement that Marx theorizes
his entire argument and understanding of history.
               Marx and Engles, through their theory of
Dialectical Materialism, sought the essence of the
historical process in the changing economic structures of
human life. History for them was an essential class
struggle. While it still exists as that, in today’s epoch
modern class antagonism has become simplified into two
classes, the bourgeoisie as the oppressor and proletariat as
the oppressed who are in constant opposition to each
other. Marx analysed that the bourgeoisie cannot survive
without revolutionising its mode of production and
Slavoj Zizek similarly reiterates that it is the “constant
revolutionising of production, uninterrupted disturbance
of all social conditions, everlasting uncertainty, and
agitation” that distinguish the bourgeois epoch from its
predecessors.
                 Marx and Engels demonstrated how Communism
would empower the working class in obtaining liberty and
equality. With the decline in private ownership, they
emphasised on greater availability of resources at
communal discretion, which enabled the hitherto
oppressed communities to achieve equality and exercise 

economic, political, and social autonomy. As attributed by
Marx and Engels, the proletarians had nothing to lose but
their fetters which, until then, had restricted the
oppressed working class from various schemes and ideas
of social benefit – abolition of private property, free public
education, etc. The collective vision of Marx and Engels
was to propound a society that would be stateless and
classless. They emphasised the importance and
distinctiveness of their communism from the other
projects to create a better society. The fundamental idea of
the pamphlet was the demonstration of the historical
development of societal sections, especially the
bourgeoisie which revolutionised the world and created
mechanisms for imposing its hegemony over other classes.
                  In writing the text, Marx and Engels focused
briefly on the idea of exploitation of women by the
bourgeoisie as they were reduced to the instruments of
production and reflected upon how the labour of women
was being superseded by men with the development of
capitalism, unlike in the times of primitive socialism.
However, as studied by feminist historian Gerda Lerner,
Marx and Engels did not focus on the idea of gender
construction or gender roles attributed to women and
failed to identify the seclusion and marginalisation which
they underwent in economic, political, and social settings.
It was much later that Engels wrote “Women and
Children As The First Form Of Private Property” in his
text Origins of Family, Private Property, and State.
           Another interesting critique provided by Prabhat
Patnaik is the regiocentric/eurocentric approach of the
Manifesto. It addresses only the Western European
countries of Germany, England, France, and Italy. Patnaik
claims that these exclusionary tendencies portrayed
Marx’s failure to enable a comprehensive understanding
of the pre-capitalist modes of production carried out in
the colonised countries or economically backward
countries like Russia. As stated by Aijaz Ahmed, it was
just after publishing of the Manifesto that Marx delved
into the study of colonialism and thought about it in
greater length.
              However, Eric Hobsbawm in his celebrated work,
“How to Change the World” claims that with the
publication of the Manifesto, the politics of most
European countries witnessed a radical upsurge in the
development of organised communist parties basing their
ideology on the consciousness of the working class.
Labour and socialist parties emerged in different parts of
the world in the 1880s and became mass political parties. It
was as Marx envisioned in the Manifesto: the organisation
of the proletarians into a class and subsequently into
political parties, and this proved to be the “first step in the
revolution to raise the proletarians to the position of the
ruling class to win the battle of  democracy."
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The conception of historical materialism is not limited to
the publication of the Manifesto. Marx in the  “Preface” of
“A Contribution to the Critique of Political Eco-nomy''
further explained that humans enter into definite
“relations of production”, which are independent of their
will to “appropriate” development of their “mat-erial
forces of production” and emphasized on “the mo-de of
production” that “conditions the general process of social,
political, and intellectual life.” He further explained that,
at some time, the material forces of prod-uction would
come in conflict with the existing forces of production,
which will lead to a social revolution that would transform
the economic base and subsequently, the superstructures
comprising of family, religion and politics which governs
the social life.

   

II
Understanding the Marxist methodology urges an
important question over the distinctiveness and the
importance of historical studies. The heavy shift towards
Marxist perception since the 1880s was due to the quest of
academicians to change the world through the labour and
the socialist movements, which gained immense
popularity under Marxist inspiration. The increasing
formation of trade unions and labour strikes in the United
States and European nations, due to the economic crisis of
the 1870s and 1880s, led many historians towards raising
important questions over the origins of capitalism, labour,
social relations, and political institutions. Hobsbawm
wrote that answers to such important questions of history
could only be generated from asking “Marx’s type of
questions”.
               Steady growth in the understanding of Marxist
analysis of history was significant with the success of the
Bolshevik Revolution, but was severely attacked due to
the growth of Fascism in Europe during the early half of
20th century. Marxist historical methodology was revived
again by a group of British Marxist historians who formed
the ‘Communist Party Historians’ Group’ within the
Communist Party of Britain to contribute to the working
class’ struggles and the rise of socialism. These were Eric
Hobsbawm, Christopher Hill, Rodney Hilton, EP
Thompson, and Maurice Dobb who collectively founded
the journal, “Past and Present” in 1952 and addressed
important questions relating to the Marxist ideas of “base
and superstructure” and the “dialectical and historical
materialism”.
             The instigator of this kind of analysis of Marxist
historical methods was Maurice Dobb, who published
“Studies in the Development of Capitalism” in 1947. He
studied the transition from feudalism to capitalism and
defined capitalism as a “historically specific social relation
of production”, against the Weberian and Pirennian
conceptions which treated capitalism as mere commerce
and trade. He insisted on understanding the political
economy rather than only focusing on economic and
technological understanding. After Dobb, the works of 

Rodney Hilton on medieval Europe and the transition
from feudalism to capitalism enabled an inquiry into the
class relations and strife between the serfs and lords
rather than the studies which focused solely on the feu-
dal lords, their wealth, and the wars they fought. Fu-
rther, Christopher Hill analyzed the English Revolution
as a bourgeoisie revolution and the development of soc-
iological ideas of culture in the 17th century. The works
on labour, peasant, and pre-industrial social movements
contributed by Eric J. Hobsbawm continue to shape
perspectives on the understanding of class consci-
ousness, and his work on 18th and 19th century Europe
has contributed to a totalistic view of understanding
history. Finally, EP Thompson’s excellent analysis of the
working-class population of Britain unfolds a more
nuanced understanding of labour history.

 III
Moving beyond their individual contributions, Harvey J.
Kaye analysed important collective contributions of the
Marxist school of historiography. First, the Marxist
historians developed a “class struggle and class struct-
ured character in history”. This is largely evident from
the topic of this essay, the Communist Manifesto. As
stated by Marx that the history of all societies had been of
class struggles, the Marxists drew a constant antagonism
which existed between the patricians and plebeians,
people of colour and whites and in present times,
bourgeoisie and proletariat. The class analysis resulted in
a nuanced understanding of not just rev-olution but also
a greater understanding of the totality in the form of
political economy, culture and psyc-hological impact.
                   Second, the Marxist historical approach resulted
in the new kind of history: “History From Below”. This
approach deviates from the elite history of rulers and
bourgeoisie and involves people at the fringes of society,
who were hitherto excluded from history writing, as
participants to social construction. This process of
assimilation of micro and local history ena-bles us to form
a concrete idea of the socio-political and cultural currents
in a particular region, thus filling in gaps left by elite
Euro-centric histories. EP Thompson in his ‘preface’ of
The Making of the English Working Class asserts upon
the rescue to the socially deprived people who witnessed
turbulent times without any prej-udice, and not simply
let them be casualties of history. 
        Finally, the Marxists unearthed the “radical-
democratic traditions” which remain permanent to the
“references and the footnotes” of the dominant hist-
orical works even today. Thus, simultaneously with the
“major” historical events, a strong recurrence of “micro”
history is also evident – like in the Magna Carta, we also
find a Peasant Rebellion in 1381 calling an end of overl-
ords and also a great recurrence of Levellers, Diggers, and
Ranters demanding equal rights. Thus, it is evident from
extracting such histories that the peasants 
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and other marginalised sections were
active agents in shaping and
transforming the society. The idea of
historical materialism and class
struggles, as exhibited in the
Communist Manifesto, represents an
effort to understand the process of
brutal repression of the proletariat by
the bourgeois over centuries. It is a
document that demonstrates passion,
brevity, and intense curiosity towards
undoing the continued historical
injustice through a radical
transformation. With the growth of
Marxism as a historical method, we
witness a rise in analysing the works of
Marx and his predictions on the
globalisation of capitalism, even in
capitalist circles. The critics of the
Manifesto claim that it was a failed
vision, as Marx’s pamphlet could not
dismantle the capitalist regime and 
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provide the stage for the proletarians.
However, as witnessed in the case of
Russia, Vietnam, China, and Cuba,
we cannot be fully assured of a long
and thriving capitalist regime either.
Eric Hobsbawm claims that the
continuous exploitation of the global
environment to satisfy the capitalist
needs will also be an important cause
for the shift from private
accumulation to social management.
This upsurge in the development and
circulation of Marxist ideas to
understand the present political
economy is what makes the
methodology relevant. The
distinctiveness of a method or an
approach is not characterised by its
accuracy but through continuous
evolution and traits of assimilating
important questions of social
construction. 
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 FROM CONSUMERISM TO THE 
CAPITALIZATION OF SOCIAL IDENTITIES

The Stonewall uprising in response to a police raid upon the queer community is the reason
behind June being celebrated as the “pride month”. While this is a crucial opportunity for more
queer voices to be heard, it instead becomes an opportunity for brands to take charge over the
steering and drive the good intentions behind the day straight into a quagmire of exploitation.
On the other hand, the modern market exploits women by creating new insecurities and then

selling them products to combat those very insecurities, for profit. Brands do not sell a product,
they sell an idea. Brands capitalise on stereotypes and unrealistic expectations to aggravate the

marginalisation of certain societal sections.

 BY ABHIGYA BARTHWAL
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Although the consumers do know
that no grass-roots level chan-ges
were made to the brand's com-pany
policies, it lessens their guilt buying
the same commodity when they see
the word sustainable slapped on it.
Corporates feed on your guilt, they
make you think that you are being
climate-conscious while ironi-cally
pushing you into making deci-sions
that harm it in the first place; they
provide you with an easy leeway of
escaping from your conscience. 
               By the same token, when
Victoria’s Secret suffered a dip in
audience numbers on their show and
subsequently witnessed a fall in stock
market shares, because of their chief
marketing officer Ed Razek comments
on how the brand would never hire
trans and plus size models, they
immediately got to work over
correcting. Now, Victoria’s Secret was
already on thin ice, and adding fuel to
the fire was cutthroat competition
from other younger brands emerging
in the market, like Fenty, which are
more inclusive of racial, body, and
gender identities.
                  While Fenty caters to wom-
en, Victoria’s Secret has been called
out time and again for “selling the
male fantasy to women”. It took
Victoria’s Secret a while, but in June
2021, they announced the removal of
the concept of their “angels”, in an
effort to rebrand. These models were
earlier the very face of their brand.
Victoria’s Secret now introduced the
nouveau concept of “ambassadors”
from diverse communities. This
eyewash notwithstanding, they also
did very poorly in the 2017 report of
“Ethical Fashion” and were called out
for child and slave labour. Now, in
their recent move, they have tried
their best to capitalize on the demand
for “women empowerment” by
creating a new identity for their brand
which earlier catered to the male gaze.
All this was done only to increase
their profit margins with the façade of
activism. Performative activism is the
only way they can get on the same
level with brands who appeal to
consumers because of their
inclusivity.
                       If we consider the theory  

where they amalgamated their shoes
with the notion of women
empowerment, conflating it into a
singular term. The shoes became a
symbol of empowerment, passing on
this pervasive perception where
‘empowered women only wore Nike shoes’.
Nothing is wrong with the marketing
except the fact that, ironically, these
shoes were made by underpaid women
in Indonesia who faced horrific
working conditions. 
               Similar to this is Dove’s 2021
campaign for Women’s month in
March. The advertisement that they
came up with carried a very promising
slogan ‘#stopthebeautytest’, which was
a jibe at the beauty test that women
have to fight daily. The story then
showed how the women who are not
beautiful according to euro-centric
beauty standards feel, making them the
butt of microaggression, and how this
attitude promoted it as a joke. At first
glance, one would approve of Dove, as
it is finally hiring unconventionally
beautiful women for its ads. But ask
yourself: what do the models who are
shown in the usual ads by Dove look
like? Why do brands suddenly become
strong allies for women’s rights? Why
the sudden activism? Because brands
know all too well that activism? It sells.
                  During any month other than
March, a quick google search will show
you the real face of Dove. Not posing
for genuine beauty activism but with
models who adhere to conventional
beauty standards. To put the cherry on
cake, Dove's parent company is
Unilever, the same company that also
produces fair and lovely (or newly
minted ‘glow and lovely’) , propagating
the idea that women with fairer skins
are better than women with dark skins.
By equating jobs, personal and professional

life with skin tone, they sell an identity

along with their creams. 

Identity Infestation?

Brands roll out their new identity
collections and try to appeal to their
audience which is usually the upper-
middle class. But the bitter truth is
that the brands do not care about you
or any particular cause. Their end goal
is profit, and they will try to appeal to
you in any way they seem fit, enticing
you to buy their products. An
example of this is brand
humanization, which is a transparent
marketing tactic. Big corporations like
Wendy’s portray a sarcastic persona
on Twitter because what they are
trying to sell is not an item, or a
commodity, but in fact an identity.
Whoever eats from Wendy’s is funny
or in a sense is better than ‘a boring
person visiting a boring restaurant.’
               H&M, a popular clothing
brand, faced a lot of criticism after
their unsafe labour practices were
unmasked. The labour, especially
women, faced horrific abuse, low pay
grade, and were made to work in
literal sweatshops. To combat this
image the brand quickly came up with
what is known as Green-washing.
H&M continues to indulge in all
those unethical labour practices under
the facade of its sustainable collection. 

E very year during the
month of March, brands
become ostensibly socially
conscious about women's
issues. In 1990, Nike laun-
ched an advertisement 
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What about the labourers that were employed to grow it?

Were they paid fairly? What about the soil they were

grown in, were the fertilizers used organic? How much soil

degradation was done due to it?

Capital Fetish or Bondage?

Commodity fetishism essentially alludes to the
existence of a huge abyss between consumers and
labourers. Consumers do not think of what went
into the creation of the shirt that they are about to
buy, but what they do see is the price of the shirt.
Their focus is essentially on the exchange of money
for commodities.
Commodity fetishism turns a blind eye to what
should have been the exchange 
             The separation or alienation of labour from
this loop leads to treating a commodity as a fetish.
Here is how all of this becomes relevant to the pride
month: Brands tie the commodity to an identity
instead of actual use, and make you see what they
want you to see i.e. a commodity with a rainbow
slapped on it. This is what Horacio Roque Ramirez
called rainbow capitalism. Wait for a moment and
think of the commodity not as a fetish but in terms
of the input behind it. 
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change in your actions cannot positively impact the
world. Yes, other brands might also have hidden
unethical practices, but when the choice of two
evils is presented to you, take the one that is less
grey. 
                  In the popular television show, The Good
Place, the concept of ethical consumption is
brought up constantly. It shows that a simple
commodity such as a tomato is not just a tomato,
but a whole series of other questions:  
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 How does the company selling this pride collection treats

its queer labour? What are their hiring policies for queer

people? Is there any discrimination that they face during

hiring? Does the brand have actual people from the

LGBTQ+ community designing these clothes? 

              A very prominent example of this is how
Disney, a seemingly harmless brand whose main
demographic is kids, profits off of rainbow
capitalism. Disney sells pins with pride flags all
while profiting off a vulnerable community. Now,
these flag designs belong 
to the public domain so legally Disney is not doing
anything wrong, but the creator of the lesbian flag

has publicly asked for donations for her design, while

Disney profits from her design because of a broken

capitalistic structure.

                 Furthermore, these corporations are some
of the least inclusive and should one glimpse
behind the screens it would become apparent that
they rarely possess the diversity that they shove
down our throats. There is no representation of queer

characters in Disney movies, other than queer-coded

villains. Instead, they purposefully stifle down and
censor queer characters, but at best what they can
offer you is a watered-down representation. Disney 

put up by Daniel Kahneman in his book ‘Thinking
fast and thinking slow’ we realize that people make
split-second decisions. So you would be more likely
to choose from a brand which has a sustainable
image that another brand which does not. And
practically, no one in this fast-paced world has the
time to research every decision they make. It is a
long drawn argument that there is no ethical
consumption under capitalism and while that may
be true, it will be completely ignorant to think that a 

https://aninjusticemag.com/disneys-rainbow-collection-is-rainbow-capitalism-f2eaad43ff11
https://www.pinknews.co.uk/2021/05/05/pride-pins-etsy-independent-lgbt-queer-shops-artists-disney-collection/
https://www.pinknews.co.uk/2021/05/05/pride-pins-etsy-independent-lgbt-queer-shops-artists-disney-collection/
https://www.gaytimes.co.uk/culture/disney-cancels-production-of-its-first-lgbtq-led-animated-film/
https://www.gaytimes.co.uk/culture/disney-cancels-production-of-its-first-lgbtq-led-animated-film/
https://feminisminindia.com/2020/09/21/problematic-representation-queer-masculinity-disney-films/
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ular example of this would be Amazon which is
known for its unethical business practices But
consumers still use it as it is accessible and
affordable. Now, it wouldn't be possible to
completely cut it out of our lives, but the culture of  
“hauls” with influencers who clearly become a
‘spectacle’ for people, promote clothing hauls,
fleshing out the most detrimental part of fast
fashion, this culture that exists, needs to be erased.
He further says that spectacle is driven by
economic interest, ‘being someone’ becomes
‘having some-thing’, as identity is linked eternally
to commodity. He says, “The more a person accepts

recognizing themselves in dominant images of need, the

less they understand their existence and desires”. 

               When we talk about consumer exploi-
tation, we talk about brands who under different
circumstances would not maintain the same stance
and have only profit as their driving motive. We 
 do  not  talk  about  individual  stores and small
businesses run by queer people themselves  which 
 should  be  the ones  benefiting from “pride
month”. Here  the  people  producing the 
 commodities  are  not  alienated, there exists an
interpersonal relationship between consumers and
producers and not the production and exchange.

also bought blue sky studios and the first thing it
did was cancel an LGBTQ+ representation movie
which was already 75% complete.
                  While talking to the Gay Times, a Blue
Sky Studios employee held, “It was a first for our

studio in a lot of respects and what would have been a

first for Disney, I believe. It featured two men kissing, it

featured a gender-nonconforming lead heroine.”

The Rigged game of

Recuperation

This leads us to consumerism. As with Black
Friday, Diwali and Christmas, brands realize that
the pride month, too, is an opportunity to exploit
people. By definition consumerism means- ‘a
social and economic order that encourages the
acquisition of goods and services in ever-
increasing amounts’. This further implies that
buying commodities will lead to circulation of
money in the market which will, in turn, lead to a
richer economy.
                       But consumerism has its costs too. In
his book “The society of spectacle”, Guy Debord
proposes the idea of how media is a spectacle and
the consumers are the spectators. An example here
would be the sensationalism that the authorities of
The Capitol subjects their citizens to in the movie
“The Hunger Games”, directing their gaze towards
the spectacle- The Hunger Games, all this being a
mere ploy to hide the huge crack in their system
and the mistreatment of impoverished districts.
The citizens of the Capitol stay in the dark and the
only light they know is that of the shiny spectacle
that the media presents to them. This still stays
relevant and translates into real life as well.
Advertisements are the spectacle and we the
consumers are the ones completely enamoured by
them. Paint an image of a person wearing 3-D
glasses, mouth agape, staring at the screen, and you
have with yourself the image that Debord had in
mind while proposing his theory. Debord believed
that this cycle of buying commodities led to an
unacceptable degradation of our lives- “Our
internal thoughts and experiences are now com-
modifiable assets”. 
                           Corporates breed on the fear of
missing out on living and they feed this to us in
microforms of the commodity for fleeting
moments of happiness. Debord also said that a
commodity is no longer of use but a way to present
yourself to the world, it has become an identity. He
further said that “spectacle reduces reality to an
endless supply of commodifiable fragments”. To
survive consumers are jumping from commodity
to commodity in an endless cycle, trying to fill the
void of satisfaction through consumerism. A pop-

CONCLUSION

As Debord said, the goal of a spectacle is to use
culture to bury all historical memory. When you
look at pride merchandise you no longer think of
the history behind it and June no longer reminds
you of the Stonewall uprising; you no longer think
of the people because of whom this pride
merchandise is being presented to you. 
                     When 6th of September 2018 marked the
annulment of section 377, brands were quick to
jump onto the bandwagon of ‘love is love’. This
victory for queer rights in India would not have
been the case had thousands of people before us
not fought with the constitution itself. Brands did
not fight for their rights, Marsha P. Johnson and
the thousands of people who started the domino
chain of rebellion after were the ones who did.
                       Brands trivialize a marginalized com-
munity's emotions and sentiments while staying
complicit in their desolation. Consumers are not
hypocrites for falling prey to these marketing
strategies or spectacle, as Debord says, they are
forced to comply under these conditions. Unless
there are grassroot changes within the
organizational structures and employees, too, are
sensitized to the same issues that brands force us to
think they are ‘passionate’ about. Their use of
queer identities for profit generation should be de-
established.

https://i-d.vice.com/en_uk/article/xwm39w/heres-why-haul-videos-need-to-change
https://i-d.vice.com/en_uk/article/xwm39w/heres-why-haul-videos-need-to-change
https://www.gaytimes.co.uk/culture/disney-cancels-production-of-its-first-lgbtq-led-animated-film/
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overwhelming ideas and emotions. Art has influenced
the essence of human history by shaping the nature of
peace and conflict. Since art can enhance social
solidarity, tolerance, diversity, and adaptability, this
article is an attempt to uncover how art has been used in
revolutions, protests, archives of peace and conflict, and
even during the ongoing pandemic. 
 This article also elucidates upon the role that cultural
identity, manifest as art, has in repairing the damage
conflict wroughts on the welfare of society. A review
done by Alison Baily identified the some key benefits
posed by arts and cultural programs to security and
stability: community engagement, skills for employment,
inclusive development, therapeutic interventions, social
cohesion, and provision of voice and agency to
marginalized social sections. The review also identified
several key risks and challenges for arts and cultural
programs in fragile and conflict-affected contexts, some
of which also apply to other areas of intervention:
unrealistic expectations, evaluating impact, top-down 

CAN
ART
START A 
REVOLUTION?
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Art refers to anything created with imagination
—such as a painting, a mellifluous note of
music, graffiti, literature, dance, and sculpture
—and intended to convey beauty or express 
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 By Bhagyashree Chatterjee & Prakriti 

https://www.britishcouncil.org/sites/default/files/the_art_of_peace_0419.pdf


Mural in Egypt/Pinterest



A painter uses his brush against a
policeman armed with a mace. This
mural is at the intersection of
Muhammad Mahmud Street and
Tahrir Square, Cairo, Egypt. / Mona
Abaza

Pop art style Che Guevara portrait
signed by Wilmer Ener



the anti-CAA Protests in Shaheen Bagh and Jamia Millia
Islamia wherein students repeatedly called for protests
through street art, posters, and protest songs. This was later
perceived as a threat to the nation and what followed was a
campaign by the police to conceal the art installations and
graffiti by painting over them during a 21-day long national
lockdown. Often, suppression of expression through art
can diminish individual autonomy, curb creations not
produced by or convivial towards authorities, and thereby
mask conflicts with a facade of peace. Negative peace in
such contexts takes over and fools those who are blind to
the violence implicit in such conflicts. 
           Such steps taken by the authorities pull out a
question: “Can art lead to the rise of conflict causing a
revolution?” Paul Gaugin, a pioneer of French post-
Impressionism whose works influenced artists like Pablo
Picasso, has said that, “Art is either revolution or
plagiarism,” which further substantiates that art evokes
emotions that raise unity among people. This aspect of art
has  been widely and popularly used to build feelings of
nationalism among people. An example of this can be the
popular patriotic song “Aye mere Watan ke logo” which
instantly and perpetually became the evergreen anthem of 

evaluating impact, top-down approaches, lack of conflict
sensitivity, and scale. 
         Recent research suggests that conflict prevention
programs are less likely to provide long-term solutions if
the emotions of those involved in a conflict are not fully
understood, integrated, and expressed. This is why peace-
building practitioners have started to look for alternative
methods. Therefore, by drawing from Lederach’s
‘Conflict Transformation Theory’ and Aristotle’s
‘Catharsis’, art can be used as a tool for addressing some
key socio-psychological issues such as trauma,
miscommunication, social exclusion, and otherness that
often facilitate the re-occurrence of violent conflicts 

Art as Propaganda Tool

Art has been used as an instrument of pushing forth
political agendas. Humans have used art as a tactic to
recruit people onboard their ideology, whether that be for
personal advancement or to further national causes. For
use in propaganda, images are often paired with slogans,
sayings, and words. The founding father of behaviourism,
John B. Watson, advocated that images add extra clarity to
the message. 
              Theories of attention also suggest a higher attention
capturing power of visuals, a power that only compounds
with the juxtaposition of visual and auditory messages.
Countries have often in the past used this knowledge to
create an image of the enemy (like Hitler did in the
Holocaust with Jews) and an image of themselves (like
Uncle Sam for American soldiers). This played on the
division of ‘Us’ v/s ‘Them’ and gave those in power as well
as the common people a justification for killing the
Others. Political posters and cartoons were the most
straightforward yet surreal vessels used to create these
images. They were mostly used in propaganda campaigns
in many different countries over long periods.

Revolutionary Power of Art

In addition to serving as an emotional release and a form
of decoration, art has been used to address social
inequality, cultural oppression, and political instability
throughout the long drawn course of history. It is no
different in today’s world, where artists like Banksy depict
social injustices in the form of graffiti murals in public
spaces. He, as many artists before him, uses art as a means
of social commentary. 
        In India, art through cartoons, poetry, music,
paintings, and literature has always played a major role in
times of revolution and voicing of dissent by the citizens.
One of the more recent examples of such a movement is 
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Cadex Herrera, Greta McLain, Niko

Alexander, and Pablo Hernandez

http://www.paccsresearch.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2015/02/ESRC-CONFLICT-SCOPING-STUDY-11NOV.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conflict_transformation#cite_note-galtung-un-2000-p10-3
https://www.britannica.com/art/catharsis-criticism
https://digitalcommons.unl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1042&context=journalismdiss
https://www.nationalgeographic.org/encyclopedia/uncle-sam/
https://www.sothebys.com/en/articles/the-power-of-banksys-art-and-activism


patriotism for Indians. A movie inspired by the 1962
conflict between India and China, and released in the
immediate aftermath of that conflict, Haqeeqat (1964) is
the apt example of the power and influence of cinema as
an art form.
               Another example of how art can lead to peace and
conflict is the movie Rang De Basanti. It had a noticeable
impact on Indian society, the ripples of which are still felt.
A direct umbra of the celebrated cinematic feat was cast
on the 1999 Jessica Lall Murder Case. Barely a month after
Rang De Basanti’s release, a Delhi court acquitted the
main accused because of inefficient prosecution and
hostile witnesses. This sparked intense civil protests and
media campaigns seeking his re-arrest. Some protesters
held a silent, candlelight vigil at New Delhi's India Gate
while others carried out a rally. According to separate
reports by Hindustan Times and India Times, there is a
general consensus that movies like Rang De Basanti were
the main reason behind the sudden upsurge in people's
social involvement. 
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Art as Protest Melody

Charting the influence of music as an art form
characterizing times of peace and conflict is the recent
example of the Urdu Nazam titled ‘Hum Dekhenge’
written by Faiz Ahmad Faiz. During the protests against
the Citizenship Amendment Act in India, a temporary
faculty member of the Institute of Information and
Technology (IIT), Kanpur, objected to ‘Hum Dekhenge’
being sung by protesting students on the campus. This
soon resulted in the poem being touted as anti-Hindu.
The student body rejected the charges as being
misinformed and communal and aimed at divorcing the
poem from its socio-emotional context. Faiz’s daughter
Saleema Hashmi said that ‘Hum Dekhenge’ is being
taken as anti-India only because it was being sung by
protesting students.

Art as Archives of Peace and

Conflict

As enunciated in the discussions between Edward
Hallett Carr and Alun Munslow, all of which they later
elucidated in their writings about the difference between
history and the past, art can function as the artist’s
representation of history but not as the truth of the past.
Art inspired by peace and conflict has become an integral
part of the academic curriculum worldwide. The
National Council of Educational Research and Training
has included in its textbooks many cartoons, caricatures,
and posters to convey their role in the representation of
historical events. Manipal Academy of Higher Education
(MAHE) also introduced an undergraduate course in
Aesthetics and Peace Studies recently. The United States
Institute of Peace offers a course on Media and Art for
Peace. Therefore, literature containing art works and
portraying the historical events, including comics,
magazines, books, textbooks, infographics, and such can
function as an archival resource and influence future
conflict resolution of the state. 

Art in the Aftermath of Conflicts

Art also plays a major role during post-conflict situations.
For instance, ‘Uri: The Surgical Strike’ is a 2019 Indian
Hindi-language military action film. The plot is a
dramatized account of the retaliation to the 2016 Uri
attack, and follows Major Vihaan Singh Shergill. Such 
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movies are given thumbs up by the government to
try to justify the events that led to such an action
and thus support the argument that art during post-
conflict eras does play a major role in influencing the
citizens. But art acting as propaganda both during
and after a conflict has simmered. Apart from its
propagandist function, art has been used to restore
peace.
          Such movies discussed above become suggested
documentaries or videos in the educational
curriculum of students to give them a glimpse of
particular peace and conflict scenarios and
contribute to building a perspective for the future
audience. 

Art during Pandemic, Peace, and

Other Current Conflicts

Another form of millennia’s digital art is memes.
Citizens get influenced by memes, especially before
an upcoming election. Such newer versions of art
allow people to influence the different scenarios that
may lead to peace and conflict in the future. 

Art in Contemporary Times
Interesting evidence of art during conflict can be
witnessed today. The movie ‘Contagion’ (2011) saw a
surge in popularity during the pandemic and the
World Health Organization used digital graphics to
inform people about the virus. This is the era of
digitalization with which not only the nature of
conflicts has changed but also the format of art is
compounded with the impact of the digital age.
            Advanced camera and video technologies have

let photojournalism become a prominent profession
for capturing conflicts and painting peace. Many
photographs released by news agencies bring to
attention the severity of our reality. The photograph
of a three-year-old boy Alan Kurdi, whose body was
found washed ashore, captured the inhumane
consequences of the Syrian crisis on the Syrian
refugees. Photography is the new art of the
technologically advanced world, conveying reality
even to the illiterate. 

Sketched throughout the canvas of time, art has
time and again illustrated several angles of peace and
conflict. Art, as discussed in all its forms, has
influenced human’s experience of peace and
conflicts throughout history and continues to do so.
This role of art expands across a spectrum-coloured
by incitement of conflicts, conveyance of different
perspectives on conflicts, expression of conflicts,
and conflict transformation on one hand to the
expression of desire for peace and efforts toward its
restoration on the other hand. It must be noted that
art as a medium with a mass appeal that can be
understood by many and impacts all can be and has
been subjected to misuse as well in its role during
war propaganda strategies, framing false perceptions
to cover conflicts, gospelizing false narratives by
authorities and involved parties, teaching singular
perspectives, ultimately resulting in creating
contexts for conflicts. A tool with such power and
widespread use must be understood in all its respects
for careful and responsible application in political
contexts.
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 pursuit of a particular occupation.’ Therefore, caste has
always been more than just a social identity. Dr
Ambedkar defined ‘caste’ as the basic unit of the Hindu
social order instead of the individual or the family. In
Hindu society, if an individual suffers discrimination or
appraisal, it is not due to his or her conduct, but due to
the caste he or she belongs to. Therefore, it has been a
means of acquiring opportunities, wealth, and social
capital in society. French Anthropologist Louis
Dumont, in his classic Homo Hierarchicus, condensed
the caste  system into one central feature, the hierarchy
of the opposites: the pure and impure. However, it is to
be noted that this classification is not uniform and
varies across regions. For instance, Brahmins are
considered to be the superior caste, but that is not alw-

social groups in India.  Vidya (Education), Veda
(Religion), and Varna (Caste) are interlinked in
India and form the basis of casteist oppression.
One theory behind this oppression is the
establishment of the Varnas (Caste) by the
Aryans in the Indian subcontinent. This system
of stratification was legitimized in ancient India
through Brahmanical interpretations of classical
Hindu religious texts. Caste was rationalized in
ancient India on grounds of various justifications
given in the Vedas (religion). As a result, this
stratification restricted certain groups, such as
the Shudras, from accessing Vidya (education). 
               In the era of the modern welfare state,
India, like many other countries, has attempted
to undo this historical injustice by initiating state
action in various forms including, but not limited
to, affirmative action and reservation. As a result,
the Caste system in India was redefined to
become a political construct. The Indian
Constitution recognises three broad groups for
consideration while providing affirm-ative
action: The first two of which are Scheduled
Castes (predomi-nantly ex-untouchable Jatis)
and OBCs (who were provided reservation
under the Mandal Commission Report of 1980).
The definition of OBC is quite complex and
hence, the scope of this article is restricted to the
Scheduled Castes. The third category, Scheduled
Tribes, do not form a part of the traditional caste
structure.This article is an attempt to understand
what social mobility of the Scheduled Castes
means in contemporary India. 

What is Caste?

According to Andre Betelle, caste is categorised
by ‘endogamy, hereditary membership, and a
specific style of life which includes the traditional 

C aste has always been a focal point in
exploration of the development, and
intergenerational mobility, of  different

“Caste is not just division of labour, It is a division of labourers”

-Dr. B.R. Ambedkar

'Skyscape' by Rajyashri Goody



of their material or numerical strength, Prof. Srinivas, a
renowned sociologist, coined a counter term:
‘Dominant Caste’. The best illustration of this
phenomenon is the Gujjar community (A jati found in
certain Northern States of India) which is better placed
than Brahmins, both in terms of social and economic
capital, though it stands at a much lower position in the
traditional caste structure.

IS THERE A LADDER TO CLIMB? 

To think of caste as a static and rigid structure
rendering people immobile brings with it a lot of 
 impediments,  especially when one is trying to
understand the possibility of social mobility in the caste
structure.
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Scholars of caste studies hold different views
with regards to its mobility. Some are of the view
that Caste strictly provides no means of upward
mobility. Others claim that it does provide some
form of mobility but it is largely restricted to
certain groups due to the accumulation of capital
and subsequent capturing of opportunities by
their members. 
              Social mobility of caste can be measured at
two levels: The first is group mobility, which
occurs through the imitation of lifestyle and
behaviour of the upper castes and requires them
to accept that the lower castes have integrated
into their community. The second method
includes intergenerational mobility i.e. the socio-
economic standing of a generation of lower caste
people vis-a-vis the previous generation.
             The term “Sanskritization ”, coined by
Prof. Srinivas, is used to describe the first means
of ‘upward’ social mobility through the imitation
of lifestyle. The term reflected the idea that
members of the lower caste try to raise their social
standing by imbibing ideas like “vegetarianism,
teetotalism, and speaking Sanskrit” which are
meant to be the exclusive domain of the
Brahmins. However, it is important to note that
this process is not a silent and effortless one.
Mere imitation, without a simultaneous
economic and political rise, does not result in
successful upward social mobility of a particular
caste. 
            There are two reasons for the same. First,
the process of Sanskritization is not accepted by
the upper castes because it threatens their
position and also violates the hierarchical
relationship that they have with the lower castes.
The initial response to such an activity is that of
immediate suppression, either through means of
reinforcing power structures or perpetration of
violence. Dr BR Ambedkar in Annihilation of
Caste talks about the Sonars of Maharashtra,
who in an attempt to enhance their social status,
styled themselves as 'Daivadnya Brahmins'
wearing pleated dhotis and using the word
Namaskar for Salutation, both of which were
endemic to the Brahmins. Not liking this
imitation, the Brahmins (The upper caste), under
the authority of Peshwas (The power structure)
put down this attempt and even got the President
of the Council of East India Company (again a
power structure) in Bombay to issue a 

ays the case according to Prof. Jonathan Parry. He notes
that some Brahmins are anomalous because they are
involved in cremation duties and are hence considered
impure. He further explains that they are considered
‘acchut’ (untouchable) and no person of a ‘clean’ caste
can sit or dine with them.
          Therefore, instead of following the quotidian
categorisation that assumes Brahmins to be at the top of
the caste structure everywhere irrespective



prohibitory order against the Sonars residing in
Bombay from styling themselves like the Brahmins.
       Secondly, the public endorsement of the
Sanskritized castes is a slow process and is not likely
to be reinforced if there is no simultaneous
improvement in the economic status and political
clout of the concerned community . This
improvement in the clout helps the members of the
lower caste to initiate interaction with the local
power structures, so as to help redefine the
traditional hierarchical notions of the caste system
and consequently thrive in a better, if not equal,
footing with the upper castes in the contemporary
context.
           Rober Merton, the father of modern soci-
ology, in his renowned ‘Reference Theory’ talks
about the creation of a reference group in a
particular caste whose tenets and lifestyle are to be
emulated by members of lower social groups within
that caste group. This “limited upward movement”
can be regarded as a symbol of social mobility and
‘limited Sanskritisation’. To contextualise in the
Indian sense it would mean a Jati emulating
members of higher varna and becoming a reference
group for other Jatis which are lower on the social
ladder. Therefore, when the process of
Sanskritization takes place, these groups are the first
to climb up the ladder. 
                 Yadavs, though belonging to OBC category,
are a strong example of this process. According to
their caste occupation, they are supposed to be cow
herds, but capitalising on their numerical strength in
North India, and backed by reservations that were
provided by the State, they have shown a
phenomenal rise. In Uttar Pradesh, they have been
gaining economic power since the 1950s after the
abolition of the Zamindari system. They purchased
land rights from the State and became dominant
agricultural communities. Their wealth and
economic power increased substantially post the
Green Revolution and they now emerged as the new
“bullock capitalists”. The Kisan Movement of the
1970s and 1980s gave them a political voice and
backed by the socialist leaders these ‘low ranking’
castes began to challenge the Congress system. By
the 1970s, the Yadavs of Uttar Pradesh started to
enter the political process at the local, state, and
national levels, backed by the reservations provided
by the State. In this regard, Christophe Jaffrelot
rightly pointed out that “The rise of Other
Backward Castes is the rise of Yadavs and Kurmis’.
               The second means of measuring social mob-
ility is intergenerational i.e. can individuals across 
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castes avail themselves of all social and economic
opportunities? While studying intergenerational
mobility in developing countries, social scientists
prefer to use education as a representative symbol
for social status primarily because of a lack of quality
data, and also because it is a challenge to measure
individual income in households that have a joint
labour system. For instance, a Scheduled Caste
family working in the fields of an upper-caste
landlord would generally be paid in kind. If at all it
were paid in cash, the payment would be made to
the entire family as one unit and not separately to
each individual member. Though there is no well-
documented reason behind this, some believe that it
is more “convenient” for the landlord to pay in kind,
and the feudal relationship between the landlords
and scheduled caste workers reinforces the idea of
“annadata” (food giver), which makes the workers
readily accept kind instead of wages.
               Two diametrically opposite narratives prevail
concerning intergenerational mobility in India. On
one hand, we have witnessed economic
liberalisation and consequently rapid economic
growth which generated an array of opportunities
and increased access to opportunity for every
individual. The political arena has also become
relatively more open to different social groups, with
political parties organising themselves around caste
and other social identities. The targeted affirmative
action of the Government has also drastically
increased the accessibility of opportunities available
to a lower caste son vis-a-vis his father.
         However, at the same time, inequality con-
tinues to be persistent and cultural alliances such as
marriage are still not made across caste lines. Elites in
business, civil society, and the government continue
to be majorly from the upper caste. Therefore, it
becomes important to define intergenerational
mobility in a way that is reflective of these disparities
and contradictions

Reservation in India: Impact and

Prejudices

Affirmative action policies have always been at the
centre stage of controversy and debate. While there
is no doubt that reservation policies deserve a major
credit for the increase in the share of students from
Scheduled Castes enrolling in higher educational
institutions
,, it is difficult to ascertain the precise difference
these policies have actually made, majorly because of
the way India’s reservation policy is structured.
Firstly, these policies only apply in universities 



Shipyard #19, Qili Port, Zhejiang

Province, 2005 via Photography of China



under public administration, and though the
major Indian universities are public, the
proportion of private universities has been
rapidly increasing since the 1990s. 
         While there are several other policies and
Constitutional provisions which protect the
Scheduled Castes and other backward social
groups, the reservation policy, in particular,
receives flak from almost every section of the
society. A multitude of campaigns against these
reservations have risen in the past with the most
recent being that the ‘caste’ criteria should be
replaced by the ‘economic backwardness’ and
that the economically affluent within the
scheduled castes are benefiting more from these
policies as compared to economically backward
Scheduled Castes. 
               Why does opposition against reservation
still persist? There are two possible reasons for
this. One can be found in the Identity theory
propounded by Nobel Laureate Economist
Akerlof. It determines how individuals behave in
a social structure and states that the behaviour of
the upper castes towards the lower castes is
determined by ‘group norms’ perpetuated by
distinctions like ‘Us’ and ‘Them’ instead of ‘ All
Of Us’. As a result, people develop prejudices
such as ‘the members of the lower caste are not
effective enough’ or ‘bringing them up to ‘our’
level will threaten the social order’, the result of
which is misinformed opposition to reservations.
            The other pertains to the opposition by
priv-ate sector leaders. Many are of the view that
discrimination is an ‘evil of the past, eviscerated
by the market forces’ and that ‘labour markets
function neutrally in the face of any such
exogenous factors, thereby removing any further
need for reservations.
The prevailing narrative in the society is that
reservation has not helped the scheduled castes
in their upward mobility (the sole purpose for
which it was made) and they continue to be
economically backward, and therefore
reservation policy should be withdrawn. While it
is true that they continue to live under relatively
high levels of poverty, it is unfair to say that
reservation has not uplifted them at all. Empirical
evidence suggests that the economic
backwardness of the SCs is not because the
reservation is not effective, rather because its - 
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 coverage in government jobs is extremely low
(15%). At the same time, it is important to note
that economic backwardness is not a precise
substitute for ‘caste’.This is because
discrimination or social exclusion are ‘group
concepts’ based on social constructs like religion,
race, caste, colour, ethnicity, etc. It completely
excludes the entire group irrespective of the
economic standing of its members. 
..............Therefore, to tackle social exclusion,
reservation policy has to be based on caste
because this kind of discrimination is neutral to
the wealth and income of a certain individual.
However, the evidence also suggests that the
horizontal economic inequality, that is within a
certain caste group has increased. For this reason,
the affluent scheduled castes can be excluded
from government financial support and
subsidies, but to extend this argument to claim
that they should be excluded from the
reservation altogether is deeply flawed and
dangerous because they still need to be protected
from the discrimination on the basis of their
social identities.

Caste: A Testament of Tragedy

The rationale behind providing compensation to
these historically ostracised communities is that
for thousands of years the upper caste people
have benefitted at the cost of the lower caste
people, through several means such as
underpayment of wages as well as denial of assets
and education. The past is not done and dusted
because the people of the present are feeding off
the deeds of their ancestors. The children of the
former ‘untouchables’ are bearing the bane of
being born into their lineage simply because the
societal construct denies them fair chances even
in today’s market-led economy. Hence, it
becomes extremely crucial for the State to
exercise positive discrimination and attempt to
provide reparations to neutralise the injustices of
the past. The reservation policy has surely helped
in the upward social mobility of the scheduled
castes and decreased the gap between them and
the upper castes. However, this does not mean
that the reservation policy is completely flawless.
It has definitely increased inequality within caste
groups, but that calls for betterment of the policy,
not its abolishment altogether. 



PINK TAX
AND GENDER

PAY GAP

The Double Paradox of

H
to their financial independence.
Lately, they have been trying to
get to the positions they equally
deserve, but a double paradox has
been observed when it comes to
women's finances. The gender
pay gap is a hugely debated
topic, but underlying this
discrimination is an inconspi-
cuous “Pink Tax”. Being charged
high and then being paid low is
the double paradox that I hope to
explore in this article. 

istorically, women have
had a disadvantaged
position when it comes 

 By Abhivyakti Mishra

Women in NYC spend up to $50 a month more than men
do on transportation, largely to feel safe and avoid
harassment. ED ROONEY/ALAMY
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THE DISTINCTION

THROUGH COLOURS 

When one goes out in the world of
advertising and marketing, they are
wont to come across various products
and services that numerous brands and
companies endorse. Few of them catch
the eye of the consumer for countless
reasons: sometimes, the colourful
branding does the work, and other
times the face of the brand attracts the
consumer. But if one looks deeper in
this world of advertising and marketing,
a strange yet obvious colour scheme can
be observed in the various products.
        The products which usually cater
to the “masculine” section of consumers
are branded in dominant colours such as
blue, black, and indigo; whereas the
products which cater to the “feminine”
section are branded in a softer colour
scheme of pink, violet, and red along
with glittery illustrations of flower
petals. The basic distinction between
the products catering to either sex starts
right from here. 

THE DISTINCTION

THROUGH PRICING 

The so-called distinction is not only
about the packaging or marketing of
the product, but also scales up to pricing
them differently for different genders.
One may think that pricing a product is
the sole choice of the manufacturer,
who puts the price tag on the product
only after calculating its profit margin,
but there is another side to this as well.
They extract the majority of their profit
not only by pricing them according to
the anticipated profit margin, but also
after considering the “gender” that the
product might cater to. The same
quality of product, thus, might have
different selling prices for men and
women. This extra price charged to
women for specific items or services is
known as the “Pink Tax”. There was
uproar when menstrual hygiene
products were placed in a higher GST
bracket. However, because there is
gender-based pricing discrimination in
the market, women customers pay
more for most other items and services,
as well. 

         A NYC report found that women
faced an average price difference of 13
per cent for personal care products
among the 122 products compared in
the study. As the authors correctly
pointed out, some items, such as
shaving gel and deodorant are the most
frequently purchased when compared
to other categories, implying that the
expenses mount up over time. While
this is unfair for all those shopping for
these products, that 13 per cent price
increase hits women and girls who
come from lower-income households
even harder.
        According to the Los Angeles
Times, a bill approved by Gov. Pete
Wilson in 1994 prohibited retailers
from charging women more for
haircuts, dry cleaning, auto repairs, and
other services than men. California
became the first state to officially outlaw
gender discrimination in pricing as a
result of the statute. The same article
suggested that numerous studies have
shown that women pay a so-called
“gender tax” in certain areas of market. 
       One survey by the ‘Assembly
Office of Research in California’ found
that 40% of hair salons charged women
from $2.50 to $25 more than men for
similar services. According to the poll,
dry cleaners charged an average of $2
extra to wash a woman's garment.
Under the new law, those encountering
gender-based pricing could approach
the civil court. A plaintiff could recover
a minimum of $1,000 or up to three
times her damages and lawyer fees.

STEREOTYPES FORCING

WOMEN TO BE

CHARGED HIGH

Even if the quality of the product
provided remains the same, marketers
and manufacturers try to capitalize on
women because of a stereotype that
women are ready to pay more for the
products. Due to the stamp of their
brand name on the goods, many firms
extort large quantities of money from
women for the most basic of amenities,
thereby feeding into the narrative of
societal values which dictate women to
be presented as “desirable” at any cost. 

The uncertainties that women develop
as a result of societal judgment of their
appearance and lifestyle are what
support gendered pricing and enable
businesses to make enormous profits.
       A study conducted by the students
of IIM, Amritsar, which compared the
prices of 64 products for men and
women in different categories, revealed
the biting reality of the pink tax.
Watches, eyeglasses, combs, shoes,
perfumes, deodorants, fairness creams,
razors, talcum powder, undergarments,
and bags were among the 25 categories
of products examined in Amritsar,
across multiple retail shops. The survey
included products ranging from entry-
level to high-end quality of goods. The
price difference was only a few hundred
rupees in some situations, but reached
several thousand rupees in others. There
was a price gap of at least $50 between
men and women in some of the other
goods.
         Elasticity is a measure of a
variable's sensitivity to a change in
another independent variable. In
context of this paradox, price change
would be the latter, less-dependent
variable with respect to the more
capricious elasticity when it comes to
the question of women’s wages;
producers assume that women are less
price elastic. 
       The patriarchal ideals that have
conditioned women to be more
conscious and competitive about their
appearance lead the manufacturers to
believe that women might not consider
this blatant price discrimination while
making rational consumer choices. The
field study in IIM Amritsar proves the
existence of price discrimination
between the products made for men
and women. From the price difference
in healthcare of 96 rupees to the price
difference in toys of 250 rupees, the
pink tax is rampant throughout the
market

SECOND SIDE OF THE

PARADOX: GENDER

PAY GAP

The issue deepens as the “Gender Pay
Gap” pulls women further down in the
world of consumerism. Just imagine the 

https://thewire.in/economy/gst-tax-sanitary-napkins-menstruation
https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/dca/downloads/pdf/partners/Study-of-Gender-Pricing-in-NYC.pdf
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1995-10-14-mn-56735-story.html
https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1995-10-14-mn-56735-story.html
https://www.thehindubusinessline.com/catalyst/ladies-beware-of-the-the-hidden-pink-tax/article25393027.ece
https://www.learncram.com/physics/elasticity/


Since the financial crisis of 2008, real
pay growth has been at an all-time low.
Global pay growth in real terms fell to
1.8 per cent in 2017 from 2.4 per cent
in 2016. The results are based on data
from 136 different nations. In contrast,
real wage growth in emerging
economies and developing G20
countries slowed slightly from 4.9 per
cent in 2016 to 4.3 per cent in 2017.
This shows that as real wages became

stagnant women, who were already
being paid low, were now more
vulnerable than ever to discrimation in
their pays. 
     According to the Monster Salary
Index poll issued in 2019, women in
India earn 19 per cent less than males,
underscoring the country's large gender
pay gap. The difference shrunk by just
1% in 2018, compared to 20% in the
previous year. According to the latest
data from the ‘Online Job and 
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 paradox of being charged high in the
market of goods and then being paid
low in the market of providing services. 
    The Gender Wage Gap is the gap in
median earnings between men and
women, and it affects everyone who
works for a living. According to the
Gender Gap Index for 2020, India has
slid to 112th place from 108th in 2018.
According to the analysis, it will take
India about 100 years to bridge the
existing political, economic, and health
care gaps between genders. India
ranked 149th in terms of economic
opportunity and 117th in terms of wage
equality for similar jobs.
     The pattern holds globally as well,
albeit with lesser levels of gender
disparity, with women's hourly salaries
on average 16 per cent lower than
men's. Inequality in monthly wages is
larger, with a disparity of 22%. In 2017,
real wages amongst women improved
by only 1.8 per cent globally (136
countries), according to the ILO's
flagship publication, the Global Wage
Report 2018-19.
      The realities of this gendered pay
gap are worsening in India, where
women are subjected to generational
socio-structural discrimination. One of
the main causes of this expanding
inequality is an unbalanced sex ratio in
labour participation. Women in India
face several challenges, ranging from a
lack of access to education to the social
shame associated with working after
marriage or childbirth. According to the
‘2019 Monster Salary Index’, over 46%
of women believe in the notion that
they will not return to their jobs after
maternity leave. There is also a
widespread perception that women do
not perform well in leadership posts,
presumably due to their responsibilities
to their families or households, resulting
in a reduction in the number of women
who are allowed to lead. The
underlying social injustice that women
have been facing for centuries needs to
be discussed as pay discrepancy and
widening gender gap in accessing
products are the outcomes of it. 
  In 2017, the salary disparity was
accompanied by a near-stagnation. 

Employment Solutions Provider’, the
current gender pay difference in India is
19 per cent, with men earning Rs
242.49 more than women (Rs 196.3). In
the same survey, nearly 60% of working
women in India stated that they
experienced discrimination at work and
over one-third of the women stated that
they are not easily considered for top
management roles. The poll also
uncovered that 71% of men and 66% of
women respondents believed that
addressing gender parity should be a
major goal for their organisations. 

THE DOUBLE 

DISADVANTAGE

Women, thus, face a double
disadvantage when it comes to
“shopping” which, in turn, is
stereotypically dubbed to be “a woman’s
favourite timepass”. With the increasing
need for financial independence of
women they have a dual battle to fight.
The social injustice that exists in our
society in the form of the gender pay
gap worsens women’s standing in the
market where they need to pay a higher
amount for similar quality products as
compared to their male counterparts. 
 The “tax” blurs the line of legality.
Increasing consumer awareness is 
therefore critical in the fight against the
pink tax. The first step towards
challenging the pink tax, and ultimately
eroding it, is to be aware of the flawed
narratives that fuel and perpetuate it. It
is therefore critical to encourage more
discussion on this and to express one's
views to their peers and on social media
platforms. 
    It is equally vital for consumers to
value the efforts of businesses that are
actively attempting to deviate from the
standard. Companies will undoubtedly
become aware of any shift in consumer
preferences, and this will impact their
marketing strategy and pricing policy.
Burger King, for example, has already
made a public statement against the
pink tax. Women need to be pulled out
of this double paradox of paying more
for goods and getting less for providing
their services, for a just and equitable
world.

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/magazines/panache/gender-pay-gap-still-high-women-in-india-earn-19-pc-less-than-men-report/articleshow/68302223.cms?from=mdr
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/magazines/panache/gender-pay-gap-still-high-women-in-india-earn-19-pc-less-than-men-report/articleshow/68302223.cms?from=mdr
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/magazines/panache/gender-pay-gap-still-high-women-in-india-earn-19-pc-less-than-men-report/articleshow/68302223.cms?from=mdr
https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/gender-wage-gap-highest-in-india-women-are-paid-30-less-than-men-ilo-118112701048_1.html
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/india-slips-four-ranks-on-world-economic-forum-s-global-gender-gap-index-2020-11576574974188.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/gender-wage-gap-highest-in-india-women-are-paid-30-less-than-men-ilo-118112701048_1.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/current-affairs/gender-wage-gap-highest-in-india-women-are-paid-30-less-than-men-ilo-118112701048_1.html
https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/magazines/panache/gender-pay-gap-still-high-women-in-india-earn-19-pc-less-than-men-report/articleshow/68302223.cms?from=mdr
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NFT: A BREAKTHROUGH 
OR A HYSTERIA?

 By Shubhra Jyotsna Singh

and documentary merit”, though other
experts hold starkly contrasting views. Mary
Schneider Enriquez, an art curator at the
Harvard Art Museum, expressed her concern
during an interview by remarking that ‘calling
the work as an art would be a misnomer’. She
elucidated, “The arts in some form, whether
in the written, theatrical, musical, or visual
form, have always spoken to the human spirit,
and provided an essential source of hope and
strength. I have a difficult time thinking of
this Beeple work as something that expresses
the human spirit and gives me that
sustenance, nor do I think it represents what I
refer to in history (as art)”. But she soon  

making its creator the third richest living
artist in the world, and the work the highest
valued ‘NFT’ ever. You must be wondering:
How beautiful must the artwork be for being
valued at such an insurmountable and
forbidding amount? The piece, called
‘Everydays: the First 5000 Days’, is a collection
of Beeple’s digital arts, a summation of the
first 5000 days since the artist started making
them regularly from 1st May, 2007.
              According to Will Gompertz, a famous
BBC Art Editor, it is of “artistic and 

Adigital artwork containing a collage
of 5000 computer-generated images
was sold at a whopping $69.3 million,
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of certain technologies and
pract-ices. This phenomenon
may be causing the value of
NFTs to shoot up. 
    The gigantic investment in
Beeple’s work can help unleash
upon the world a habit and
knowledge of trading and using
NFTs, either consciously or
subconsciously. The world's
highest priced NFT was
purchased by Vignesh
Sundaresan—better known as
MetaKovan in the crypto-
currency world—who founded
the Singapore-based Metapurse.
He calls the NFT ‘a significant
piece in art history’ and reasons
that the motive behind such
bullish valuation was to support
the artist and to showcase the
advent of technology in the
world of art. He also claims that
he isn’t going to sell the piece
anytime soon, though he might
“monetize on it” by offering
pieces of it or display-ing it in a
virtual museum, a process that
he has already initiated. But
many skeptics and critics find
these statements pretentious
and feel the market value of
such pieces is rallying because
investors are hoping to get
substantial returns. Some call
such people “Crypto-grifters”—
conmen who scam others with
‘get-rich-quick’ schemes. Only
this time, their method is using
NFTs, and they are scamming
artists into getting their arts
minted on NFT through buying
cryptocurrencies. 
            Recently, the crypto world
has been bombarded with
invest-ments. With items like
tweets, video highlights, memes,
digital art, and even albums
being monetized through NFTs,
every-one is rushing to get their
products converted to NFTs:
singers- their music albums,

added that this was simply her
opinion. Sebastian Smee,
another art critic and Pulitzer
Prize winner for ‘The
Washington Post’, expressed
strong criticism with respect to
calling it an “artwork”, and even
claimed that the piece “has no
discernible aesthetic merit”.
This point stands moot as the
value of art no longer lies in its
visual and aesthetic appeal.
Today, its high desirability is
derived solely from it being
minted into a non-fungible
token (NFT). 
         NFT is a digital certificate of
authenticity attached to a digital
asset which allows the assertion
of ownership. Digital assets can
range from digital artwork, a
video, or a song, to a tweet, an
essay, or a digital collectible.For
instance, let us suppose that you
have created a meme. This
meme will be considered as a
kind of a digital asset. Now, if
you want to sell this digital asset
and earn profit from it, you will
have to get it minted into an
NFT in a manner resembling the
minting and subsequent
circulation of metal coins, and
sell it to a person willing to
purchase it. So now the
ownership gets transferred to
the buyer which is represented
through a unique certificate. But
the work can be copied and
pasted or downloaded just like
anything else on the internet.
Why, then, would anyone pay
such a hefty sum for such an
item? It’s not about the exclusive
ownership, nor is it about the art
and its physical existence; it is
about generating profit through
the ‘bandwagon effect’ that
compels people  to align their
behaviors to the crowd, making
them forget their personal and
even rational biases in the face 

sports leagues like NBA -their
player highlights, and  fashion
brands their online apparels.
They are all waiting to get hit by
a fortune while the NFTs are
still in their salad days. Twitter’s
founder Jack Dorsey’s first
tweet, “just setting up my twttr”,
sold for $2.9m. 
   The expression “non-fung-
ible” in the acronym NFT
depicts the biggest attribute of
this digital ledger that
differentiates it from any other
application of blockchain
technology like cryptocurre-
ncies and smart contracts. A
cryptocurrency like Bitcoin can
be exchanged for any other
Bitcoin, and it would make no
difference. But the same can’t be
done with an NFT: It is like
owning a house or a famous
painting with a unique existence
that cannot be supplanted. The
core technology used in NFT is
groundbreaking in itself, with
many advantages like a
decentralized network that
slashes down the dominance of
one centralized network and
reduces the chances of
censorship, increased transp-
arency, traceability, and security.
            Now the most momentous
question is, How can you buy an
NFT? First, you need to create
an account at an NFT
Marketplace, such as OpenSea,
Rarible, and Atomic Hub. Then,
you need to finance your
account with cryptocurrencies
to buy the NFTs. You can get
cryptocurrencies at cryptocurr-
ency exchanges. India has a
number of such exchanges, with
WazirX topping the list, which
is operated by Binance, the
world’s largest cryptocurrency
exchange. Binance also recently
launched India’s first 
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NFT Marketplace. 
              But a major deterrent for the potential Indian
crypto and NFT investors are the paucity of
regulatory legislations and rigid financial system.
These inhibitions are because of India's Central
Bank—RBI, which initially banned cryptocurrency.
Instead, the RBI should create regulatory
sandboxes for products incorporating blockchain
technologies, the way it has done for other
Fintechs.
          Another contending factor in bursting the
bubble of NFT is the inimical impact its underlying
technology has on the environment. 
      The crypto world’s major players are the
Millennials and the Gen Z, who pay as much heed
to the environment as they do to transformational
technologies. The algorithm required for creating
the blocks in the blockchains is called the ‘Proof-of-
Work’ algorithm and the process is called ‘Mining’.
According to the European Environment Agency
publication ‘Blockchain And The Environment’,
the proof-of-work algorithm is “extremely energy-
hungry”. Cambridge University researchers write,
“Bitcoin mining uses more energy each year than
Sweden”. They reckon that a single transaction of
bitcoin has the same carbon as 680,000 Visa
transactions or 51,210 hours of watching YouTube.
Similar approximations have unsettled the 

investors.
      In the Dotcom Bubble of the 1990s, the
increasing vogue of the internet spurred a leviathan
wave of speculation in cutting edge tech companies,
thus making hundreds of Dotcom companies hit
multi-billion dollar valuation just as they went
public. But the soaring Nasdaq indices crashed
shortly thereafter and even triggered a U.S.
recession. This is one of the most memorable
examples of how a flawed valuation of an asset
resulted in a dramatic plunge and huge losses for
the stakeholders. However, this could be an
erroneous analogy since the core technology of
NFT, i.e. the Blockchain technology, has existed for
a very long time now, reducing the chances of a
boom and bust, and making the possibility of a
recession still too far-fetched. In the backdrop of a
world still grappling with the novel coronavirus and
struggling to recover in its aftermath, we are yet to
discover whether the NFTs will evanesce like a
bubble bursting or disrupt the entirety of our
collective futures. Transformational technologies
are disruptive and messy and pose risks that often
blur their positive attributes. Likewise this one too
is fairly new and equally volatile. Now it is our
discretion to either be a fly on the wall or a buoyant
stakeholder while this phenomenon unfolds before
our eyes.
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An Enquiry Into The Mental Catastrophe Wrought By Corona 2.0

 By Aditi Deokar, Shreya Shukla, and Sonam Dhera 

PANIC IN THE PANDEMIC 

Older children, who understand the perils of the pandemic, may
require more care than toddlers (Lisa Sorgini)



Dom McKenzie/The Observer
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I f you had asked us six months ago
what the year had been like, we
would’ve said it had been tough.
Come New Year’s Eve, though, we 

saw the light at the end of the proverbial
tunnel and were happy to put COVID-19
safely behind us and resume our normal
lives in all their glory. ‘Death to 2020’, a
mockumentary on that unprecedented
time, made the rounds on social media
platforms. There were wishes, hopes, and
dreams for a dazzling, prosperous, and
memorable 2021.
            Then the second wave of COVID-19
in India struck in March of 2021. The
numbers escalated slowly at first and then
more rapidly until there was no point in
denying the catastrophe we had holed
ourselves into.  We had not anticipated it
to be any worse than 2020. But here we
were. News of the shoot in caseload, death
toll, paucity of hospital beds, and a
looming oxygen crisis was omnipresent.
While the country appears to have tided
over the dark days, mental scars and
trauma persist unequivocally beneath the
sheath of ‘normalcy’.
          The last two months have been bleak.
Even those people who had been safe and
remained uninfected in the previous year
found themselves in the grip of the virus.
It was clear that India had entered the
stage of community transmission – but
our Union government was in denial. We
found that people who were devastated by
COVID were not just numbers in a
newspaper – they were our family, friends,
teachers, and acquaintances.
      The advent of COVID last year bro-
ught the focus on the mental health of
individuals and communities. Countless
surveys were carried out, and articles
written about staying sane during the
lockdown and nurturing one’s mental
health during rough times like these. This 
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article also aims to explore the impact
of COVID on one’s mental health –
but we wish to go beyond the general
population and address the impact on
people who have been affected most
directly. 

Mental Health & Stress

During & Post-COVID-19

The authors believe that COVID-19  is
not merely a physical illness and its 

debilitating mental effects persist even
after recovery. From the moment one
experiences symptoms, right down to
testing and recuperation, COVID
takes a toll on one’s mental health.
However, we seldom realize this and
fail to note a person’s mental well-
being during and post-COVID. One’s
illness is only magnified by the mental
cataclysm that COVID causes – fear,
anxiety, guilt, despair, and alienation. 

 

Quarantine and its resulting isolation can exacerbate pre-existing mental-health conditions like 
depression, ADHD and anxiety (By Joakim Eskildsen—INSTITUTE)
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To obtain objective results about the
experience of COVID, we prepared a
questionnaire to assess the mental health
and stress experienced by people who had
been infected. 
          Going beyond that, we also learnt
through personal experiences and from
the perspectives of others that caring for a
loved one is mentally and physically
taxing. COVID does not only impact
those who are directly infected, and its
effects on loved ones in the patients’
vicinity are insidious and less readily
addressed. Therefore, to expand the scope
and reach of our survey, we included two
sections in the questionnaire – one for the
infected individual and one for members
of their household.
         Admittedly, the sample size is not
large enough to represent people’s
experiences at large but this was an
attempt to understand how similar the
emotional responses have been across the
board. 50.7% of the participants in this
study are young adults (18-25 years) and
55.3% are female. 77% of people were in
proximity of someone who recovered
from the disease recently, 57% were
infected by COVID-19, and 34% were
people who both recovered from it and
had loved ones who’ve suffered as well. 
 63% found COVID-19 isolation miserable
and got by knowing full well that it had to
be done, and 73% experienced behavioural
changes like heightened anxiety and an
increased sense of loneliness. Similarly,
71% felt fearful about transmitting the
virus to those in their proximity. 
        Surprisingly, 71% reported that
doctors and healthcare professionals put
them at ease right from the onset of
symptoms and throughout the recovery
process. 71% believe that they have
developed a positive outlook towards life
post-recovery. 75% think of overcoming 
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COVID-19 as a reminder that even serious
challenges are surmountable. An
overwhelming 87% also believe that this
experience has been a dawn of
comprehension for them with regards to
how strong their support system is,
backing them even when they were
physically distanced. A sizable majority
(75%) also claimed to have adopted a
proactive approach towards a healthy
lifestyle post-COVID. 
         Retrospectively, less than half the
people (46%) expressed an inclination to
keep themselves busy with studies or
work during their recovery period, of
which those recovered (57%) indicated a
stronger longing to be productive even in
sickness than those who looked after them
(35%). 
          Even a year after zoom calls and
online meetings took over real-world
human interaction, people still seem to be
grappling with the idea of how good a
replacement the former is, with 36%
choosing “not sure” and 34% considering
it a poor alternative. Less than half (45%)
deem it unfair to have contracted
COVID-19 (40%) or their loved ones
getting infected by coronavirus (50%).
People, by a toss of a coin, either seem to
acquiesce that they had been off-guard
concerning COVID-19 safety protocols or
accept coronavirus as an inevitability, a
new normal. 
                The most interesting finding has
to be the pattern that makes otherwise
lifeless statistics come to life- human
altruism and resilience. Understandably,
quarantining felt worse for those infected,
but their loved ones were more critical and
perceptive towards the healthcare they
received. Comparatively, family and
friends of the infected are less likely to
adopt a positive outlook towards life and
think that serious challenges can be 
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overcome. Even as most infected people
desired to work in their recovery period,
those in their proximity were sensitive to
their needs and provided care by putting
work behind with few regrets. Even as
most infected people desired to work in
their recovery period, those in their
proximity were sensitive to their needs
and provided care by putting work behind
with few regrets.
            The questionnaire was a valuable
tool to quantify the experience of COVID
and examine the results objectively.
However, with the pandemic being such
an all-encompassing, real, and poignantly
human experience, looking at it only in
numbers and statistics shall make our
exploration incomplete. Therefore Aditi,
one of the co-authors of this article,
penned down her and her family’s
intricate and deeply personal experience
with COVID-19.

Aditi’s Experience

Last March, I found myself in a peculiar
situation. I had to quarantine myself away
from friends, classmates, and the
outdoors, and live within the four walls of
a room with only my family by my side.
Fresh out of school, the quarantine
seemed like an extended summer vacation
that I would get out of unscathed. Living
in the 21st century, there are various
platforms to communicate through and
thus began hours of texting, calling, and
sharing of memes (on the very thing out to
destroy us!). I just knew that I would be
absolutely fine.
      Soon, communication began
dwindling and I noticed all my friends
turning into recluses. It slowly crept upon
me how everybody was unwittingly
romanticising the lockdown. This was
their private time to retreat into their
mind and rest from years of socialising. I,
on the other hand, was pining for new
experiences outside 
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the bounds of my room. Solitude was not
my friend! I noticed an idee fixe take root
in my being: the all-encompassing
obsession to remain positive in the
quarantine. But, despite its upsides, such a
state of being was in fact robbing me of a
historical, raw, and complex human
experience. Our freedom of movement
had been taken away overnight, and in
such uncertain times, with no sign of
‘normal’, I felt aimless and lost. The first
wave of COVID-19 seemed to be my
worst nightmare come to life, but it was
only the calm before the storm. 
             At the beginning of the second
wave, one fateful evening in March, my
father was diagnosed with COVID-19.
Like any other household, discussions on
this atrocious virus were a common
occurrence. Still, none of us could have
anticipated how harrowing this
experience would turn out to be for the
rest of the month. No one likes to admit or
accept that they have contracted COVID-
19. However, it is essential to act on your
symptoms as soon as possible, and that’s
what he did. As a family, there was always
the gnawing fear of contracting the virus,
even as we shielded ourselves behind
closed doors and walls, our presence
peeking out only when the situation
absolutely called for it. But this fear only
aggravated now. My mother's first
thoughts on learning the result were not
to distance herself but to get all the
required medicines, find a doctor to
consult online, check temperatures, and
create a safe space for isolation. While I
began to get frazzled, my 12-year-old
brother was calm and collected. He was
well aware of the dangers of the virus but
staying calm under pressure was his
contribution and his way of showing us
how optimism helps. 
         Then followed the ordeal of
performing all household chores, cooking,
cleaning, and looking after my dad. We 
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through his time with COVID-19 was his
acceptance and willpower to beat the virus.
He was also thankful to his friends and
colleagues for checking upon him each day.
According to him, a strong support system
and an atmosphere conducive to gain
strength were so important, as many who are
admitted in hospitals have a sense of general
negativity looming over the air.
           While there are many scenarios of
having a covid patient at home,
unfortunately, my mother contracted the
disease shortly after. Unlike my father’s
results, my mother’s was a huge surprise that
shook us all. She was an asymptomatic
patient. For a person who is constantly in
situations of maximum exposure with work
in the office and travel, my mom managed to
remain fairly risk-free. Over time she had
developed a mindset of being immune to the
virus. 
             There was a stark contrast between
how my parents handled COVID-19
individually. My mother found it harder to
deal with this change. The past few weeks
had been arduous, and isolation only made
her grow more restless and scared. My father
was her beacon of hope, constantly
reassuring her that she would be fine. Times
like these made me realise how exposure to
the virus rendered me mentally and
physically unable to help my mother. The
contagious character of COVID-19 puts us in
a major complication with regards to treating
our loved ones. My father would distract her
mind from all negative rumours. The
inability to smell and taste had deeply
affected her. With news of a complete loss of
smell (anosmia) doing the rounds, she was
terrified of experiencing the same. While this
is generally only a temporary state, there
have been cases of losing olfactory sense for
months on end. This poorly understood
disorder with no known cure can gravely
affect one’s quality of life. Appetite is also hit 
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were fortunate enough to have helpful
neighbours with a generosity of spirit. Seeing
my dad consume so many medicines was not
easy on the eyes. There were nights when the
world stopped making sense in its entirety,
perhaps due to the major mental stress of
living only 10 meters away from a COVID-
19-infected person, and the physical
exhaustion from providing for them and
ourselves. Dinner time no longer felt the
same and a sense of comfort was lost. 
                  Five days after my father’s diagnosis,
I fell ill with a high fever. Having one
member of the family suffering from covid
was stressful enough, but two would only
add a strain to an already crumbling peace of
mind. The next three days were some of the
most critical in my life. A delayed COVID-19
test report did not help matters as I got worse
and weaker, leaving my mother to carry all
the responsibilities on her shoulders. Later
on, I did receive a negative report and have
never felt happier. If three days of complete
isolation without COVID-19 was a horror,
what would 14 days with this virus be like?
This experience shook me to the core and
made me realize how my notion of a
romanticized lockdown was based on
entirely different reasons. This close brush
with COVID-19 finally made me realize the
importance of quarantine and isolation. 
              I have developed a much more pos-
itive outlook towards life. I once read a quote
that said, ‘life on the other side of anything is
still just life, in all its duality’, the duality
being me healthily quarantining and my
loved ones being in isolation. I had refused to
notice the difference between quarantine
and isolation for an entire year. Soon after
my dad recovered and received a negative
report, he was back on his feet, eating healthy
and doing minimum exercise. He never
looked better! Recovery was a breath of fresh
air. But only the one who has suffered truly
knows what it is like. What got my dad 
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The trauma from the many lives lost can
never be forgotten. As Arundhati Roy once
said, “Historically, pandemics have forced

humans to break with the past and imagine their

world anew. This one [COVID-19] is no different.

It is a portal, a gateway between one world and

the next.”

Conclusion

All in all, these have been troubling times for
sure. Several faced financial pressures and
were desperate for hospital beds. Many lost
their loved ones to this disease. The air
reeked of helplessness and despair. It was a
frightful time, and we ardently hope never to
see it again. But distressing incidents cannot
be put behind and erased. They serve as
lessons for us and all of humanity. We need
more research and psychological assessment
into the minds of people who experienced
COVID in its multifaceted ways. A two-
week medicine regimen may help physically,
but counselling and mental health support in
the form of short-term interventions need to
be enhanced. People who have fought this
fierce battle need special care as they attempt
to inch back to life as it was. Some will have
scratches, while others will reveal gaping
wounds. As with every battle, though, we
will come out of this stronger, more resilient,
and united in our shared struggles. 
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hard and food can no longer be enjoyed. One
cannot expect to recover without eating well
and breathing well. COVID-19 attacks the
lungs and has a lasting effect post-recovery
too. Asymptomatic infections affecting the
lungs may seem silent but are not altogether
harmless. The progress to a pre-covid,
healthy body takes time. 
                My mother felt healthier only after a
month of extensive yoga. OTT platforms
and technology, in her case, were not a
worthy respite during the long spaces of time
when she was left alone with her thoughts. I
have noticed people advising you to find
your happy place and think of good times. I
couldn’t imagine anything that could make a
person feel worse than rubbing in that
contrast now. Those two weeks felt like an
eternity but retrospectively passed in a blink.
A month has passed since, and I have never
seen my family grow this close. My parents
have become more grateful and positive
about life in the future. They see life in a new
light now, slowly overcoming the various
mental and physical effects that covid
wrought on them. April proved a profoundly
enlightening month that taught us many
lessons. 
            Every day, each one of us fights a
personal battle against the pandemic. While
our experiences differ vastly, they are all
equally valid. The strength that we have
showcased is commendable. Not everyone is
blessed to have a happy ending or get the
help they deserve. COVID-19 has
exacerbated intersectional inequalities. As a
society, we were never mentally prepared to
face such challenging times. The second
wave of COVID-19, while more virulent, has
created a lot of awareness on its treatment at
home, putting COVID-19 patients and
families in a better position to treat the virus
with more information on isolation. The
pain of many COVID-19 infected families
exceeds measurability.  
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By Antarleen sinha

LEARNING
AS IT

SHOULD
BE:
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‘Learning by heart’ has been an evergreen practice in the Indian context, with
roots running deep into the Vedic period of our history. Enlightened Gurus took
up students for a decentralized, but normative, educational journey that involved
residence in the Guru’s own abode, and incorporating within oneself the mind-
expanding inputs of knowledge and wisdom present in academic lessons and

everyday actions of life. Naturally, this nature of interaction ensured the holistic
growth of the child into an adult who was worthy of being termed a human
being and capable of transmitting the coveted universal truths encompassed in
Vedic literature. While the modern student may seem molly-coddled by the

easements of the contemporary education system, one’s curiosity over how it was
possible to learn so much with such effectiveness without present aids, remains

unresolved. For a concerned educator, such a question must have been
effervescent in his or her mind when, as if out of the blue, the self-confident

visage of the modern education system was shattered by an uninvited maelstrom
and laid bare to the invasion of the Covid-19 pandemic. All was not well, as it
has become increasingly clear. But it was once, over the long-drawn course of
our history, and therefore I will try looking back across countless timelines for
advice on how educators should equip themselves against elements that corrode

education.
 

REIMAGINING THE NOBLE PROFESSION
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nently snatched the ability of countless individuals
to avail emancipatory education, while a large
section of those able to enrol themselves in the
finest educational institutions have found their
efforts channelised into rote learning, which is as
permanent to reason as a film of dust on a surface
is to a gust of wind. In such situations, only
motivated human effort, nourished with an
innately human desire for societal salvation from
the jaws of disparity can carve out better
alternatives for those students who are at the
mercy of malignant situations. Such motivated
participation of people in remedying the situation
would translate into more positive futures for
individuals. An educator, be it a school-level
teacher or a professor at the higher echelons of
education, is the most crucial element capable of
carving out those alternatives. From famed
teachers like Ranjitsinh Disale working in poor
conditions for the upliftment of students to
instructors in top educational institutions
churning out optimistic new currents in methods
of imparting knowledge, educators are the ones 

who define how knowledge is disseminated
among individuals so that sincere efforts bear
fruits regardless of disparity of privilege.
         In our journey across thousands of years,
humanity has witnessed a transition from the
Gurukul system of education to a more compact
and structured educational programme that has
led to the professionalization of the teaching
process. As true for most parts of the world,
professionalization has opened avenues for
capitalisation which has brought a metallic timbre
to the erstwhile organic educational dynamics. As
the world slowly descended into a never-ending
rat race with despair driven into the post-
education mentalities like corroded screws, the
idea of learning by heart has taken the shape of
substituting the heart with something that is
opposed to liveliness in learning.
               With teachers universally accepted as being
at the helm of the educational process, much mud
has been splattered on their image with the
cumulative opinion emergent being that educators
have become parasites draining societal resources
and delivering only repetitions of the dull pages in
ideologically manipulated textbooks through
which students grow to become fodder for the
state machinery or end up getting involved in anti-
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I t would be inaccurate to assume that the education
system was stable before Covid-19 caved in on it.
Centuries of social  marginalisation have perma-
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"In the North the Negro had better educational facilities" by Jacob Lawrence  
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social activities, disillusioned about
the uselessness of the living self. Even
if the allegations are baseless, the
miasma emanating from the
accusations seem to precipitate
corrosive stereotypes that may lead to
educators entrapping themselves in
this accursed model of teaching. The
very desire to pursue teaching as a
career option is dwindling among
educated people as the profession gets
ensconced in an aura of negativity.
The human self is, in most instances,
amicable to following a path of least
difficulties, and, under the effect of
such stereotypes, individuals aspiring
to be enlightened educators tend to
fall short.

Can the ‘Virtual’ be the

next ‘Reality’?

While this discomfiture continues to
fester in the veins of the Indian
education system, entrepreneurs have
come up with the next step in the
field of the teaching-learning process:
Online education. Pick up a
smartphone, open an application, and
you immediately get immersed in a
world of ready-made lessons claiming
to be custom made for the modern
student. Nouveau learning is
embedded in an interface that allows
the student to ‘learn’ through
functions that appear to be a video
game encapsulating him or her in an
addictive frenzy. While the Hansels
and Gretels are busy savouring
delectables, the witchcraft lurking in
the shadows will unveil itself as a
capitalist ploy to extract money from
tensed parents fretting over their
growing distrust in the educators,
should one look more closely.
           This has proven a serious blow
to the confidence of even the most
dedicated educators who were already
struggling with stereotypes and more
material problems like low
remunerations for hours of effort,
mostly due to employers who are
themselves believers of the
stereotypes. As digital education
continues to gather momentum,
certain sections have questioned
whether the institutionalised
education system involving teachers
was moving towards an ‘inevitable’
and ugly demise.
     The advent of the Covid-19
pandemic was a surprise, but modern
digital communication technology
allowed educational institutions to
reconnect with students within a
short span of time after the

initial disruption. While online classes
seem to have saved the day for
education in general, the pandemic
has shown how online education has
far more negative consequences than
positive ones. While some teachers
have found it difficult to get used to
the technicalities of the online
communication platforms leading to a
cumulative loss of ‘days’ in trying to
figure out functions, online education
is also not ‘egalitarian’ in any sense of
the term when one considers the
government schools in backward
areas and public universities with
diverse students where several teachers
and students might not even have the
digital facilities required in the first
place. 
           Technical difficulties like
network issues and power cuts are
common problems that prevent classes
from being conducted properly. A
lack of accountability on the part of
both the student and teacher has
shown how the teaching-learning
process has suffered a marked
deterioration. Significantly, in this
context, because teachers and students
are separated by an electronic rift, the
personal guidance of the mentor does
not reach the student. It is not only
frustrating for the teacher to speak for
hours in front of a screen, sometimes
without seeing the students’ faces, but
also for the students, who find it
difficult to develop a human
connection with the teacher. After
some time, as many students have
faced, a severe motivation crisis sets in
and leaves the student grappling with
the overpowering negativity of the
surroundings.

Manoeuvring the

Learning Curve- a two-

way process

This has revealed to us how the idea
of a teacher can be and should be
modified. While talking through the
screen, the educator needs to align his
or her teaching methods in such a
way that the student at the other end
feels included in an environment that
is nurturing and acts as a protective
shield against negativity. The
pandemic has, in a way, allowed
educators to redeem their name from
the accusations of the past by making
it obvious that a student cannot be
nourished without the physical
presence of a teacher. It might seem to
be a shamelessly exaggerated demand
from teachers who, also as human
beings, have had to suffer irreparable 

losses due to the pandemic. Every
day, newspapers creep with the
melancholic figures calculating
deaths of educators and nothing
seems to fill these gaps. However, the
online classes, limited as they may be
in their reach, allow a reciprocal
relation between the teacher and the
student.
            For a long time, teachers have
been trained to read their students like
trained psychologists, but now it is the
students who should attempt to help
their teachers with mental
reinforcement against the surmounting
tragedy. While this may sound too
perfect to be applied in the real world
where the movements of the educators
and students are determined by the
meanderings of the syllabus, the socio-
scientific validity of this mindset is
upheld as people feel connected to each
other when avenues are opened for
heart-to-heart communication. While
there is always the personal claim to
privacy, teachers and students can still
interact on a wider plane of subjects
that can help both sides maintain their
mental health.
             The Gurukul system provided
the teacher’s home to the students as an
abode of not only learning but growing,
and, in modern times, the teacher has to
make the student feel at home by
conducting the classes in the required
manner. Gone are the days of capitalist
assertions of claiming to provide
productivity through its designs of
professionalism. The only way to make
education count in times dominated by
superseding concerns is by emulating
the idea of personal connection
between teachers and students as
established by the Gurukul system of
education. Questions may arise over
the extra efforts being made by teachers
for the same pay and even deferred
remunerations, but the process will be
able to transcend the stereotypical
work-for-pay relation and benefit the
teacher’s self. The only way that
education can be sustained through
these challenging times is by revamping
the two-way teaching-learning process
and imbibing its true meaning.

The Gurudakshina

This does not mean the burden of
responsibility lies solely on the
shoulders of the teachers. Educational
institutions in particular and the
Government in general need to speed
up their educational reinforcement 
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programmes so as to widen the reach
of digital communication among the
people at large while simultaneously
taking every safe step that brings us
closer to the resumption of physical
classes. This will involve the
provision of proper support to the
teachers and the appointment of
more teachers to disseminate quality
learning on a larger scale. Sadly,
several teachers in schools and
professors in universities have been
denied their salaries citing reasons
which are as weak as the governm-

ents efforts to remedy the situation. As
long as our educators are not given
their due, the country will not be able
to function properly and the
complications precipitated by the
pandemic will only be further
compounded. The Government’s
efforts to implement the new National
Education Policy of 2020 have been
impeded by the same problem of lack
of proper funds and the dearth of
efficient mechanisms to put the
resources to effective use. The
government needs to channelise its 

best efforts in this direction so that
the educational process is carried out
smoothly.
         It is still a bumpy road ahead.
Educators and students are bound to
get disconcerted by the turns of the
times. However, one is reminded of
Gandhi who promoted refraining
from indulging in the fallacies of
modern civilisational wonders and
looking back at simpler times for
inspiration. If our educators hold up
the light high through their actions,
we are bound to brave this storm.
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